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Volvo Cars
1945-1995
A Pictorial History
By Trevor Alder

Each Volvo model (1945-1995) has been painstakingly researched 
for this book detailing body derivatives, production changes, 
technical information and hundreds of photos and diagrams, plus 
how the ever-changing advertising was used to promote each model. 
Profusely illustrated throughout, this is a worthy addition to the 
Veloce Pictorial History series.

A comprehensive pictorial history of Volvo cars produced from 1945 
up to and including models in production in 1995, this really is the 
‘go-to’ publication if you need to compare specific models.

This book is a trip down memory lane for any post-war car enthusiast 
with fantastic illustrations from several sources, including line 
drawings, black & white and colour period photos, including interior 
detail. All models are covered including saloons, sports derivatives, 
limited editions, estates and coupes. A section on motor sport 
achievements and TV/movie appearances is included, along with 
contemporary advertising headlines, complementing the historical 
content, technical specifications, key production changes and build 
figures. 

Trevor Alder learned to drive and passed his driving test in a 145E, and 
has previously written and compiled several motoring publications 
from his massive self-indexed magazine archive. This is a bookshelf-
must for anyone interested in a slice of Volvo motoring heritage.

• Illustrated history of all Volvo cars produced between 1945 and 
1995

• Brief history of each specific model with key production changes
• Each model fully described with several annotated illustrations
• Comprehensive technical specification for each model, 

dimensions, weights, engines, performance
• Military applications
• Key achievements in motor sport
• TV show and movie appearances described
• Both interior and exterior diagrams and photographs
• Media advertising slogans for each model
• Comprehensive index

PRICE £19.99 UK �  $30 USA � 
FORMAT Paperback SIZE 210mm H x 148mm W

EXTENT 112 pages IMAGES 216 pictures
ISBN 9781845846138 UPC 636847046132

BIC WGCB + KJZ SKU V4613

Publication date April 2024

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Trevor Alder was born in the 
1960s, raised and educated 
in Essex, England, and was 
eagerly involved in the family 
horticultural business from a 
young age. He moved on to 
become a technical author 
in the data communications 
business, first with Marconi 
then BT. He now works in 
the electricity distribution 
industry. Trevor has been an 
eager collector of historical 
printed material from a young 
age, which has led on to the 
publication of several books. 
His collection includes full runs 
of several UK motoring, as well 
as a collection of early Range 
Rovers. In 2006 he and his 
father self built a six-wheel Land 
Rover which they drove to the 
Sahara desert and back. Trevor 
was also responsible for the 
Transport Source Books road-
test reprint book series back in 
the 1990s. He is married with 
grown up children, and enjoys 
photography, cycling and a new 
hobby: driving his electric cars.

www.veloce.co.uk/store/ 
Volvo-Cars-p5244535

The A Pictorial History series is a range of lavishly illustrated, highly detailed 
guides covering auto makers from the 19th and 20th century. Every guide 
includes extensively illustrated full model-by-model comparisons, and features 
model histories, highly detailed descriptions including dimensions, engine 
specifications, colour and trim options – even feature gear-shift gate patterns 
and dashboard layouts in some guides, making for a great visual reference.

https://www.veloce.co.uk/store/Volvo-Cars-p524453510
https://www.veloce.co.uk/store/Volvo-Cars-p524453510
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www.veloce.co.uk/store/ 
Mercedes-Benz-Cars-p530090761

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

James Taylor graduated from 
Oxford and pursued further 
academic studies at Reading, 
before spending 12 years working 
in central government. But the 
lure of writing about cars – 
which he was doing in his spare 
time – proved too great and he 
decided to turn it into a career. 
James has written well over 100 
books and spent ten years as the 
editor of Land Rover Enthusiast 
magazine. He has written very 
widely for both magazines and 
books on motoring subjects, but 
has specialised in the history 
of Rover cars and Land Rovers 
;  he continues to write for the 
motoring press both at home 
and abroad. He has several 
automotive books published 
by Veloce, including: Rover V8 – 
The Story of the Engine ;  Land 
Rovers in British Military Service ;  
Land Rover Emergency Vehicles 
;  Rover Cars - A Pictorial History 
;  and some Essential Buyer’s 
Guides for the Range Rover and 
Land Rover Discovery.

Mercedes-Benz  
Cars
1947 to 2000
A Pictorial History

By James Taylor

This latest addition to Veloce’s Pictorial History series provides full 
model specifications for all Mercedes-Benz models from 1947 to 
2000. An essential reference book and authenticity guide for all 
Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts.

Beginning with Mercedes’ revived pre-war cars in 1947, Mercedes-
Benz Cars divides the model ranges into different types – saloons, 
luxury models, coupés, roadsters and so on – and examines them in 
chronological order, right up to 2000, by which time Mercedes had 
embarked on a different course.

With model-by-model descriptions and detailed technical 
information, this book will be a great resource for all Mercedes-
Benz enthusiasts. It features over 200 photographs, and delves into 

the histories and specifications of nearly 40 different model ranges, 
explaining their origins, outlining their production changes, and 
providing production figures for individual models where these are 
available.

• Photographs of each model, showing variations and comparisons
• Detailed technical specifications for each Mercedes-Benz model 

from 1947 to 2000
• Background information on model designs and development
• Details of colour options and special features
• Styling and design notes
• A one-stop guide for identification and authenticity checks
• Production numbers stated where available
• A comprehensive reference book for Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts 

PRICE £19.99 UK �  $30 USA � 
FORMAT Paperback SIZE 210mm H x 148mm W

EXTENT 112 pages IMAGES 220 pictures
ISBN ISBN: 9781845843311 UPC 636847043315

BIC WGCB + KJZ SKU V4331

Publicatin date May 2024

The A Pictorial History series is a range of lavishly illustrated, highly detailed 
guides covering auto makers from the 19th and 20th century. Every guide 
includes extensively illustrated full model-by-model comparisons, and features 
model histories, highly detailed descriptions including dimensions, engine 
specifications, colour and trim options – even feature gear-shift gate patterns 
and dashboard layouts in some guides, making for a great visual reference.

https://www.veloce.co.uk/store/Mercedes-Benz-Cars-p530090761 
https://www.veloce.co.uk/store/Mercedes-Benz-Cars-p530090761 
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www.veloce.co.uk/store/Jaguar-p419983019

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nigel Thorley is a well-
regarded motoring historian 
with a particular interest in the 
Jaguar marque. Brought up on 
the marque through Jaguar 
ownership in his family, Nigel 
got his first Jaguar at 18 years 
of age, and to date has owned 
70 Jaguars, including 16 MkIIs. 
His knowledge and expertise of 
these cars is widely recognised, 
and he has written over twenty 
titles on the marque, has 
contributed to TV and radio 
programmes, and regularly 
provides talks and seminars on 
the cars and the company. A 
founder member and Director 
of the Jaguar Enthusiast’s 
Club, Nigel was also Editor of 
the Club’s prestigious Jaguar 
Enthusiasts magazine for nearly 
40 years.

Jaguar Cars
1946 to 2008
A Pictorial History
By Nigel Thorley

An on-the-spot information resource for Jaguar cars from 1946 
through to 2008. General model information, specifications and 
other production details for each model are given in chronological 
order, making the information you are looking for easy to find.

With model-by-model descriptions and detailed technical 
information, this is a great resource for all Jaguar and automotive 
enthusiasts. This Pictorial History contains hundreds of photographs, 
obtained by the author during his years involved in the Jaguar Drivers 
Club and Jaguar Enthusiasts Club as well as those provided by the 
Jaguar Heritage archives.

Included in this guide are detailed model-by-model comparisons, 
including changes in model production; extensive illustrations, both 

colour and black & white photographs; body and interior styling 
identification and differences, along with colour schemes; detailed 
technical information and specifications; standard and optional 
equipment details; dashboard instrument layout drawings and 
photographs; roduction figures as a total or individual model where 
available

• An illustrated guide to all cars made by Jaguar from 1946 to 2008
• Full model specs for each vehicle
• A useful identification and authenticity reference for all Jaguar 

models
• A nostalgic look at the Jaguars of the past
• Colour photographs of each model
• A thorough delve into the world of Jaguar’s classic luxury cars

PRICE £22.50 UK �  $35 USA � 
FORMAT Paperback SIZE 210mm H x 148mm W

EXTENT 160 pages IMAGES 387 images
ISBN 9781787117761 UPC 636847017767

BIC WGCB + WG SKU V5776

Publication date April 2024

The A Pictorial History series is a range of lavishly illustrated, highly detailed 
guides covering auto makers from the 19th and 20th century. Every guide 
includes extensively illustrated full model-by-model comparisons, and features 
model histories, highly detailed descriptions including dimensions, engine 
specifications, colour and trim options – even feature gear-shift gate patterns 
and dashboard layouts in some guides, making for a great visual reference.

https://www.veloce.co.uk/store/Mercedes-Benz-Cars-p530090761 
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The Romeo Ferraris Giulietta TCR in WTCR racing  The Brand’s the Thing  10
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

THE DRIVERS FOR 2022 were Zhou Guanyu and Valtteri Bottas.
Newspress
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www.veloce.co.uk/store/Alfa-Romeo-p455563040

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Peter Collins was born in 
London and has been a motoring 
writer and photographer for over 
fi!een years. He has a lifelong 
interest in motorsport and racing 
history, and has been attending 
events worldwide since 1965. Co-
founder and now editor-at-large 
of magazine Auto Italia, he also 
contributes to other European 
and American publications 
and websites, and has recently 
become European editor of 
website Retrospeed. Peter lives 
in south London with his partner, 
Liz, and cat, Darcy. He travels 
extensively throughout the year, 
covering motoring events of 
all disciplines and maintaining 
his close ties. This book is a 
continuation of his previous 
volumes, which display his long- 
held passion for motorsport..

Alfa Romeo Cars in Motorsport since 1945
Celebrating Alfa Romeo’s extraordinary sporting legacy
By Peter Collins

This book celebrates the extraordinary sporting legacy behind 
the name Alfa Romeo, and is a unique record of every model of 
Alfa Romeo associated with official and, at times, not so official 
Alfa sporting achievements from 1945 to the present day. A 
photographic journey, featuring many rare period photographs.

This book celebrates the extraordinary sporting legacy behind 
the name Alfa Romeo, and is a unique record of every type of 
Alfa Romeo associated with official and, at times, not so official 
Alfa sporting achievements from 1945 to the present day.

This photographic album and record consists entirely of 
period photographs, many previously unpublished, with a full 

description of each car’s sporting achievement, and is the result 
of many years of research.

• A unique and comprehensive overview of every Alfa Romeo 
used in motorsport

• Covers the period from WW2 to the present day
• The definitive work on Alfa Romeo in motorsport
• Sets out the importance of Alfa Romeo as a marque
• A thorough examination of the history and heritage of Alfa 

Romeo
• Illustrated only with period photographs, many extremely 

rare

PRICE £80 UK �  $120 USA � 
FORMAT Hardback SIZE 295mm W x 265mm H

EXTENT 328 pages IMAGES 355 images
ISBN 9781845849160 UPC 636847049164

BIC WSP + WGCB SKU V4916

Publication date April 202

83

Giulia GTA 1300/1600  Autodelta 1  03

THAT THE GTA WAS extremely adaptable was proven by its rally record as well as its circuit racing results. Here, the crew of Jean-Louis Barailler/Jean-Phillippe Fayel head for second place overall in one 
of the Alfa Romeo Paris-prepared cars, at the end of the gruelling 1968 Coupe des Alpes, run from September 2nd to 8th, where 64 cars started but only 12 finished.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

“I have driven all types of racing 155 and each had its own characteristics, but I am most closely touched by the 
155 D2 of 1993 and the 1994 Silverstone because I created them from birth, with the engineers, from the test track 
to the races.” Whilst talking to him, Gabriele Tarquini had this to say about the type of 155 raced worldwide in 
national touring car championships.

BOTH GIAMPIERO SIMONI AND GABRIELE TARQUINI look very young in this publicity shot with their 155 during early season testing 
for the upcoming 1994 British Touring Car Championship.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive

The 155 in D2 racing worldwide
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The 147  To Rule the World  09
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

ALL TEAM DRIVERS TENDED towards the spectacular in their 
driving styles; indeed, it was perhaps necessary to be like that. 
Here, Gabriele Tarquini is bouncing over a curb at Silverstone’s 
Becketts Corner on two wheels.
Author’s collection
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The Alfa Romeo-powered Indycars  More Distractions  08

 FOR 1990 A NEW March chassis, the 90CA, was run for the first 
half of the season. The team had transferred its allegiance over 
the winter to the previous year’s Indy Championship team of Pat 
Patrick, and, in so doing, had gained major sponsorship from 
Miller’s Genuine Draft beer, as can be seen in this picture.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive

ROBERTO GUERRERO CONTINUED AS team driver for 1990, 
and once the team changed to Lola chassis mid-season, 
he made considerable progress with the car, though slow 
engine development continued to be a problem. This power 
unit was 2.6-litre, of V8 configuration and turbocharged to 
fit the regulations, and was based on the engine built for the 
stillborn Ferrari 637 CART Indy car tested but not raced in 1986. 
This picture depicts the last race using the March chassis, at 
Meadowlands, New York on 15/7/90.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

A CLOSE-UP OF THE V8 turbocharged motor developed for 
the Alfa Romeo Indycars from a stillborn unit intended for the 
proposed Ferrari 637 car built to take part in USA oval racing.
Author’s collection
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The Alfa Romeo 158/9 Grand Prix cars Post-World War Two  Sporting Renaissance  01

AUGUSTO ZANARDI IS IN the lead car and Alessandro Gaboardi is 
behind. The latter was Chief Mechanic of the Alfa Romeo Corse, 
and the former CM of his team. Despite snow on the ground, 
they have brought the two latest improved and developed cars 
to the San Siro Park in Milan early in 1947 to give them a test run.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive

19

The Alfa Romeo 158/9 Grand Prix cars
Post-World War Two

Little needs be said about the immortal Alfetta Grand Prix cars. They spent the war first hidden in the paddock 
garages at Monza, before moving north to a cheese factory at Melzo near Lago d’Orta. When Alfa’s new post-war 
technical director, Orazio Satta Puglia, decreed that revival of Alfa Corse and Grand Prix racing should happen, 
the cars were recovered and prepared and ran first in the June 1946 Paris sgg Coupe René le Bègue race, where 
they retired. Lessons were learnt quickly, and thereafter Alfettas won every race they entered until 1951, and 
closure of Alfa Corse as a Grand Prix team.

 V4916 Alfa Romeo Cars in Motorsport.indb   19 V4916 Alfa Romeo Cars in Motorsport.indb   19 22/01/2024   11:4922/01/2024   11:49
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Alfa Romeos in competition as motorsport restarts post-war  Sporting Renaissance  01

NOT OFTEN SEEN IN competition were the 8C 2900Bs fitted 
with road coachwork, such as those cars clothed by Carrozzeria 
Touring. Here is one taking part in the 1948 Spa 24 Hours race 
crewed by Steinbach and Delporte. They retired with engine 
problems, but Steinbach reappeared in competition in an Alfa 
Romeo SVZ in the 1960 Tour de France. Sharing with Pasquier 
they finished 15th overall on that occasion.
Motorsportimages
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

THE ALFA ROMEO CENTRO Documentazione captioned this 
photograph as a 6C 2500 SS competing at Milan in 1946. For 
what was effectively the Italian Grand Prix that year, a circuit 
was laid out in that city around the Sempione Park. As can be 
seen from this photograph, it was very tight and twisty, and 
was used that year and in 1947 only until Monza was ready to 
accommodate the GP once again.

The Milan Grand Prix consisted of two race heats; however, 
these were only for monopostos within the relevant regulations: 
as this picture is of a sports car, it would appear a support race 
must have been run to allow these types of cars to compete. 
Sadly, research suggests that there is no record of this event, 
although Pasquino Ermini – later to construct his own cars – 
is recorded as competing in a 6C 2500 SS at other races in 
Italy around the time of the Milan event. This is circumstantial 
evidence at best, unless a reader can help ...?
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive

FOR THE 1948 MILLE Miglia, Alfa Romeo prepared two special 
6C 2500 SS Berlinettas. These developed 160bhp and were 
entrusted to Franco Rol/Alessandro Gaboardi, and factory test 
driver Consalvo Sanesi with Giulio Sala.

The picture depicts the latter car making a pit-stop during 
the race, probably in Rome. At that point Sanesi was in second 
place overall. It was the last Mille Miglia that Nuvolari was to take 
part in, and he was only there because Enzo Ferrari had decided 
to lend him a car at the last moment in Brescia before the start. 
This story is somewhat of a myth as one of Enzo’s drivers fell ill 
and was unable to take part, and he knew that Alfa Romeo had 
never accepted Nuvolari leaving for Auto Union before WW2. 
Latin temperament burns strong.

So, Tazio was driving like a man possessed and had 
progressed to a lead of 12 minutes at the checkpoint in the 
Eternal City. Sanesi was not happy with this and proceeded 
to drive his 6C even harder until, just as the road reached the 
coast at St Marinella near Civitavecchia, he completely overdid 
things and the car jumped the sea wall, ending up on the rocks 
in the water. He and Sala were severely injured. Nuvolari also 
lost control near Livorno, hitting a wall: the legacy of that impact 
resulted in final retirement with broken rear suspension.

It had been a desperate race ...
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive
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EXCITING OR NOT, ARTURO took the Turbo, chassis 016, to a win in the last round of the Interserie Sportscar series at Hockenheim in October 1977. I must express 
much appreciation for these three very rare photographs from the race, taken by Vincent Goffin, who was able to find them in his cellar.
Vincent Goffin

ARTURO WINS AT THE last race appearance of a T33, in the Turbo at Hockenheim. 
He has always been proud of that result.
Vincent Goffin

A LAST SHOT OF the fearsome Turbo at Hockenheim with Arturo.
Vincent Goffin

The Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 twelve-cylinder cars  Autodelta 2  04
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Alfa Romeo cars in Motorsport since 1945

THE FINAL DEVELOPMENT OF the twelve-cylinder sports 
racers was a Turbo version, with capacity reduced to 
2.1-litres in order to remain in the same class as the other 
team cars. Despite testing, it raced only twice, first in 
the final Sportscar World Championship round in 1977 at 
Salzburgring. Driver Arturo Merzario won with it in its only 
other race, at Hockenheim that year. He brought it home 
second overall, but it suffered flat spots in power delivery 
and an on/off turbo lag. “There was no more exciting car 
to drive when it was wet” he told me laconically.
Alfa Romeo Storico Archive
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Alfa Romeos in competition as motorsport restarts post-war  Sporting Renaissance  01
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Giulietta Zagato-bodied variants  Birth of the Modern Alfa  02

Giulietta Zagato-bodied variants

The aim of the Zagato-bodied Giuliettas was to provide the chassis with a lighter, more aerodynamic 
body than the standard Sprint for competition purposes, the idea resulting from a client crashing 
his Giulietta Sprint Veloce on the Mille Miglia. He realised he could re-body the car for less money at 
Carrozzeria Zagato and, at the same time, create a more competitive vehicle for motorsport.

HENRI OREILLER BECAME AN extremely successful rally driver as well as racer in 
Alfa Romeos. Here, with his usual co-driver, Fernand Masoero, he is powering his 
SZ Alfa away from a control on the gruelling Coupe des Alpes in 1960, the car 
run by Turin-based Alfa specialist Squadra Conrero. The pair finished seventh 
overall; the rally was won overall by another SZ driven by Roger de Langaneste.
Fotoracing
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www.veloce.co.uk/store/ 
Porsche-Racing-Cars-p512556426

Porsche Racing Cars 
2006 to 2023
By Brian Long
PORSCHE – RACING INTO MOTORSPORT HISTORY!

The full history of Porsche’s racing cars from 2006 onwards, 
this is the third book in the series, bringing the story right up-
to-date. 

This the third volume in a definitive history of Porsche’s 
racing cars, brings the Porsche racing story up to 2022 and 
the present. Illustrated throughout with contemporary 
photography sourced from the factory, this book serves as the 
perfect record of Porsche’s motorsport exploits from 2006 
onwards. 

Written by an acknowledged Porsche expert, with the full co-
operation of the factory.

• Written by an acknowledged expert on the marque
• Written with the full co-operation of the factory
• A third volume in the acclaimed Veloce Porsche Racing Cars 

series
• Another important building block in Veloce’s Porsche 

reference library
• Each racing car from 2006 onwards looked at in detail
• Covers customer cars as well as the works machines
• Stunning contemporary photography throughout
• Handy reference sections, season by season
• All major races covered worldwide
• The perfect book for all Porsche and motorsport enthusiasts

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Born in Coventry, once the 
heart of Britain’s motor industry, 
Brian comes from a family with a 
proud heritage in the automotive 
and aviation fields. He trained 
as a mechanical engineer, and 
worked for a time at his father’s 
garage. Brian became heavily 
involved in the classic car scene 
at 19, and says he turned to 
writing by accident. He now 
writes full-time and, since 1990, 
when his first book was released, 
he has had over 80 titles 
published. Brian and his wife, 
Miho, have two children, and 
currently live in Chiba, close to 
Tokyo. His main interests outside 
of cars include old cameras and 
bicycles, and the family’s love of 
Thoroughbred horses.

PRICE £75 UK 	  $90 USA 
 
FORMAT Hardback SIZE 250mm H x 250mm W

EXTENT 240 pages IMAGES 475 images
ISBN 9781787117945 UPC 636847017941

BIC WGCB + WSP SKU V5794

Publication date June 2024
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BMC 1100/1300 (ADO16)
Austin, Morris, MG, Riley, Wolseley & Vanden Plas models
Great British Cars
By Matthew Vale

ADO16 was the code name of the Austin Morris 1100/1300 
range of cars. This book details the complete range of main 
models and their MG, Riley and Vanden Plas derivatives. It 
looks at the mechanical design and development, as well as 
placing them in context within both BMC and the market.e. 

This book is something of a celebration of the ADO16. Back in 
the day these cars were best sellers: they gave lots of British 
families their first truly modern, stylish and practical car, and 
were reliable, economical and roomy all-rounders. 

With over a million cars sold in the UK between 1962 and 1973 
the ADO16s were pretty much the ‘Universal British Cars’ of the 
time and were present in every city, town, and village, and on 
every country road and trunk route in the ’60s. 

So let us and this book celebrate one of the British Motor 

Industry’s forgotten successes, the car that built on the success 
of the Mini to provide Britain and the rest of the world with a 
little gem of a motor, which was the perfect family saloon car 
of the time.

• An enthusiast’s guide to the ADO16 range, covering:
• The BMC range in 1962
• Badge engineering and model positioning
• ADO16 development teams
• Model developments - the Mark II and Mark III models
• Technical description of the body shell
• Technical description of the ‘A’ Series engine and 

transmission
• Technical description of the Hydrolastic suspension system
• Model by model descriptions: Austin, Morris, MG, Riley, 

Wolseley, and Vanden Plas
• Owning and running ADO16, including owners’ impressions 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Matthew Vale has been 
writing books on classic British 
motorcycles and cars since 
2004. Now retired from day-
to-day work in the IT industry, 
in which he was a Chartered 
IT professional specialising 
in computer security, he now 
devotes his free time to classic 
car and bike restoration, writing 
classic motoring books and 
articles, and spending time with 
his wife and family. In the past 
he has run such diverse classic 
cars as a Triumph Spitfire Mark 
III, MGB,Triumph Stag and a 
Lotus Elite, as well as restoring 
and riding classic bikes including 
the Triumph Bonneville, Norton 
Commando and BSA Lightning. 
With a lifelong fascination 
for glass fibre bodied cars 
(stemming from early holiday 
jobs at various glass fibre 
factories), and ownership of 
many rusty cars, he is currently 
carrying out a nut and bolt (and 
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expanded with the introduction of the Austin model in four 

door saloon form in September 1963, the Vanden Plas Princess, 

first seen at the 1963 London Motor Show and placed in 

production during 1964, the sporting Riley Kestrel and luxury 

sporting Wolseley in September 1965, and the three door 

estate in Morris Traveller and Austin Countryman guise in March 

GREAT BRITISH CARS BMC 1100/1300 (ADO16) Chapter 2 Design, Development and Build

The Mark II Models 
ANNOUNCED IN October 1967, the changes made which 

defined the Mark II models covered the complete range 

comprising the Austin and Morris 2 and 4 door saloons and 

estates (Countryman and Traveller) as well as the MG, the Riley 

Kestrel the Vanden Plas and the Wolseley. 

The main change to the exterior of all models was quite 

subtle - the tops of the rear fins were cut away at an angle, which 

meant that new rear light clusters were required and these were 

angled forwards and the top length of the fin reduced. While 

the original rear lights were almost vertical, the new lights were 

angled about 10 - 15 degrees, giving a slightly sleeker look 

to the cars profile. The Morris saloon versions also lost their 

chrome strip on the bonnet, and all models gained a suspended 

headliner which replaced the glued in position headliner used 

in the Mark 1 models.  

The Morris 1100 was the first model to be produced. A 

distinguishing mark is the chrome strip on the bonnet centreline 

which did not appear on any other version of the car. The MG version of ADO16 shared its strip speedometer with the 

Austin models. The MG had a bit more luxury in the form of wood 

trim on the dash while the Austin had to make do with bare metal. 

By 1969 the Mark II range was out. These three Morris versions 

show the two and four door saloons and the Traveler, replete with 

its fake wood trim. The inserts show the dashboards available with 

the strip speedometer for the Super De Luxe or the central console 

for the De Luxe models. 

1966. The main difference between the Morris and Austin 

1100 was the interior, with the Austin being fitted with a strip 

speedometer rather than the central console on the Morris 

which was also used on the MG 1100. 

The only significant styling change made to the body of ADO16 

was the shortening of the rear fins with the introduction of the Mark 

II model. This resulted in the rear lights sloping forwards as seen on 

this Mark III example Morris two door saloon.
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luxury Vanden Plas Princess model was introduced in 1964, and 

the sporting and luxury (but not as luxurious as the Vanden Plas) 

Riley and Wolseley models were added in 1965. The six model 

range neatly covered all the bases, providing a wide choice of 

trim levels, ranging from utilitarian through sporty and up to 

luxurious, as well as appealing to the small number of die hard 

marque fanatics. 

ADO16 Development Teams
THERE WERE two men behind the initial design of ADO16 - Alex 

Issigonis, BMC’s chief designer who designed the cars layout 

and body shell with its extremely spacious interior and Alex 

Moultan, who was responsible for the interconnected fluid 

and rubber sprung suspension which gave ADO16 its superb 

ride. The third person behind the success of ADO16 was BMC 

engineer and Technical Manager Charles Griffon, who led 

the team that bought ADO16 to production reality. Design 

of ADO16 began in 1958, as one element of the BMC plan to 

update its model range with ADO15 (the Mini) ADO16 (the 

1100) and ADO17 (the 1800 ‘Landcrab’). In order to achieve this 

plan, BMC also embarked on an expansion plan of the physical 

infrastructure of BMC to provide new or refurbished factory 

space for the production of the three new cars.

Key to the design of all three cars was the aim to have a 

transverse engine with its gearbox in the sump, front wheel 

drive and a wheel at each corner to achieve the maximum 

Chapter 2 Design, Development and Build

When the MG version of ADO16 was announced it was justifiably 

touted as the most advanced MG ever. Its performance and 

practicality was probably unique at he time. Initially only the 

export markets (mainly hte US got the two door model hence the 

left hand drive shown on this early brochure.

amount of interior space for a given size of car. In order to get 

the car to production there were two teams under Griffin, 

one taking on the body design the other the chassis. Chassis 

design was done by Alan Webb and Bob Shirley and covered 

the installation of the engine, gearbox, cooling system and 

exhaust, front and rear subframes, hydrolastic suspension units, 

steering rack and column, brakes, and finally the installation 

of the petrol tank and spare wheel.  Reg Job and Alan Parker 

were responsible for the body design, taking into account 

the Pininfarina styling and the need to have a monocoque 

capable of meeting the interior space requirements while 

accommodating all of the technical requirements.  

Model Developments
Introduction
THE ADO16 range was treated to two updates over its 

production run, with the Mark II introduced in 1967 and the 

Mark III unveiled in 1971. The changes introduced at these 

points were evolutionary rather than revolutionary;  changes 

to the basic body shape were minimal as were mechanical 

modifications. 

The Mark I Models
INTRODUCED IN 1962, and retrospectively called the Mark 

1 models, the range initially comprised the Morris 2 and 4 

door saloons introduced in August 1962, along with the four 

door MG 1100 first on the market in October 1962.  One 

distinguishing feature of the Mark 1 Morris saloon was the 

chromed strip mounted on the bonnet and running from the 

round Morris badge back to the scuttle. 

By the introduction of the Mark II models the range had 

These are two of the many 

talented people who made 

ADO16 such a success. To 

the right is Alex Issigonis who 

designed the car and to the 

left is BMC Technical Manager, 

engineer Charles Griffon who 

got the car into production.

With teal Blue paintwork John Norris’s 1300GT is a lovely example 

of the last model introduced. Only in production for a few years the 

1300GT was a fitting swansong for the performance versions of 

ADO16.

Veloce’s Great British Cars series is a nostalgic 
look at everyday cars fondly remembered by the 
British public, and were once were a common 
sight on Uk roads. Each book brings back to life, in 
words and pictures, a favourite car from the past, 
the series ultimately building into an essential 
library recording Britain’s motoring heritage.
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look, with round headlights, even if the 
pods they sat in were far flatter than 
those of yore. It successfully blended 
the lines of the 993 and 996 in a way 
that appealed to fans of the marque, and 
became sharper again in facelifted guise, 
fitting in with design language adopted 
across the Stuttgart maker’s range. 

A longer wheelbase had been 
decided on from the off, to further tame 
the handling as the rear-engined layout 
could still catch out the inexperienced 
driver when pushing hard, even in the 
later cars if all the electronic gadgets 
were switched off. The Type 991’s 
styling had to be revised to suit the new 

panelwork, but the brief handed down 
to design chief Michael Mauer was to 
retain as much of the 997’s distinctive 
silhouette as possible – after all, it would 
be foolhardy to destroy a successful 
formula. 

As Mauer stated in a promotional 
video: “The new 911 has to be clearly 
recognisable as a 911, but it also has 
to look fresh.” Although this line of 
development was followed to try and 
win back the hearts of traditional 911 
buyers in a tough marketplace for top-
end sporting models, there must be few 
manufacturers that can afford the luxury 
of being able to totally re-engineer a car 
only to ask its designers to make it look 
just like its predecessor!

Mauer stated that it was important 
to optimise the width to height ratio, 
to make the car look planted to the 
road. Following on from that, in a bid to 
improve handling, the front track was 
increased by a significant amount, and 
wheelarches had to be formed to take 
larger wheel and tyre combinations. 
However, the 991’s overall width 
remained much the same as that of the 
997, keeping things practical. 
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injection of cash that secured ten per cent 
of Porsche SE ordinary shares for Qatar 
Holding LLC, and a separate investment 
that bought a large chunk of VW, Porsche 
would ultimately be merged with the 
Volkswagen Group.

Meanwhile, as the 991 was showing 
its head on the horizon, Macht moved up 
the Volkswagen corporate ladder, and 
Matthias Müller officially became the 
new Porsche Chairman from October 
2010, only weeks after ItalDesign 
became yet another company to fall to 
VW (Karmann had recently been bought, 
too). Interestingly, the 57-year old 
Müller had been in charge of product 
planning at Volkswagen before his move 
to Stuttgart, so it was a fair assumption 
that shared platforms and components 
would become more and more common 
as time rolled on.

Following on from an announcement 
that Porsche was investing €150 million in 
its R&D facilities (with a new design centre 
and wind-tunnel accounting for most of the 
budget), rumours were flying in the first 
weeks of 2011 regarding the development 
of a four-cylinder engine at Porsche, 
perhaps earmarked for the Boxster and 
Cayman, as well as the forthcoming baby 

SUV (codenamed the Cajun at the time, but 
christened the Macan once it reached the 
showrooms).

Shortly after, Porsche appointed 
Wolfgang Hatz as the new head of the 
R&D section. Officially taking over 
from Wolfgang Dürheimer (who was 
given a fascinating new challenge in the 
Volkswagen-owned Bentley and Bugatti 
camps) in February 2011, Hatz’s career 
had included spells at BMW, Opel, Fiat 
and Audi, as well as a four-year tenure 
at Porsche, working under Hans Mezger 
as a key member of staff on the V12 F1 
engine project.

Ultimately, it was a hectic 2011, 
witnessing the opening of a huge new 
paint shop in Stuttgart to coincide 
with the launch of the new 911, and a 
ground-breaking ceremony to expand 
production facilities at the Leipzig plant 
at the end of the year. In the meantime, 
August Achleitner was busy in his role 
as head of 911 development – a position 
he’d inherited way back in 2001. Now, 
with that, we can at last start looking at 
the vehicle itself …

The new car’s styling
The 997 had brought back the true ‘911’ 

Right and opposite: 
Early design sketches 

outlining some of 
the styling details 
that would set the 
991 apart from its 

predecessors.

goods were put on hold – a situation that 
took a long time to turn around. 

By mid-2009, Porsche was struggling 
to handle the debts it had chalked up in 
trying to take control of VW (Porsche 
Automobil Holding SE actually held 
51 per cent of Volkswagen AG before 
proceedings on a fresh merger started). 
VW now had the upper hand, and Porsche 
was ultimately forced to become part of 
the Volkswagen Group, which by this 
time already included Audi, SEAT, Skoda, 
Bentley, Lamborghini, Bugatti and the 
Scania AB commercial vehicle concern. 

Wiedeking’s incredibly bold plan 
had been scuppered, and, to keep the 
peace, he was dismissed in July along 
with his finance man, Holger Haerter. 
This was probably the best move, as 
people had begun to take sides since 
May, and the German press corps was 
having a field day.

Wiedeking’s place as CEO of 
Porsche AG was immediately taken by 
Michael Macht, who’d been appointed 
head of production in mid-1998. On the 
Porsche SE side, Martin Winterkorn (a 
respected VW man) was appointed CEO 
in September 2009, with Hans-Dieter 
Potsch as the new CFO. Following an 
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A GT3 on the move, with these angles showing off the latest styling revisions quite well. 
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Please note that the following are start of run sanction numbers, with the factory-
assigned Model Year (MY) being more important than the Calendar Year (CY). GTS 
models were batched in with the regular Carrera S run, incidentally, so they are 
not shown separately, while the ‘Black Edition’ was included in the strict Carrera 
numbers. Likewise, the Turbo S (including the special 2018-2019 Exclusive edition) 
is batched with the regular Turbo, the 911R with the later G-Serie GT3 RS codes, and 
there was no distinction between RR or 4WD vehicles. 

The ‘US’ entry includes Canada, while the ‘CH’ entry includes China, Korea, 
Mexico and Brazil; the * in the code is a check digit, either replaced by a number from 
0 to 9, or the letter X. Having an ‘S’ as the 11th digit in the chassis code indicates that 
the car was built in Stuttgart.

Appendix III

Chassis numbers & 
production figures

C-Serie models
2012 MY Carrera coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZCS1 00061-
 Carrera coupé (US) WP0AA2 A9*CS1 06061-
 Carrera coupé (CH) WP0AA2 99*CS1 06061-
 Carrera Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZCS1 35061-
 Carrera Cabr (US) WP0CA2 A9*CS1 40061-
 Carrera Cabr (CH) WP0CA2 99*CS1 40061-
 Carrera S coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZCS1 10061-
 Carrera S coupé (US) WP0AB2 A9*CS1 20061-
 Carrera S coupé (CH) WP0AB2 99*CS1 20061-
 Carrera S Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZCS1 45061-
 Carrera S Cabr (US) WP0CB2 A9*CS1 54061-
 Carrera S Cabr (CH) WP0CB2 99*CS1 54061-

D-Serie models
2013 MY Carrera coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZDS1 00061-
 Carrera coupé (US) WP0AA2 A9*DS1 06061-
 Carrera coupé (CH) WP0AA2 99*DS1 06061-
 Carrera Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZDS1 35061-
 Carrera Cabr (US) WP0CA2 A9*DS1 40061-
 Carrera Cabr (CH) WP0CA2 99*DS1 40061-
 Carrera S coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZDS1 10061-
 Carrera S coupé (US) WP0AB2 A9*DS1 20061-
 Carrera S coupé (CH) WP0AB2 99*DS1 20061-
 Carrera S Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZDS1 45061-
 Carrera S Cabr (US) WP0CB2 A9*DS1 54061-
 Carrera S Cabr (CH) WP0CB2 99*DS1 54061-

E-Serie models
2014 MY Carrera coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZES1 00061-
 Carrera coupé (US) WP0AA2 A9*ES1 06061-
 Carrera coupé (CH) WP0AA2 99*ES1 06061-
 Carrera Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZES1 35061-
 Carrera Cabr (US) WP0CA2 A9*ES1 40061-
 Carrera Cabr (CH) WP0CA2 99*ES1 40061-
 Carrera S coupé  WP0ZZZ 99ZES1 10061-
 Carrera S coupé (US) WP0AB2 A9*ES1 20061-
 Carrera S coupé (CH) WP0AB2 99*ES1 20061-
 Carrera S Cabr WP0ZZZ 99ZES1 45061-
 Carrera S Cabr (US) WP0CB2 A9*ES1 54061-
 Carrera S Cabr (CH) WP0CB2 99*ES1 54061-
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A pair of ‘Martini Racing Edition’ cars with one of the vehicles that provided the inspiration for them.

The delivery hall at Zuffenhausen, photographed in October 2014. This is a useful reference shot, as it’s very rare to find pictures 
released by the factory showing the Targa with its centre roof section in place.
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setting that doubled as a hill-start 
assistance feature. In simple terms, the 
EPB worked via a small electric actuator 
motor attached to the rear brakes, 
with shoes employed to give a good 
handbrake, acting on the inner surface 
of the elongated rear brake disc centres. 

The Porsche Stability Management 
system (PSM) was a standard fitment, 
using the electronics in the brakes to 
monitor the car’s direction, speed, yaw 
velocity and lateral acceleration, so 
that it could control extreme oversteer 

and understeer situations via selective 
braking on individual wheels (and 
cutting power if necessary) in order to 
rein in those that push a little too hard 
for their own good. The system included 
ABD and ASR functions, helping maintain 
traction and stability, as well as MSR 
throttle control, although it could be 
switched off when desired.

Porsche Torque Vectoring (PTV) 
took things a stage further, working 
in tandem with the electronics of the 
PSM system and adding a limited-slip 

differential into the equation to further 
enhance stability during high-speed 
cornering, and improve traction coming 
out of bends. Standard on the S and 
optional on the 3.4-litre model, for sure, 
one could reduce lap times if that way 
inclined, but the purity of direct car 
control was slowly being eroded with 
each and every ‘advance’ demanded 
by the newer generations. One cannot 
blame today’s makers, of course, and 
sales of the Porsche brand have never 
been so high – it just seems that the 
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Illustration showing the basic principle behind 
the PTV setup – an advanced electronic 
control system hooked up to the limited-slip 
differential included in the package and 
the braking system, which basically slowed 
rotation of the inside wheel to an appropriate 
degree in order to enhance cornering. 

Cutaway drawing of the 
Carrera S with a PDK 
gearbox, showing the 
location of all the key 
components that went 

together to make the latest 
Porsche 911 incarnation.
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down the rear fairing), the view under 
the Speedster’s engine cover looked a lot 
like that of the 911R rather than the GT3, 
coming with new logos on the two metal 
plates dressing the central intake area. 

The Speedster was equipped with a 
six-speed manual gearbox only, sending 
drive to the rear wheels through a 
limited-slip differential included in the 
PTV system. As well as being able to 
handle the torque easier, it was also 
lighter than the 7MT unit, and that was 
an important point for this model, which 
incorporated a number of weight-saving 
ideas, just like the original Speedsters of 
the fifties. 

The chassis components were 
basically from the GT3 parts bin, 
although a PCCB braking system was 
fitted as standard, with traditional yellow 
calipers being the norm. A front axle lift 
facility was still an option, however, as 
was a bigger fuel tank.

Not surprisingly, the front end was 
borrowed from the GT3, with regular bi-
xenon headlights as standard, framing 
the front lid off the older GT3 RS, with 
its strong feature line running down 
the centre; this led back to a lowered 
windscreen, which was unique to the 
Speedster.

Around the side, the height of the 
front screen became even more evident, 
with a black frame and colour-keyed 
SportDesign mirrors below. The 20in 
centre-lock alloy wheels were clearly 
borrowed from the GT3, being the same 
size (and shod with the same rubber), 
but had a coloured Porsche crest in the 
centre. The standard wheel spec was 
satin black paint, by the way, although 
a silver, Aluminium or Platinum finish 
was available, as well as black with a red 
coachline. 

Continuing back, the twin 
‘streamliner’ fairings positioned behind 
the seats sat high at their leading edge, 
butting up to what amounted to a 
miniature Targa bar (actually a stylised 
housing for the high-mount brakelight, 
painted satin black and carrying black 
‘Speedster’ badges) and then tapered 
back to meld into the tail profile. These 
distinctive fairings sat above the wider 
C4-type rear wings, the 1852mm/72.9in 

Michael Christensen (left) and Kevin Estre – world champions for 2018-19.

The Team Project 1 RSR with its drivers (l-r): Jorg Bergmeister, Patrick Lindsay and 
Egidio Perfetti.

The production Speedster
Developed by Porsche’s motorsport 
department, with two concept display 
models to whet the appetite and most of 
the hardware already well-known to fans 
of the marque, there were few surprises 
in the production version of the 911 
Speedster, which was made available 
from 7 May 2019. 

The engine was borrowed from the 

GT3, but tuned to give a fraction more 
power and torque – a 10bhp increase, 
giving a total of 510bhp DIN at 8400rpm, 
and 8lbft of additional torque to give 
347lbft at 6250rpm. Apart from the 
adoption of individual throttle bodies 
to sharpen response, all other leading 
specifications were carried, although 
with the loss of the ram air scoops (air 
was pulled in from a long slit halfway 
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While Christensen and Estre were 
ninth in Class (with Vanthoor helping), 
and were thus the last of the four 
works machines (the others finished 
second, third and seventh in GTE-Pro), 
they had done enough to secure the 
drivers’ championship. In addition, Jorg 
Bergmeister, Patrick Lindsay and Egidio 
Perfetti won the GTE-Am Class, making 
them champions of their category, and 
their Team Project 1 outfit the top team 
as this strange season finally drew to a 
close.

The ‘Pink Pig’ 911 RSR of Christensen/
Estre/Vanthoor taking the flag at 

Le Mans in June 2018, in the second 
round of the 2018-19 WEC.

A Dempsey-Proton 911 RSR at Fuji 
Speedway in October 2018. 
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The Mark VII to IX saloons 
1950 to 1961

Background
This was the first entirely new-style saloon car 
produced by the company after the Second World 
War, and the first saloon to use the still relatively 
new XK power unit.

After the war a change of company name 
to Jaguar Cars Limited (from SS) meant the 
re-emergence of what were basically prewar 
designs for the saloons, though now bearing 
the Jaguar name. It wasn’t until 1948 that a new 
model – known as the Mark V – appeared, which 
only lasted until 1951. Although using a new 
chassis and suspension layout, the Mark V still 
utilised the straight six pushrod engine derived 
from Standard designs, while its bodyshell still 
resembled the prewar style.

The Mark V’s release was a deliberate ploy by 
Jaguar to retain an important area of the luxury 
saloon market until the appearance of the ‘all 
new’ Mark VII in 1950 – the car that the XK power 
unit was originally designed for, with a new 
chassis design (temporarily used in the  
Mark V), independent front suspension, and an 
all-enveloping steel body not that far removed 
from the gorgeous XK120 sports car style 
launched in 1948.

Jaguar’s Mark VII offered a new standard 
of luxury, refinement, style, performance, and 
handling to anything else on the market at the 

time, and at a very competitive price. Introduced 
at the British Motor Show in 1950, there was only 
one model, and at under £1,000 before purchase 
tax it was an instant success. It would prove 
to be the most prolific model produced by the 
company up to the introduction of a smaller 
saloon in 1956.

Despite its size and weight the Mark VII was 
very successful in competition, in circuit racing, 
and in rallying, and in 1956 actually won the 
Monte Carlo Rally. It was particularly well liked 
in the United States, where one journalist called 
it ‘The Prima Ballerina’. Jaguar later offered 
automatic transmission, and in 1954 the car was 
upgraded to the Mark VIIM with many significant 
improvements. In 1957 further development 
resulted in it being supplemented and renamed 
the Mark VIII, and then in 1958 it became the 
Mark IX when the engine was enlarged and it 
was equipped with power-assisted steering and 
all-round disc brakes to keep the car abreast of 
newer competition.

The Mark IX remained in production until 1961, 
when it was eventually superseded by another 
all-new design, the Mark X. The Mark VII to IX 
models were the flagships of the Jaguar range 
for more than a decade and justly deserved the 
company’s slogan of the period: ‘Grace, Space 
and Pace’. In total over 46,000 of these cars were 
sold.
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3 Production changes

1948
XK120 two-seater launched.

1950
XK120 all-steel bodies introduced.
Curved wiper arms fitted.
Starting handle operation deleted.
Shorter dashpots fitted to SU carburettors.

1951
XK120 fixed-head coupé announced.
XK120 SE models available.
Heater became standard fitment.
Front wing ventilators added.
Chrome to body front sidelight housings.
Hood frame changed from chrome to grey paint 

finish.
Zipped fasteners to hood rear window added.

1952
Window-winders and door interior handles 

changed.
Additional studs fitted to camshaft covers at the 

front.
Revised instrument panel fitted.
Hood style extended further back.
Windscreen washers introduced.
Hardura boot mat fitted instead of carpet.

1953
XK120 drophead coupé announced.
(Late) Doors on dhc changed from alloy to steel.
Rear wing piping changed to body colour.

1954
XK120 dashboard style changed.
Rear reflectors added to XK120 cars for UK market.
XK140 models introduced.
(Late) Overdrive option on manual transmissions 

available for 140.
(Late) 140 boot lid handle changed.

1956
Auto transmission available on fhc and dhc.
Steel door skins replace alloy on fhc and dhc.
Fly-off handbrake changed to normal push-button 

release type.

1957
XK150 fhc and dhc models announced.
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1958
XK150 two-seater announced.
XK150 two-seater ‘S’ launched.
Improved heating system introduced.
Fuel filler lid opening changed to rearward.
Indicator operating stalk fitted to steering column.
Larger rear-light units fitted.
Overriders on rear bumper moved inwards.
Boot badge altered to show 1957 Le Mans win.
Pull armrests added to internal door trims.

1959
XK150 fhc and dhc ‘S’ introduced.
XK150 3.8-litre engines available.

1961
End of XK150 sales.

Chassis numbers

 Right/ Chassis/
 left VIN
Model drive commencing

XK120 RHD 660001

OTS LHD 670001

XK120 RHD 669001

FHC LHD 679001

XK120 RHD 667001

DHC LHD 677001

XK140 RHD 800001

OTS LHD 810001

XK140 RHD 804001

FHC LHD 814001

XK140 RHD 807001

DHC LHD 817001

XK150 RHD 820001

OTS LHD 830001

XK150 RHD 824001

FHC LHD 834001

XK150 RHD 827001

DHC LHD 837001
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1: When 19in and 20in alloy wheels are fitted to XK models a special 
black rubber insert is fitted to the wheelarch.

2: 18-inch Double Five, standard fit on XKR at launch.

3: These Sport wheels were never fitted as standard but were 
available as an option.

4: 17in Gemini wheel, standard equipment on later model XK8s.

5: 18in Centaur wheel (later alternative to Flute and Double Five 
wheels).

6: 19in Apollo (2003/4 option).

7: 18in Hydra (later XKR standard wheel).

8: 20in Detroit (R-Performance split-rim wheel).

9: 20in Montreal (R-Performance split-rim wheel).

10: 20in Paris (R-Performance split-rim wheel).

11: 17in Lamina, standard for XK8s, 2004 on.

12: 18in Impeller (later optional).

13: 19in Atlas (final fit XK8 S/Victory, and others optional).

14: 18in Aris (2004/5 standard higher spec XK8 models, others 
optional).

15: 20in Sepang (R-Performance split-rim wheel, only for post-2004 
model year cars).

16: The Victory wheels fitted to the very last Victory special edition 
models destined for the US market.
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Background
It was in the mid-1950s that Jaguar recognised 
the potential expansion to their market if they 
produced a smaller luxury saloon model for those 
who didn’t need or want a gargantuan prestige 
car like the Mark VII. Although there were plenty of 
‘medium’-sized saloons around from car makers 
like Ford, Humber, Riley, Wolseley and others, the 
only company to have successfully produced a 
small prestige saloon in a similar class to Jaguar 
was Daimler (at that time still an independent 
company), with its Century model. Of quality 
manufacture, it had the image, but was a little staid 
and lacked somewhat on the performance front.

At the end of 1955 Jaguar introduced its 
legendary 2.4-litre saloon, which marked a 
turning point in company policy, utilising new 
technology and offering the motor car buying 
public a smaller, cheaper, and more economical 
option, something Jaguar hadn’t done since the 
old postwar 1.75-litre saloon had been dropped. 
This led the company to further success, 
widening their product range, market sector 
and, of course, profitability – exactly what the 
current S-type has achieved for Jaguar today. 
The 2.4-litre model led to the Mark 2, then extra 
models like the 1960s S-type, 420, and also 
Daimler models, and again as then, the new 
S-type range has expanded since its introduction 
in 1999; and, of course, the X-type stems from 
the same stable.

16
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So successful was Jaguar in this ‘new’ 
market in the 1950s and 1960s that many other 
companies entered it, not least the likes of 
BMW, who stole the show from Jaguar in the 
1980s. In contrast Jaguar took a different route 
with the introduction of the XJ6 in 1968 that 
led to a one-model policy which in itself was 
successful, although many mourned the passing 
of the sporting small ‘compact’ luxury models, 
particularly the Mark 2.

For many different reasons, such as the lack 
of resources and finance, Jaguar stayed with 
their one-saloon range throughout the life of 
the Series XJs, the XJ40, and the X-300/X-308, 
until 1999, when, after over 30 years without 
a smaller car, the company announced the 
launch of the S-type, revisiting a name from the 
1960s.

Starting at a modest £26,000, the S-type 
was an all-new car, built at the Jaguar Castle 
Bromwich factory in Birmingham, the first 
complete Jaguar to be built there (the facility was 
normally used for building and painting bodies 
for other models in the Jaguar range). It used an 
up-to-date floorpan jointly developed with Ford 
(and also used by Lincoln in America), and both a 
new V6 engine of 3.0-litre capacity and the  
AJ-V8 power unit used in the XK8 and XJ. There 
were different gearboxes, both manual and 
automatic, new front and rear suspensions and 
steering, and an entirely updated body style built 
with the latest technology.

S-type saloons 1999 to 2007
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E-PACE SUV from 2018

vehicle’s centre of gravity for improved handling 
and stability. The lightweight aluminium tailgate 
was 15kg lighter than a conventional steel 
assembly and used the riveting/bonding process 
that Jaguar pioneered. The thin bodysides were 
made from a high formability steel, only 0.7mm 
thick, helping to shed yet more weight.

The interior used soft-trimmed door casings 
with cool touch, satin chrome door handles, 
while the leather clad facia and seat upholstery 
featured twin-needle stitching to enhance 
the air of luxury. The interior focal point was a 
wraparound cockpit with the passenger grab 
handle forming the boundary of the driver 
console – a design concept directly inspired by the 
F-TYPE and then used on other Jaguar models.

The E-PACE broke with tradition by favouring 
a premium Noble Chrome treatment over 
traditional wood trim finishes. The understated 
metal finish was used on key details such as the 
gearshift surround, instrument panel, side vents 
and door pulls. Overall the interior design followed 
the same style and layout as other models later in 
their production (see earlier chapters).

There was generous passenger and luggage 
space, with room for five people and ingenious 
small item stowage solutions. The 8.42-litre 
centre console compartment could house four 
large water bottles, as well as configurable cup 
holders and trays; the lockable 10.07-litre glovebox 
offered secure storage, while 10.56-litre front and 
8.26-litre rear door bins were bigger than most. 
The E-PACE also demonstrated versatility, with a 

Background
A new addition to Jaguar’s SUV range came in 2018 
with the E-PACE, a five-seater compact model, 
creating a new market for Jaguar.

Having a purposeful stance with its short front 
and rear overhang, the fast sweep of the roofline 
created more space for rear seat passengers. 
The front grille mesh featured a 3D chamfering 
detail on its wide, flat hexagons. At the rear, round 
tailpipe finishers were integrated into the rear 
valance and the larger upper tailpipe spoiler was 
a three-piece design, tuned for optimum air flow.

From the front the E-PACE was decidedly a 
Jaguar with the unmistakable bold grille and 
the headlights that showed Jaguar’s signature 
J-blade daytime running light style. This high-
specification headlight system also featured 
Adaptive Matrix LED technology as an optional 
extra, with two slim horizontal LED modules to 
manage the low and high beams. Additionally, 
the J-blade running lights also performed the 
indicator function with a sweeping movement, 
a feature that Jaguar took up from some other 
manufacturers. At the rear, the slim, blade-like 
rear lamps featured full LED technology.

The E-PACE’s profiled bonnet was produced 
from lightweight aluminium, saving up to 10kg 
over an equivalent steel part. The front wings 
were made from the same weight-saving material, 
yielding a 3kg benefit. The roof panel was also 
made of aluminium, reducing weight by 6kg 
over an equivalent steel panel, and lowering the 

26
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Due to demand and other practicalities the 
XJ40 wasn’t launched in the US until 1987, by 
which time it was already proving to be a great 
success in the UK market. Some Series 3 XJ6s 
had trickled through until April 1987, and Jaguar 
ended up with a two saloon model line-up in that 
the V12-engined Series 3 models would continue 
on into the early 1990s.

The XJ40 model range was tight but effective, 
even if many people considered the smaller-
engined 2.9-litre car to be under-powered. This 
was eventually replaced in 1990 by a 3.2 version 
of the larger unit, which itself was enlarged to 4.0 
litres in 1989.

The years 1988 and 1989 proved to be 
momentous ones for Jaguar because it sold 
more cars then than it had ever done before. 
Most of this was down to the XJ40, which sold 
39,432 units in 1988 and 32,833 in 1989, the 40’s 
best-ever years.

As the original bodyshell of the XJ40 had 
never been designed to take the big V12 engine 
(a throwback to Jaguar personnel deliberately 
‘engineering out’ any chance of getting the Rover 
V8 in!), a V12 XJ40 didn’t arrive on the scene until 
1993, by which time the old Series 3 models had 
disappeared.

Jaguar had long been known as an ‘old man’s’ 
car, and in order to redress this situation the 
XJ40 tried to capture a younger market with 
its Sport model of 1993–4. Relatively subtle 
changes to exterior and interior had a slight 
effect, but only just over 3600 were actually 
sold. Jaguar also got concerned about sales late 
on when there was public awareness about a 
replacement model for the end of 1994 (the  
X-300). For that last year, therefore, it 
announced yet another model, the Gold, offering 
a high degree of standard equipment at a 
special offer price.

Along the way the joint venture with TWR, 
JaguarSport, produced more sporty versions of 
the XJ40. A very limited run of long-wheelbase 
Majestic models was also made to order. In the 
valued US market several special editions were 
marketed, bringing back the Vanden Plas and 
Majestic names.

The XJ40 was a vital model to Jaguar, coming 
at just the right time. It saw the company out of 
BL control, into private ownership, and then into 
the Ford empire. Although only in production 
from 1986 to 1994, over 208,000 cars were made, 
and even the replacement X-300 owes much to 
the XJ40.

Model range and 
development
When one considers that the Series 3 V12 models 
were still produced for much of the XJ40 period, the 

Although exactly the same bodyshell was used for all XJ40 models, 
numerous changes differentiate each car. The standard XJ6 models 
all featured the four-headlight treatment and plastic hubcaps on 
steel wheels. XJ6 models also used powder-coated black window 
surrounds as depicted here.

Top of the range Sovereign and Daimler models featured rectangular 
headlight units and chromed window surrounds.

Daimler styling cues involved swage line chrome trims along the 
entire length of the body, chromed window surrounds as Sovereign, 
and alloy wheels.

During the first year in production the Jaguar Sovereign model 
featured this black-painted boot panel like the Daimler.
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Background
The Jaguar company had gone through some 
trying times in the 1970s and apart from regular 
upgrades of their only saloons, the XJ6/12, had not 
produced an entirely new car since 1968. Even after 
the introduction of the last version of this model, 
the Series 3, the company was still experiencing 
problems in build quality, the cars being produced 
by outdated manufacturing methods which also 
made them too costly to build. At least some of 
these problems must be laid at the feet of British 
Leyland.

Jaguar had, however, been working on a new 
replacement saloon as far back as the Series 
2 XJ – in fact, small-scale models had been 
produced as early as 1972. With so much energy 
being absorbed by the development of the 
existing XJs and the upcoming XJ-S, the ‘new’ 
project (code named XJ40) was not given the 
priority it deserved. Jaguar was also hampered 
by continuous interference from British Leyland, 
which at one time actually considered using the 
Rover V8 (ex-Buick) engine in the new car, which 
would have meant the end of engine production 
at Jaguar.

Just as Jaguar had approached Pininfarina 
regarding the restyling of the Series 3 XJ, they 
also encouraged them – and other Italian 
designers – to put in proposals for the new car, 
none of which proved suitable.

It wasn’t until just before John Egan arrived on 
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the scene at Jaguar that BL actually approved a 
£32m investment in a new engine (the AJ6, first 
seen in the XJ-S in 1983). It wasn’t then until 1981 
– more than three years after the Series 3 XJ had 
been announced – that the Board agreed to a 
further £80m investment in the XJ40 project after 
finally agreeing the exterior design from a glass 
fibre mock-up.

It appeared that speed was of the essence 
by this time and the money was approved on 
the undertaking that the XJ40 would be ready 
for launch by 1983. This was never a practical 
deadline and in the meantime it was fortunate 
that Jaguar’s image improved dramatically, 
leading to an upsurge in sales of its existing 
models. This gave the company more time to 
develop the XJ40 into a better car. Deadlines 
came and went and it wasn’t until the British 
Motor Show of 1986 that the XJ40 finally arrived, 
with two engine sizes (2.9-litre and 3.6-litre), two 
styles of trim, and a Daimler-badged model.

The XJ40 brought Jaguar up to date with all-
new technology, being electronically the most 
technically advanced car in the world at the time 
(bar the ill-fated Aston Martin Lagonda). It was also 
quicker and cheaper to produce, more economical 
to run, and therefore the most significant new 
model since the original XJ6. Despite all that was 
‘new’ with the car Jaguar decided to call it XJ6 
again, though it was and still is widely known by 
its XJ40 factory code name, which conveniently 
distinguishes it from its forebear.

The XJ40 saloons 1986 to 1994
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The formative years of Jaguar can be traced 
back to humble beginnings in Blackpool, under 
the title of the Swallow Sidecar Company. In 
1922 a partnership was formed between one 
William Lyons and William Walmsley, initially to 
produce sidecars for the motorcycle trade. Within 
four years the business had moved to larger 
premises, also in Blackpool, where stylish bodies 
were produced for contemporary cars like the 
Austin Seven. Yet more expansion resulted in the 
company moving to Coventry – the heart of the 
British motor industry – in 1928, where it gained 
access to unlimited supplies of raw materials and 
skilled labour.

In Coventry (Foleshill at this time) Swallow 
produced its first complete cars, the SS1 and  
SS2 models of 1931, though these were still very 
much based on another manufacturer’s running 
gear (that of the Standard Motor Company). 
In 1934 SS Cars Limited was established as a 

Jaguar heritage

Below: The first car designed and built by Lyons under the SS name, 
the SS1, here seen in its later 1933 form with swept-back wings but 
still using Standard running gear.

Above: The car that started it all, the Austin Seven with unique 
Swallow body. Extensive use of curves, two-tone exterior paintwork, 
and a sporty appearance led to instant success in 1926. A saloon 
version plus variants on chassis as diverse as Fiat, Wolseley, and 
Morris followed in the 1930s. So too did a move of production from 
Blackpool to Coventry.
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PORSCHE
THE RACING 914S
By Roy Smith

Forewords by Hurley Haywood, three-time winner of the 
Le Mans 24 Hours, twice IMSA GT Champion, and Günter 
Steckkönig, test driver and multiple GT class winner with the 
914/6 in Europe in the 1970s 

The first comprehensive study of the 914 Porsche in 
competition Covers the complete development of the factory 
GT cars Demonstrates the development of the 914 privateer 
cars Includes many constructor and driver details from 
interviews Brings new information, new images, and many 
surprises from behind the scenes Shows the true, little known 
performance of the 914 Reveals the sheer volume of podium 
positions achieved Raises the awareness of a forgotten model, 
that was thought out-of-step with Porsche thinking Explores 
the myths, bad vibes, politics, and what might have been, had 
the car been properly developed Shows how the American 
racers truly made the 914 perform – well enough to be a 
championship winner!

The first hard cover limited edition of Porsche - The racing 914s, 

was found to be more popular than ever imagined. A complete 
sell out has meant that there are a lot of fans of this remarkable 
and perhaps unlikely racing car that missed out, hence the 
decision to create this revised soft cover edition.

• The first comprehensive study of the 914 Porsche in 
competition

• Covers the complete development of the factory GT cars
• Demonstrates the development of the 914 privateer cars
• Includes many constructor and driver details from interviews
• Brings new information, new images, and many surprises 

from behind the scenes
• Shows the true, little known performance of the 914
• Reveals the sheer volume of podium positions achieved
• Raises the awareness of a forgotten model, that was thought 

out-of-step with Porsche thinking
• Explores the myths, bad vibes, politics, and what might have 

been, had the car been properly developed
• Shows how the American racers truly made the 914 perform – 

well enough to be a championship winner!

Big country Racing in the USA 1970-1975

239

The 0315 car, now driven by Hector Rebaque/Guillermo Rojas and entered by Brumos, was the former Peter Gregg/Hurley Haywood championship car. 
They quali ed 41st on the grid, but would come to a stop on lap 70 to record a dnf. (MK BO)
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One of the two  at eight-cylinder versions (this one 914006) presented to Ferdinand Piëch and Ferry Porsche. These were the ‘what might have been’ cars and 
were known as the coupé 914/8, both having the Porsche Type 908  at-8 2997cc engine, one with 300hp (DIN) and one 250hp (DIN). The la  er car became 

a favourite of Ferdinand Piëch, whilst Ferry Porsche loved his car, and racked up some 10,000km in it. (©P)

The 914-8 was a spectacular car; its engine rev limit was 8400 
and in  rst gear would reach 50mph, 80 in second, 105 in third and 
130 in fourth. Ferdinand Piëch’s car had a full-on 908 race engine 
with open inlet chokes and unsilenced exhaust and racing injec� on 
system; it was limited to use on the Weissach test track, though it 
did venture onto the road occasionally when duly silenced. Quite a 
sight and sound! In addi� on to those two cars from 1969, 11 916 
Porsches were created in 1972,  rst iden�  ed as project 916 on 

13 July 1971 in a memo to Rainer Bratenstein. These cars did not 
have the targa top of the 914 but were  xed-top coupés and had 
high-performance 2.4L engines. It is said that, offi  cially, to the world 
outside of Porsche, they never existed. It was one of those brushed-
under-the-carpet-models, developed, presented to the marke� ng 
guys and then thrown out due to the price. So why were 11 built? 
That remains a mystery, but when the project was abandoned with 
11 so-called prototypes built,  ve of them would  nd their way 
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What came next USA and Europe 1976-present

Walt Maas goes shoulder-to-shoulder with the 91 Corve  e of Gene Bothello. 
2.5L beats V8: Bothello  nished 13th, Maas 11th overall and 1st in GTU. 

(MK BO)

Mid-America in Wentzville, Missouri, 15 May: Walt Maas wins the GTU class 
in the 100-mile race,  nishing 8th overall. The 914 had never placed lower 
than 4th since the start in 1976, frequently bea  ng much faster machinery, 

but it would be a tough  ght in 1977 with Sam Posey’s Datsun 240Z. 
(MK BO)

The Datsun 240Z factory-supported professional team, with driver Sam Posey, would give Walt Maas a hard  me during the 1977 season. (FL)
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The Targa Florio is, in my opinion, the most fascina  ng race. Of 
course, the Nürburgring Nordschleife is a favourite, but the Targa 
Florio is special. I remember with Strähle we drove on the road to 
Sicily with the trailer. I had a BMW from Strähle as a tow car, with 
the 914 on my trailer and, with another tow car, Mr Strähle brought 

Our book cover picture: the 914/6 No 56 car of Willi Kauhsen/Günter Steckkönig/Ferfried von Hohenzollern, chassis 043 2542, registra  on WN-V1, entered 
by Paul Ernst Strähle Porsche, at the Targa Florio 1971. (©P)

the 911 – we had two cars. I was to drive with Willi Kauhsen in this 
race. Before prac  ce and the  me allowed to get the car prepared, 
we had technical veri ca  on and here came the  rst problem, 
because we had our roll bar only behind the driver – you know 
the type, a single roll bar. It did not cover the passenger seat. In 
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1967-1976: The road cars Concept – design – poli  cs and produc  on

The area that de nes the 914 VW-Porsche design. (©P)

Finally, a  er much 
delibera  on, a design 
is decided upon. This 

later drawing is dated 
25 November 1968. 

(©P)
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In this chapter we take in the road cars, but only brie y. As the full 
history has been well wri� en by others, we do not need to go into 
much detail. We also want to get onto the main subject of this 

work – racing. That said, we do need to check out how the 914 got 
to that stage. Ferry Porsche gave a clue as to what was in his mind in 
the aforemen� oned interview given to Porsche Panorama in 1979, 
where he went on to say: “We already had considerable experience 
with performance engines. During the war, I (more or less secretly) 
drove my VW cabriolet with an engine producing 50hp, thanks 
to the use of a Rootes supercharger. As early as 1950, the year 
produc� on actually began in Stu� gart, Dr Ernst Fuhrmann began 
designing a high-performance engine with two camsha� s on each 
cylinder bank. It was intended for racing at  rst – we only put it into 
produc� on  ve years later.”

Racing was clearly the target, and although we have seen how 
Porsche and others arrived at the mid-engine for racing, it is here 
that we will look at the concept of our subject, the Type 914 sports 
car. As a new road car, not only did it have to suit the aspira� ons of 
Volkswagen; for Porsche it had to look completely diff erent from 
the 911. By 1967, in spite of its cost, the 911 was enjoying huge 
success compe� � on-wise and, whilst not selling in large numbers 
to the general public, was a favourite amongst those who aspired 
to own a truly great sports car. The proposed new car, therefore, 
must not upset sales of the 911, but add to the Porsche experience. 

There were those in Porsche who were worried: it was essen� ally 
a Volkswagen project, and whilst Porsche was the contracted 
designer, it was s� ll looking for that ‘people’s’ Porsche, which had to 
be at a ‘people’s’ price, because the 912 wasn’t exactly se�  ng the 
world on  re. Also, Porsche didn’t have overall control of the 914 
project, even though the family was closely linked. And the fact was 
that, if the new car was successful, it might even take the shine off  
plans for future 911s. 

The  rst thoughts for the design came out of an idea of 
Heinrich Klie in the Porsche design studio, coupled with a drawing 
Ferdinand Alexander Porsche (‘Butzi’), eldest son of Ferry, had 
seen elsewhere. The ‘elsewhere’ had been the Gugelot Design 
Company. Gugelot Design had wanted to expand into vehicles in 
the early 1960s. Gugelot’s thinking was to bring BMW on board 
to provide the power unit. It foresaw a car made out of plas� cs, or 
maybe glass  bre; the Bayer Chemical Company had the technology. 
Butzi Porsche had been deeply involved with bringing the 911 to 
the market, so was only mildly interested, un� l discussions began 
between Ferry Porsche and Heinz Nordhoff , and the decision to go 
ahead came into focus. By then, Butzi and Klie knew that the Type 
914 project had to be diff erent, and they understood the concept 
and advantages of a mid-mounted engine on the racing scene where, 
as we have seen, mid-engine was rapidly becoming king. There had 
also been an interes� ng design by Pininfarina in Italy, created on the 

2
1967-1976:
The road cars
Concept – design – poli  cs
and produc  on
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Hulen/Coupland/Causey car was given 57th place on the grid, but 
in the end it was to no avail, as they went out on lap 46. The No 51 
Hotchkis/Kirby/Jones 914/6 fared not much be  er: star  ng from 
30th and fastest quali er in GTU on the grid, they were to go out on 
lap 51. The third car would be an interes  ng entry, this being one of 
the 1975-bodied 914s that had been   ed at the Holbert Racing 
workshops with the GT-like bodykit at the rear for running in SCCA 
events. Underneath that body was a four-cylinder engine, but what 
type is lost in the mist of  me. Amusingly, they were carrying No 
914.

Aboard the Al Holbert Racing entry was a new protégé of 
Holbert’s, a young Doc Bundy paired with one Bill Schmid. They 
 nished the course, but with only 151 laps covered they were not 
classi ed. A month later at Road Atlanta on 20 April, John Hulen 
in the assumed-to-be 85 car would  nish 6th in GTU, but down in 
22nd overall. Ron Coupland, also driving a Hulen entry, would be 5th 
in GTU and 21st overall. In general, a  er the good result at Daytona, 
1975 would follow a similar pa  ern to 1974, with racing entries 
coming mainly from the private driver/entrant. Most of the drivers 
who were progressing in their careers had moved on to more 
powerful machinery.

1975 would also be the  nal year for the regula  ons  rst set up 
in 1971 in IMSA GT/GTO/GTU. For many, this period (from 1971 
through to 1976) was the GT Camel era, Camel being the sponsor. 
In the era of the 914s, the SCCA and IMSA had been vying with each 
other for the best championships. By 1975, the dust between the 
two governing bodies was se  ling, and Trans Am cars would be seen 
running with GTU, and vice versa. A rule change was decided, and in 
the years to come, as we see in part of the  nal chapter, some wild-
looking 914s would appear in SCCA GT2 and in the IMSA classes.

Returning to the racing of 1975, s  ll under the old rules, we 
see Ron Coupland  nish 5th in race 1, and John Hulen 6th in race 2 
of GTU in the two-race Road Atlanta 100 Miles on 20 April. In the 
Camel GT Road Race, the Monterey Triple Crown at Laguna Seca, 
on 3 May, Bill Polich would be 4th in GTU race 1 and 6th in GTU 
race 2, with John Hotchkis 5th in GTU race 1; Kirby, taking over the 
No 51 car, came home 5th in race 2.

At the Riverside 6 Hours of 1975 on 9-10 May, three 914/6s 
would enter the fray. A 40-car entry would see the regular 914/6 of 
Kirby/Mandella/Polich struggling at the back of the  eld, the 914/6 
in GTU format being outclassed by the Datsun 240Zs and the GTU 
Porsche 911s. At Lime Rock for the Camel GT Challenge (round 
8), two races of 66 laps each, on 26 May, only John Hotchkis in his 

914/6 would take up the challenge,  nishing down the  eld 5th in 
GTU.

The Camel GT Challenge con  nued at Mosport on 14 June. 
A 28-car  eld tackled the undula  ng course, where Robert Kirby 
 nished 16th overall, 2nd in GTU.

In August at the Talladega IMSA GT Race, John Hulen claimed 
a 4th in GTU. The season’s penul  mate round at the Mid-Ohio 6 
Hours on 24 August saw Hulen/Coupland managing only 10th in 
GTU, and in the  nal round of the IMSA Championship 1975 at 
Daytona no 914/6s were entered. It was becoming evident that the 
914/6 in its original form was no longer compe   ve.

As this book is primarily concerned with the 914s as they were 
in the early original design format, we begin to draw the story to a 
close here. 1976 would see the  nal year of produc  on in Germany 
for the last of the four-cylinder 914s. In the USA, 1976 brought a 
new set of rules for racing. The future would see space-frame and 
Silhoue  e cars in Trans Am and GTU IMSA. It was to be a whole new 
ball game.

We will look at that in our  nal chapter, as well as what came 
a  er: an era that saw some interes  ng cars and amazingly quick 
914s, dry-sumped examples and super-light chassis. As ever, the 
 mes they were a’changin’!

The BMW of Brian Redman just ahead of Robert Kirby’s 914 (No 51) of 
Kirby-Hitchcock Racing, which would  nish 2nd in GTU. Just behind the 914 
are the BMW 2002 of Werner Gudzus, the Camaro of Carl Shafer, the No 59 
911RSR of Peter Gregg, Al Holbert in the 911 and the eventual race winner, 

the No 6 911RSR of Hurley Haywood. (PR)
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models, Corve� es, Camaros and Ferraris, we  nd three 914/6 
GTs. One did not start (the No 55 of Lee Cutler), but the No 51 of 
Leonard Jones/Robert Kirby/John Hotchkis, and the No 85 car of 
John Hulen/Ron Coupland/Nick Engels did compete, the 51 car 
star� ng 30th and the 85 car 37th on the grid. But this was Daytona, 
and in that period there was only one car that could be counted on 
to win! The famous No 59 Brumos Carrera RSR would take four 
victories in 1975, having won  ve � mes in 1974. The prepara� on 
was legendary, and indeed a� er 684 laps the Gregg/Haywood 
combina� on crossed the line victors. Ten Porsche Carreras, a Ferrari 
and a Mazda  lled the  rst 17 places (Porsche dominant? Surely 
not!). However, in 18th on 528 laps was the 85 Hulen/Coupland/
Engels 914/6. A  ne performance against such superior machinery. 
The No 51 car covered 229 laps before its engine cried enough, an 
early bath for Robert Kirby/John Hotchkis/Len Jones.

As tradi� on dictated, Sebring followed Daytona. A huge entry 
was received for the 12-hour race held on 21 March. Sebring was 
beginning to show its age, with poor spectator facili� es and a track 
that was beginning to break up. Neglect and lack of investment 
were the cause. However, the cars were here to race around such 
maladies, and indeed that is exactly what they did, with a result that 
saw the Porsches beaten on American soil at last. The winner, with 
238 laps completed, was the BMW CSL of BMW North America, 
with the impressive driver line-up of Brian Redman/Allan Moff at/
Sam Posey/Hans Stuck (Jr).

It was cloudy but dry for the main event, which saw 72 starters. 
Of course Porsche 911 entries dominated, but in fact this � me we 
see three 914/6s. One of these, the No 85 car with John Hulen 
aboard, had to run in a preliminary race to determine grid places 
51 to 69; this was the same car that ran at Daytona. At Sebring, the 

Al Holbert had created and entered this 914 
with  ared rear arches but standard front. 

It’s thought this was a four-cylinder powered 
car. Doc Bundy/Bill Schmid  nished the 

course, but with only 151 laps covered they 
were not classi ed. (MK BO)
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North America

Note: as this chart is for the North American races the dates are shown in the American format, not the European style. The chart is 
compiled from numerous records – see acknowledgements in the opening pages. The period covered is from 1970 to 1983.
Note – Every eff ort has been made to ensure correctness but it is possible that some minor errors may be present.
This list contains selected results of the more notable mee� ngs of interest, it is not de ni� ve.

Int =Interna� onal GTP = Grand Touring Prototype
US Nat = USA Na� onal or regional level race gr = grid posi� on
Can Nat = Canadian Na� onal race, with some Interna� onal entries Prod C+D = Produc� on cars modi ed
ov = Overall race posi� on GT = Grand Touring
Non  nishers are not listed GTO = Grand Touring Omologato
NRF = Not running at  nish GTU = GT cars under 2L
NC = Not classi ed

Date Car Event # Drivers Result Notes Entrant if known

06/14/70 914/6 Mosport (C Nat) 10 Hochreuter 9th Knob Hill Service Sta� on

07/11/70 914/6 Watkins Glen 6 HoursInt 94 Meaney/Behr NC 181 laps,  gr 19 043 663 Ralph Meaney

09/07/70 914/6 SCCA Bonneville (US Nat) Johnson 2nd ov C+D Produc� on

09/07/70 914/6 SCCA Bonneville (US Nat) Forbes-Robinson 1st ov C+D Produc� on Ginther Racing

09/13/70 914/6 SCCA Portland (US Nat) 2 Forbes-Robinson 1st ov C+D Produc� on Ginther Racing

09/19/70 914/6 Ontario SCCA Nat (CD+DP+EP 2 Forbes-Robinson 3rd ov, 3rd CP Richie Ginther Racing Inc

09/20/70 914/6 Gra� an SCCA Nat (CD+DP+BS) Chuck Dietrich 1st

09/20/70 914/6 Gra� an SCCA Nat (CD+DP+BS) Bill Stroh 2nd

09/20/70 914/6 SCCA Nat Mid-America Bob Hindson 1st CP Bunker-Hindson

09/27/70 914/6 Phoenix SCCA Nat Prod C+D Forbes-Robinson 2nd

11/29/70 914/6 Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 55 Gregg 8th ov

11/29/70 914/6 Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 1 Johnson 5th ov

11/29/70 914/6 Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 2 Forbes-Robinson 4th ov

11/29/70 914/6 Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 43 Noah 7th ov

11/29/70 914/6 Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 42 Hindson 9th ov

11/29/70 914/6 GT Road Atlanta SCCA C Prod US Nat 16 Stroh 10th ov

1/30-31/71 914/6 GT Daytona 24 HoursInt 5 Duval/Nicholas/Bailey 7th ov, 1st GT2.5, gr 28 043 1017 Sun Oil

Date Car Event # Drivers Result Notes Entrant if known

07/08/77 914/6 DARM Mainz-Finthen 14 Agos� 4th ov, 4th GT3 Bergischer Motor Club

14/08/77 914/6 Zandvoort Agos� 1st Gr 4/5 2L Hans-G Agos� 

14/08/77 914/6 Zandvoort Ursula Hubert 2nd Gr 4/5 2L Ursula Hubert

21/08/77 914/6 DARM Kassel-Calden 111 Agos� 3rd GT3 Bergischer Motor Club

21/08/77 914/6 DARM Kassel-Calden 112 Kopatz 4th GT3 Heinz Kopatz

28/08/77 914/6 Nürburgring T/GT Agos� 3rd ov, 3rd GT2 Bergischer Motor Club

28/08/77 914/6 Nürburgring T/GT 66 Knuth Mentel 8th ov, 8th GT2 Knuth Mentel

18/09/77 914/6 Pergusa Gr 4 Coppa Ci� à di Enna Raggi 1st Gr 4 2L

16/10/77 914/6 DARM Zolder (G Nat + N Nat) 29 Probst 8th ov, 3rd GT2 Helge Probst

16/10/77 914/6 DARM Zolder (G Nat + N Nat) 30 Agos� 6th ov, 2nd GT2 BMC Wupperta
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Date Car Event # Drivers Result Notes Entrant if known

15/08/76 914/6 DARM Zandvoort(T/GT) 278 Klaus Erie 6th 2L Klaus Erle

22/08/76 914/6 DRM Kassel Calden 59 Peter Karl Novak 6th, gr 12 Team Barakuda Tauchsport/Peter 
Nowak Tuning

29/08/76 914/6 DRM Hockenheim (G Nat) 176 Erle 11th 143 0100 Klaus Erle

05/09/76 914/6 Diepholz GT2 Kopatz 6th ov

12/09/76 914/6 DRM Nürburgring Supersprint 51 Peter Karl Novak 13th ov, gr 18 Team Barakuda-Tauchsport/Peter 
Nowak Tuning

12/09/76 914/6 DARM Ulm (T/GT2) Klaus Erie 3rd Valvoline Deutschland

26/09/76 914/6 DRM Hockenheim (G Nat) 66 Nowak 15th, gr 19 Team Barakuda-Tauchsport

26/09/76 914/6 DRM Hockenheim (G Nat) 67 Siegle 13th, gr 17 043 0734 Wilhelm-Horst Siegle

26/09/76 914/6 DRM Hockenheim (G Nat) 68 Erle 11th ov, gr 16 143 0100 Valvoline Deutschland

10/10/76 914/6 Nurburging (T/GT) 22 Peter Karl Novak 22nd ov, 4th 2L Team Barakuda-Tauchsport/Peter 
Nowak Tuning Hochst

17/10/76 914/6 Zolder (T/GT+1.6)) 42 Agos  11th BMC Wuppertal

17/10/76 914/6 Zolder (T/GT2) 42 Agos  6th BMC Wuppertal

23/10/76 914/6 Nürburgring Neuss Agos  4th 2L Hans Gunther Agos  

24/10/76 914/6 Mainz Finthen (T/GT2) 15 Klaus Erie 10th Valvoline Deutschland

24/10/76 914/6 Mainz Finthen (T/GT2) 22 Wilhelm Siegle 2nd 043 0734 Wilhelm Siegle

24/10/76 914/6 Mainz Finthen (T/GT2) 28 Peter Karl Novak 5th Team Barakuda Tauchsport

31/10/76 914/6 Euro GT Hockenheim Int 31 Siegle 16th 043 0734 Wilhelm-Horst Siegle

31/10/76 914/6 Hockenheim (T/GT) 448 Siegle 3rd 2L Wilhelm Siegle

31/10/76 914/6 Hockenheim (T/GT) 449 Peter Karl Novak 9th 2L Team Barakuda Tauchsport

07/11/76 914/6 Hockenheim Peter Karl Novak 1st GT2 Team Barakuda Tauchsport/Peter 
Nowak Tuning

26/02/77 914/6 Hockenheim (GT/Gr5) Gunter Oberhauser 2nd Gr 3 2L Günther Oberhauser

26/02/77 914/6 Hockenheim (GT/Gr5) Dieter Ankele 4th GT3 Autohaus Max Moritz

13/03/77 914/6 DRM Zolder (G Nat) 33 Agos  12th, gr 19 043 0165 Bergischer Motor Club

17/04/77 914/6 DARM Hockenheim Jim Clark 472 Agos  2nd GT2, 4th Div 3000 BMC Wuppertal-Cronenberg

17/04/77 914/6 DARM Hockenheim Jim Clark 473 Ankele 1st Gr 2, 3rd Div 3L Autohaus Max Moritz

01/05/77 914/6 DRM ADAC Eifelrennen (G Nat) 41 Ankele 11th ov in Div 2 race, gr 19 043 2075 Autohaus Max Moritz

01/05/77 914/6 DRM ADAC Eifelrennen (G Nat) 33 Agos  14th, gr 21 043 0165 Bergischer Motor Club

08/05/77 914/6 DARM Saarlouis Agos  1st ov, 1st GT3 Bergischer Motor Club

15/05/77 914/6 DARM Hockenheim Ankele 7th GT3 Autohaus Max Moritz

15/05/77 914/6 DARM Hockenheim Agos  6th GT3 Bergischer Motor Club

15/05/77 914/6 Zandvoort Junior Trophy 115 Knuth Mentel 1st Gr 4/5 2L Knuth Mentel

19/05/77 914/6 Diepholz Heinz Kopatz 5th Gr 4-5+1.3 Heinz Kopatz

29/05/77 914/6 1000km Nürburgring 67 Capra/Rebai/”Archimede” DNQ Scuderia Ci  à dei Mille

12/06/77 914/6 DARM Wunstorf 413 Helge Probst 5th GT3 Helge Probst

26/06/77 914/6 DARM Zolder Ankele 4th GT3 Autohaus Max Moritz

26/06/77 914/6 DARM ZolderAgos  Agos  3rd GT3 Bergischer Motor Club

03/07/77 914/6 Nürburgring Neuss 1st T/GT2 Bergischer Motor Club

16/07/77 914/6 Varano Gr 4 Aldo Raggi 6th ov, 1st GT2

17/07/77 914/6 Nürburgring Bayerkreuz Helge Probst 4th T/GT2 Helge Probst

24/07/77 914/6 Diepholz (Gr 2/4/5) 254 Agos  7th 2L Bergischer Motor Club
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Glossy AccentsTM

1212
This is a clear, water-based sealant that adds 
a three-dimensional, glass-like finish to eyes. 
There are other makes, but ensure they are 
water-based so that the sealant can be safely 
used over the alcohol colouring without 
making the colours run. Readily available in 
card-making shops and online, and often 
referred to as Diamond Glaze. 

1212

Paintbrushes
1313
A good selection of paintbrushes is useful, and 
particularly nail art brushes, which are very 
fine and pointed, and perfect for applying Pan 
Pastels. I often use a thick brush to clean the 

1313
eye of any dust or stray wool before applying 
finishing gloss sealer. Readily available in 
pound shops in the nail art section.

Mod PodgeTM

1414
A wonderful range of sealants/glues, that 
can be used for a variety of jobs, from simply 
gluing to texturing fur, stiffening the insides 
of ears to make them retain a certain position, 
and finishing off glossy mouth parts, noses, 
and nails. I regularly use matt, silk and gloss 
versions. Available on eBay, Amazon, and in 
craft stores.

1414

Pan Pastels
1515
These are a brand of soft pastel that can be 
used like paint and applied with a brush. 

10

A MASTERCLASS IN NEEDLE FELTING WILDLIFE

Tri-Blend has three shades of one colour in 
a single pen. These are essential for making 
eyes, and for colouring and shading wool on 
the finished sculpture. You can purchase these 
individually or in packs of similar hues. The 
important point is that they must be alcohol-
based and not Aqua or water-based, as the 
alcohol colouring can then be sealed with 
a water-based gloss. Purchased on eBay or 
Amazon. (NOTE: Whilst Aqua markers colour 
the beads, the pigment is easily wiped off.) 

Cabochons
99
The cabochons used in this book are 
transparent, flat-domed circles that can be 
made from epoxy resin or glass. They can be 
used to create the lens of an eye, and glued 
onto any printed or painted eyes so that 
these can be seen through the dome of the 
cabochon. 

Available on eBay or Amazon.
99

Clays
1010
I have used three different clays in this book. 
Air-drying, water-based clay such as DAS and 
Claydium can be moulded and simply left to 
dry and cure. The especially useful quality of 
this type of clay is that the moulding can be 
done on the sculpture, and oven baking is not 
needed to harden the moulding. The clay can 
also be dampened to re-soften it to correct 
mistakes, and it colours well with acrylic paints 
or alcohol markers.

1010

FIMO is a polymer clay that has to be baked 
at 110ºC (230ºF) to cure and harden it, and can 
be coloured with acrylic paints and alcohol 
markers. FIMO comes in a large range of 
colours that can be mixed to achieve different 
shades, and is perfect for making nails, but 
not so good for noses, which tend not to fit 
perfectly as it’s necessary to bake the clay, 
which often alters the shape in the process.

Silk Clay is another air-drying, water-based 
clay that, when cured, has a slight rubber-
like texture. Used in small quantities, it cures 
quickly, but can be dampened with water to 
keep it pliable. Silk clay is perfect for creating 
eyelids. 

All available on Amazon and eBay, and in 
craft stores.

Modelling tools
1111
A comprehensive range of clay modelling tools 
exists – ball tools, flat tools, etc, of different 
sizes – and can be made from metal, plastic 
or wood. I particularly like the rubber-tipped 
tools for working on eyelids, as they mould 
around the eye with ease without damaging it: 
the horseshoe-shaped end is perfect for eyes; 
you should find one of these in a small-sized 
set.

Smaller-ended tools are perfect for the 
projects in this book, shown for size next to a 
tape measure. Available on eBay and Amazon 
as clay modelling tools or cake decorating 
tools.
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GETTING STARTED: 
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
You can have as many or as few tools as 
you like: purist needle felters like to create 
everything with wool, so have very few tools, 
but I think needle felting is an art that is 
open to interpretation.  I have always strived 
to achieve a taxidermic-type finish, which 
demands the use of extra items.  There’s no 
right or wrong way: let your imagination run 
wild! Many of the items listed here can be 
found in a good craft store, if you are lucky 
enough to live near one.

Needles
11
You will need a comprehensive set of 
needles to make the animals in this book. 
My favourites, after many years of felting, are 
WizPick (The Olive Sparrow. Etsy) and Felt 
Alive (www.feltalive.com). HeidiFeathers (www.
heidifeathers.com) also offers a comprehensive 
range. There are already quite a few different 
makes of felting needles, and I am hoping that 
as the art grows in popularity there will be 
more to choose from. You might notice that I 
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don’t mention which needle to use as I work 
through the chapters, and this is because what 
suits one person might not suit another. The 
very best advice I can give is to regularly try 
different needles from your armoury as you 
work, and make a note of the results. Don’t 
forget to try them out at different angles to 
the wool surface, too, because very different 
results can be achieved with the same needle.

Needle holders and felting brush
22
Needle holders can hold up to 7 needles 
(other holders can hold more, but I haven’t 
had much success with these). The 3-in-a-row 
holder is probably the one I use the most, but 
not for felting! I tend to use it for arranging 
a coat, which it does extremely well. The 
5-needle Prym holder is very useful for felting 
larger areas quickly, and I tend to fill it with 
HeidiFeathers 36 Regular (dark green tipped). 
The other Clover-type, blue, multi-needle 
holder is sprung and shielded, and is perfect 
for felting flat items such as ears on a felting 
brush.

The felting brush is necessary for felting 
6

INTRODUCTION

I am immensely pleased to have been asked 
by Hubble & Hattie to write a second needle 
felting book, as it means I can share even more 
ideas, techniques and tricks with you, dear 
reader.  As with my first book, A Masterclass 
in Needle Felting Dogs, this second volume is 
also intended for those who can confidently 
use a range of felting needles to felt into 
any shape or form, and who wish to improve 
their techniques and take their needle felting 
journey to another level. 

A straw poll amongst those who purchased 
my first book, about whether the second book 
should cover more breeds of dog or British 
Wildlife, resulted in a resounding vote for 
wildlife. I have therefore included the four 
main mammals of the British Isles – the Hare, 
Fox, Badger and Otter – the first two being 
particularly popular subjects with needle 
felters. 

As with the first book, the techniques 
shown in these chapters can be used to felt 
many other animals and objects, so is useful 
information for any needle felter to have. 
Explaining the detailed shaping of these 
animals isn’t covered, as it is assumed that 
readers will be able to create the necessary 
shaping by studying photos of each species, 
allowing individual interpretation to develop 
a unique style. It does, however, cover the 
following –•How to create an armature for different
 proportioned animals, and in various
 poses•Two methods of creating eyes•Two methods of creating noses•How to prepare and blend Merino wool
 to achieve many more shades and hues

•Two methods of attaching Merino tops
 for long coat attachment•Reverse felting a coat•How to add extra finishing colours•How to add texture to a Merino coat•How to add smoothness to a very short
 coat•How to make a grass and stone base
 from wool•How to attach whiskers

I urge you to thoroughly read all of the 
chapters before attempting any of the projects, 
as a couple of techniques - Fur Attachment and 
Blending – are presented as separate chapters 
towards the end of the book to prevent 
unnecessary repetition. 

I hope you have as much fun making these 
animals as I did creating and writing about 
them. Relax and have fun. Take your time and 
enjoy the experience, and don’t be afraid to 
make mistakes.  A mistake will always teach 
you something, even if it’s only not to repeat it. 



 

Details subject to change
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ADAPTING THE ENGINE FOR CAR USE

Fig 3.10 Critical exhaust system 
dimensions.

Fig. 3.11 Typical exhaust systems.

comply with statutory requirements. These 
can be removed and replaced by blanking 
plates.

Exhaust system
Nearly all high-performance motorcycles 
have exhaust systems which are routed 
beneath the engine. These are of little use 
to us as we’re trying to situate the engine 

Fig. 3.12 Silencers.

chosen to optimise engine performance. 
(See Fig. 3.10)

The conventional format of the 
exhaust pipes on an in-line, four-cylinder 
engine is that the headers of number one 
and number two cylinder join into one, 
likewise the pipes of cylinders three and 
four. These two pipes then join to form one 
outlet on which the silencer is fitted. (See 
Fig. 3.11) The silencer is mandatory under 
MSA competition regulations.

The route taken by our new pipes will 
almost invariably be out through one side 
or another (or both) of the chassis. If there 
is sufficient room, all four header pipes can 
be brought out on the same side before 
joining them up. I would personally favour 
the right-hand side so that there’s no clash 
with the gearchange linkage or the drive 
chain. If space is tight, two pipes can exit 

as low in the chassis as we can. The 
exception to this is that the stub pipes and 
flanges which connect the header pipes to 
the cylinder head may be of use on a new 
system.

It will be useful, however, to have 
sight of the original system as we can 
measure carefully the various lengths 
and diameters with a view to replicating 
them on a purpose-built set of pipes. The 
lengths should be taken along the centre 
line of the pipes. Accuracy here is essential 
as the dimensions should have been 
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SUSPENSION DESIGN

Above: Fig. 6.10 Mitchell suspension 
analysis display.

Left: Fig 6.9 Mitchell suspension data input.

Taking the front end of the car first, 
for the forward pivot points we should 
consider their placement at the front of the 
chassis where there will almost certainly 
have to be a closing bulkhead bearing the 
brake master cylinders and possibly the 
steering rack and pinion.

The forces imparted to the chassis by 
the wishbone pivot bearings are inversely 
proportional to their longitudinal distance 
from the lateral wheel axis, hence the 
longer the base of the wishbone, the 
lower the forces transmitted to the chassis 
structure. As the lower front and rear 
wishbones are more heavily loaded under 
braking, it’s probably wise to consider 
maximising the longitudinal separation 
of the lower pivot points. In conflict 
with this is the requirement for wheel 
clearance during suspension and steering 
movements. It’s normal for bulkheads to 
be situated at the front of the chassis (for 
location of the brake master cylinders 
and to close off the structure), at either 
end of the cockpit opening, i.e., at the 
dashboard and behind the seat, these two 
also providing the roll-over protection, 
and at the rear end of the chassis. Ideally, 
there should also be provision for support 
of the rear pivot points of the upper front 
wishbones. If we build in an intermediate 
bulkhead for this purpose we can put it 

at an angle such that it will do the job for 
all four points and, should you decide 
to locate your steering arms behind the 
front wheel centre line, can be arranged to 
accommodate the rack and pinion as well.

Alternatively, the rear pivot for the 
lower wishbone can be located at the dash 
bulkhead, and, for the upper one, a simple 
crossmember can be placed across the 
chassis at the appropriate height, subject 
to it clearing the driver’s legs. This solution 
may require a cranked lower wishbone to 
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Fig. 4.10 Hollow driveshaft made from 
cut-down Ford Fiesta components.

Fig. 4.9 Solid driveshafts and joints.

Fig. 4.8 Differential/bearing/drive flange assemblies.

engine (and hence the car) by just over 
half the width of the donor motor cycle’s 
rear tyre. This dimension increases with 
the power and swept volume of the bike, 
and makes it virtually impossible (and most 
certainly impractical) to have equal length 
driveshafts. The effect of this is that for a 
given amount of suspension movement 
the drive joints move through different 
angles, the shorter one going through the 
bigger change. For the low mileages which 
competition vehicles travel I don’t consider 
this to be an issue.

The requirement of a driveshaft is 
that it is the correct length, has suitable 
splines at each end to fit into the inner 
and outer drive joints, and is of adequate 
strength to withstand the torque applied 
to it. (See Fig. 4.9) We can make our own, 
or obtain bespoke ones (which can be 
an expensive exercise), or we can adapt 
ones from the donor vehicle whence the 
drive joints came. I’ve used welded up 
solid driveshafts for years without having 
a failure. The procedure has been to cut 
the shaft as necessary, and then press 
the ends into a tubular sleeve and apply a 
fillet weld around each end of the sleeve. 
I found that 1.25 per cent chrome boiler 
tube TIG welded in to be of adequate 
strength for 600cc class cars. 

When purchasing driveshafts from a 
breaker’s yard, it must be appreciated that 
the older the vehicle the more of the fatigue 
life of the shaft has been used up. It will, 
therefore, pay to obtain your items from the 
newest source (this applies equally to drive 
joints, of course).

For more powerful cars, a convenient 
driveshaft is that from one side of a Ford 
Fiesta/Escort. This is made from heavy 
gauge tube, of around 44mm diameter, with 
a neat little splined forged fitting welded 
on to each end. These forgings can be 
detached and reused to make excellent 
hollow driveshafts. (See Fig. 4.10)

To establish the dimensions of the 
hollow shaft we need to replicate the 
strength of the equivalent solid one. An 
acceptable shaft diameter, viz a new 
Mini item or a purpose-made proprietary 
product, would be, from experience, 
22mm, and the highest envisageable tensile 
strength, even using aerospace quality 
steels, would be around 1200N/mm². As an 
educated guess, we will consider making 
our hollow shaft from a piece of cold 
finished seamless steel tube of dimensions 
38.1mm outside diameter and a wall 
thickness of 2.03mm (1.5in x 14swg) with a 
typical tensile strength of 450N/mm². The 
shafts’ relative stiffnesses can be found 
by comparing their diameters raised to 
the power of four, i.e. by multiplying their 
diameters by themselves four times, then 
dividing the value for the solid shaft into 
that for the hollow one.

For the hollow shaft we get a value 
of 2,107,172 (forget about units, they’ll all 
go away at the end!), from this we have to 
subtract the value for the hole in the middle 
of the tube, which amounts to 1,336,336, 
giving a net figure of 770,836. For the solid 
shaft we get a figure of 234,256.

Dividing the solid shaft figure into 
that for the hollow one we get 3.3, i.e. 

the hollow shaft has over three times 
the torsional strength of the solid one; 
amazing! This, however, assumes that they 
are made from the same material, which, 
of course, they’re not. We must, therefore, 
multiply our figure of 3.3 by the ratio of the 
shafts’ tensile strengths, which is 450/1200 
= 0.375, thus giving a final figure of 1.24, 
i.e. the hollow shaft is about 25 per cent 
stronger than the solid one. 

But wait, it gets better. The weld on 
the hollow shaft is at a large radius and is 
between fairly mundane materials, hence it 
can be low-tech and without the post-weld 
heat treatment which would be desirable 
when joining highly alloyed steels. It gets 
better yet, we are using the material much 
more efficiently with the hollow shaft. The 
section area of the hollow shaft is 133mm², 
that of the solid one 380mm².

I would estimate that the total length 
of hollow shaft (both sides) that we could 
employ would be about 900mm, the 
relative volumes of steel used are 119.7cm³ 
(hollow) and 342cm³ (solid), a saving of 
222.3cm³. Using a typical specific gravity 
for steel of 7.86, this gives us a worthwhile 
weight saving of about 1.75kg (3.85lb).
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Selecting your 
engine

Chapter 1

CLASSES
If you’re on the point of committing 
yourself to building a competitive vehicle 
I imagine that you’ll have a capacity 
class in mind. In the British Hillclimb 
Championship, for example, the options 
for single-seat racing cars are as follows:

Up to 600cc
600cc to 1100cc
1100cc to 1600cc
1600cc to 2000cc
Over 2000cc

With the exception of the 600cc 
class, identical capacity limits apply 
to sports libre cars. These categories 
are replicated in the British Sprint 
Championship.

The lower three classes can be 
catered for by standard-sized engines. 
There are few motorcycle engines 

above 1300cc that are suitable for 
our purposes, but the application of 
a turbocharger or supercharger to an 
engine of up to 1428cc would qualify 
it for the 1600-2000cc class. The 
regulations regarding forced induction 
stipulate that an engine so kitted out 
must be treated as being of 1.4 times its 
actual swept volume.

In the over 2000cc or unlimited 
class there are currently competing cars 
using twin motorcycle engines in both 
racing and sports-racing guises.

Motorcycle engine technology 
has, therefore, achieved complete 
penetration of the sport not entirely to 
the traditionalists approval. So, we’ll 
assume that your engine capacity is 
already chosen.

In the 600cc class there is a choice 
to be made between a roadgoing engine 
and a purpose-built race one. Available 

600cc class race engines are pretty 
uncommon beasts, almost invariably 
two-strokes, usually having been built 
originally for Grand Prix sidecar racing, 
and are unfailingly a bit long in the tooth. 
They are much lighter than a roadgoing 
engine and, despite their age, are still 
more powerful than the best modified 
road engines, although the figures are 
getting very close these days. The 
advantages of a race engine can be 
summed up as high power, low weight 
and close gearbox ratios as standard, 
their drawbacks include high cost, high 
maintenance requirements, reliance 
on aging major components which are 
subject to fatigue failures, and lack of an 
integral self starter. You pays your money 
and you takes your choice, as the saying 
goes.

Other countries will have their own 
engine capacity rules.
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Fig. 19.1 Detachable steering wheel.

Cockpit furniture 
and clothing

Chapter 19

STEERING WHEEL
Let’s start with the focal point of the 
cockpit; the steering wheel. For a car of 
the weight that ours should be, a very 
small wheel will provide sufficient leverage 
without too much effort. It will also be a 
prerequisite for a narrow cockpit. A suitable 
diameter is 240 to 250mm (9.5 to 10in), 
this being about the smallest which is 
commercially available. You may, of course, 
be inclined to make your own which, 
although no big deal, is time consuming. 
I’d suggest that your time is better spent 
on the bulk of the car rather than on an 
item which is relatively inexpensive. There 
is a choice of finishes: shiny leather, or 
plastic and suede, the latter seemingly 
in vogue at present. I’d recommend the 
suede type as, being fitted to an open 
car, the steering wheel is likely to get wet, 
in which case a better grip is provided. 
You might think that this is unlikely in the 
miniscule duration of a competitive run, but 
a considerably longer time will be spent 
queuing at the approach to the start line.

As we’re going to be working in a 
very confined space, there are two other 
aspects of the steering wheel design 
which are worthy of consideration. Firstly, 
whether it should be of the detachable type 
which can be removed from the steering 

column by pulling back an integral release 
ring. This improves access and egress to 
and from the car, and, in extreme cases 
may actually make it possible rather than 
merely uncommonly difficult. (See Fig. 
19.1) I’d commend this design on the 
grounds that it may be of assistance to 
persons wishing to extract you from the car 
should things go ‘tits up’, if you’ll pardon 
the expression.

The other design feature which you 
may find attractive is a flat section at 
the bottom of the wheel making it into 
a ‘D’ shape. This gives more clearance 
above the driver’s knees which may be 
welcome. The flat section will rarely be 

an inconvenience when cornering the car 
as the selection of the rack and pinion 
should have ensured that the wheel should 
only turn through about one and a quarter 
revolutions between opposite steering 
locks. Steer clear of the wheels with the 
top run missing, these are brilliant for 
viewing the dashboard but are proscribed 
by the MSA competition regulations.

The wheel position should be such 
that you can move between steering locks 
without moving in the seat, and can keep 
your elbows from hitting the sides of the 
cockpit, which would be the case if you 
were sitting too close. Thus, your arms 
will be slightly bent with the wheel in the 
‘straight ahead’ position. Don’t forget to 
leave adequate clearance around the wheel 
periphery for one’s knuckles, both between 
the cockpit boundaries and neighbouring 
items, such as switches and the gear lever. 
General cockpit layouts are shown in Fig. 
19.2. 

SEAT
The functions of the seat are to maintain 
your lateral position under cornering 
forces, and to resist the tendency of your 
body to move rearwards as you push on 
the control pedals. It follows that it should 
be a good comfortable fit around you, 
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THE FUEL SYSTEM

Fig. 13.5 ‘Power Commander.’

Fig. 13.2 Fuel pump and filter for 
carburettor setup.

Fig. 13.3 Fuel-injection system showing 
injectors (red wires attached), fuel rails, 

dump valve (to right of centre), and engine 
breather discharging to airbox. 

Fig. 13.4 Fuel-injection throttle bodies.

Intake air temperature Situated in the airbox
Intake air pressure Situated in the airbox
Atmospheric air pressure Situated on the vehicle out of any airstream
Coolant temperature Situated in the cylinder head
Throttle position Situated on the throttle butterfly spindle

have been fitted with fuel-injection as 
standard. This hasn’t been done just for 
us, i.e., for performance reasons, but also 
to enable compliance with ever stricter 
exhaust emission regulations.

It has a spin-off for us, though, as 
these systems, once set up properly, are 
a great advance on carburettors, giving 
at least as much power, better throttle 
response, and consistent fuel/air ratios 
throughout the engine speed and load 
range.

Invariably, these systems are 
controlled by the ECU which apportions 
the fuel quantity in response to incoming 
signals from sensors located around the 
fuel/air inlet path.

These sensors measure the following:

The more complex systems also 
feature an oxygen (Lambda) sensor in the 
exhaust, to give even more control over 
the fuel/air mixture. In addition, there’s 
an engine speed signal to the ECU from 
the ignition trigger on the end of the 
crankshaft.

Some systems have a sensor which 
uses the camshaft orientation to supply 
data from which the ECU determines which 
cylinder’s injector to energise. 

The ECU uses the sensor inputs to 
determine the ignition timing, the injection 
timing, and the amount of fuel fed to each 
cylinder, this being achieved by varying the 
duration for which the appropriate fuel-
injector is open.

Besides the above inputs, there are 
signals to the ECU which veto engine 
operation. These may vary between 
motorcycle manufacturers, but usually are:

Lean angle cut-off switch – this stops 
the engine if the motorcycle falls on its 
side.

Side-stand switch – this stops the 
engine if the bike is put into gear with the 
side-stand down.

Clutch lever switch – this won’t allow 
the engine to start when in gear unless the 
clutch is operated.

Some of the very latest machines 
have an inductive ignition key recognition 

device which also relays information to the 
ECU.

For our engine to function correctly 
we must supply the ECU with the required 
data from the above switches. We can 
do this either by fitting the switches to 
our car, even though their purpose is 
redundant, or we can fool the ECU into 
thinking that we are in compliance with all 
conditions necessary for the engine to run. 
Reluctantly, I would suggest that the former 
course of action might be preferable, as 
the required signals are not of an on/off 
nature, but rely upon subtle changes of 
voltage.

The ECU determines an air/fuel 
mixture strength, the consistency of which 
over the engine’s speed and load range is 
adequate for road use but can be improved 
upon for racing. We can accomplish 
this improvement by installing a device 
known as a ‘Power Commander’ which 
is inserted in the wiring loom between 
the ECU and the fuel-injectors. (See Fig. 
13.5) The Power Commander has an 
adjustment facility which overrides the 
signal from the ECU to the fuel-injectors. 
To set this device, the car is run on a 
rolling road dynamometer, and the exhaust 
gases are analysed by the use of an 
oxygen (Lambda) sensor inserted in the 
exhaust pipe. (See Fig. 13.6) The Power 
Commander is then set to give the most 
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Chassis design
Chapter 5

THE COMPUTER
I’m a recent convert to computers and 
CAD, and, therefore, a total zealot on 
the subject, recommending them to all 
and sundry (and this means you!). I was 
convinced that I could draw as fast on 
the board as I would be able to on the 
small screen, and I probably could. What 
it’s impossible to compete with, though, 
is the ability to change drawings quickly, 
and, believe me, you’re going to be doing 
some drawing changes along the way. 
As well as a CAD programme I have a 
suspension design programme, supplied 
by WC Mitchell Software, and it’s highly 
recommended.

CHASSIS FUNCTIONS
The functions of the chassis are to 
contain the driver, to contain the power 
unit, transmission and ancillaries, and to 
maintain the desired relationship between 
the suspension and steering mechanism 
mounting points. To do this efficiently 
it needs to be of minimum frontal area 
and weight, whilst being as stiff as 
possible. There is a school of thought 
which maintains that a chassis which has 
designed-in deformability along with stiff 
suspension is a good way to go. I’m not 
clever enough to do that in a controlled 
manner so we’ll stick with ‘as stiff as 
possible’.

BASE DIMENSIONS
At this point we should be thinking of the 
principal dimensions which will define 
the car: the wheelbase, and the track, i.e 
the points at which it is in contact with 
the ground. The length of the wheelbase 
will influence the car’s behaviour – longer 
giving more stability, shorter going round 
tight corners more quickly, but more 
‘twitchy’. The track width has an effect on 
weight transfer in corners, wider offering 
more cornering power, narrower giving 
more high speed stability. That was a 
simplification of the issue, of course, but it 

will suffice for our purposes at the moment. 
The ratio between the two dimensions 
significantly affects the driveability of the 
vehicle.

The range of wheelbases of our 
type of cars currently competing goes 
from around 1950mm to about 2450mm. 
Wheelbase to track ratios commonly vary 
between around 1 for a kart type vehicle 
(goes round corners beautifully, swaps 
ends for a pastime down the straight) to 
around 1.7 (relaxing along the straight bits, 
turns like the Torrey Canyon – an infamous 
supertanker for the benefit of my younger 
readers). I’ve settled for about 1.4 on the 
cars that I’ve built, and been quite happy 
at that. I also decided that the overall width 
across the outside of the tyres should 
be the same front and rear so that just 
missing an object with the front wheels 
is repeatable with the rear ones. This 
applies whether we’re clipping a corner on 
the track or threading our way through a 
crowded paddock towards the startline.

The size of the chassis, to some 
extent, depends upon you, dear reader. 
The front section must be long enough 
to accommodate your body, bearing in 
mind that, in the UK, for example, current 
(2008) MSA regulations insist that the car’s 
undepressed control pedals cannot be 

Fig. 5.1 ‘Start here!’
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Fig 3.3 Original (left-hand) and modified oil pick-up strainers.

Fig 3.4 Oil pump pick-up, strainer and relief 
valve. 

Fig 3.5 Modified sumps.

put a straight edge across the cut face. 
This represents the new bottom face of 
the oil containment, and the oil pump 
pick-up should be sited 3-5mm above it. 
Too low and you may restrict the entry of 
oil, too high and you risk the oil running 
away under hard cornering (the rule to 
avoid starvation is that the area around 
the bottom of the strainer through which 
the oil will enter should be larger than the 
cross-sectional area of the pump inlet. As 
an example, suppose we have a pump inlet 
diameter of 15mm; its area will be:

∏ x 15 x 15 x 1⁄4 = 177mm²
where ∏ = 3.142

Supposing now that the inlet strainer 
is 50mm in diameter, the minimum height 
above the bottom of the sump will be:

177 ÷ (∏ X 50) = 1.1mm

This dimension, I would stress, is the 
minimum required, and in practice would 
be difficult to achieve with any confidence 

due to distortion of sump and strainer 
housing through welding, which is why I 
recommend the aforementioned figure of 
3-5mm.

The pick-up usually consists of a 
strainer on a stem, sometimes flange-
mounted on the pump inlet, sometimes a 
plain pipe located in the pump inlet and 
sealed with an O-ring. It will be necessary 
to shorten the stem. This can be done by 
cutting out a section of the appropriate 
length then opening up the hole in each of 
the ends and spigoting them together with 
a suitable piece of tube. As long as these 
are closely fitted, an application of one of 
Loctite’s stronger products (Type 275 being 
my preference) will adequately maintain the 
assembly. (See Fig. 3.3) 

Alternatively, with flange-jointed 
pick-ups, it may be possible to remachine 
the flange faces and bolt holes at an angle 
suitable to lift the strainer by the correct 
amount.

Where the pick-up pipe is a sliding 
fit in the pump, it’s likely that its vertical 
position is maintained by a protuberance 

on the bottom of the sump, in which case 
similar arrangements will be needed on 
your new closure plate. There are engines 
which have an oil pump relief valve 
which is dependant upon the sump or an 
extension thereof for its location. This will 
have to be treated in the same manner as 
the pick-up pipe. (See Fig. 3.4)

It’s now time to bolt the modified 
sump back onto its stiffener and weld on 
the closure plate. (See Fig. 3.5)
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Adapting the 
engine for car 

use

Chapter 3

In its natural habitat a motorcycle engine is 
not subject to the requirement to have its 
centre of gravity (c of g) as low as possible. 
Nor is its oil reservoir affected by horizontal 
forces which tend to make the oil run away 
from the centreline of the engine with the 
prospect of starving the supply to the oil 
pump.

Both these issues, which are 
intertwined, need to be addressed when 
installing in a four- (or three-, for that 
matter) wheeled vehicle.

In order to optimise the c of g of the 
car, the engine must be installed as low in 
the chassis as possible.

OIL SUMP MODIFICATION
Sports motorcycle sumps are inevitably 
tall, narrow, and vee-shaped when 

viewed head-on, as can be seen in the 
samples shown in Fig. 3.1. This allows 
the exhaust pipes to pass on either side, 
thus maintaining cornering clearance. 
It’s normally possible to reduce the 
height of the sump by something in the 
order of 50mm without compromising its 
attachment to the crankcase, meaning 
that the whole engine/transmission can be 
lowered by this amount.

As the engine constitutes about 20 
per cent of the mass of the car/driver 
package, this will lower the overall c of g 
by about 10mm (well worthwhile).

The sump can be either cut and 
welded or replaced by a machined item. 
If the former course is to be taken, it’s 
essential to bolt the sump to a stiff piece 
of plate or similar to support the flimsy 

Fig 3.1 Original sump profiles. Fig 3.2 Sump being machined.

ring which it will become after cutting 
(machining is preferable, see Fig. 3.2) and 
when the new closure plate (which needs 
to be around 3mm thick) is welded on.

The line of the cut should follow the 
line of the underneath of the chassis and 
be a few millimetres above it to make sure 
that it isn’t the first thing to hit the ground 
if the suspension bottoms out. If you’re 
going to incorporate an undertray (diffuser) 
at the rear of the car note that the sump 
will need to be cut at the appropriate angle 
if it’s not to protrude.

Before the closure plate is fastened 
on (it will be very difficult to do it 
afterwards) the necessary modifications 
to the oil pump pick-up pipe must be 
made. To carry this out invert the engine 
and bolt on the remains of your sump and 
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MV AGUSTA SINCE 1945
Birth, death and resurrection: the story of one of the world’s 
most famous motorcycle marques
By Ian Falloon
THE COMPLETE STORY OF MV AGUSTA: ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS NAMES IN MOTORCYCLING
THIS EDITION LIMITED TO 500 COPIES

The complete story of MV Agusta from its first motorcycle, a 98cc 
two- stroke, in 1945. The company expanded to include larger singles, 
twins, fours and sixes and for over 20 years MV dominated Grand Prix 
racing. Under the ownership of Cagiva a new era commenced in the 
1980s.

Alongside the magnificent racing bikes, MV produced a wide range 
of street models, including the exotic four-cylinder bikes based on 
the Grand Prix racers of the 1950s and early 1960s. After closing in 
1977, MV Agusta was resurrected by Cagiva in 1997, and released the 
Massimo Tamburini-designed four-cylinder F4. Initially 750cc, this 
evolved into 1000cc and the Brutale series. In 2012 the three-cylinder 
F3 joined the F4, and a large range of models has grown from these 
two platforms.

With a 50-year passion for Italian motorcycles, Ian Falloon tells the 
full and fascinating story of MV Agusta, covering all the street and 
racing models from 1945 to the present day.

• The complete story of MV (Meccanica Verghera): one of the most 
famous names in motorcycling

• MV Agusta dominated Grand Prix motorcycle racing for more than 
two decades

• Details the bikes that won a total of 37 World Championships
• A look at some of the most exotic four-cylinder production 

motorcycles of the 1960s and 1970s
• The Grand Prix machines that were ridden by Surtees, Hocking, 

Hailwood, Agostini and Read to multiple World Championships
• How Ubbiali and Provini provided MV Agusta with world titles in 

the 125 and 250cc classes
• Covers the small displacement motorcycles that were produced 

alongside the exotic racing machines
• Details the closure of MV Agusta in 1977, and the subsequent 

resurrection by the Castiglionis in 1997
• The influence of Count Domenico Agusta on the racing success of 

the company
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800 RC (2017)
The Reparto Corse family included the Dragster 

800 RC for 2017. Based on the Dragster RR, 

the engine still produced 140hp at 13,100rpm. 

Setting the Dragster 800 RC apart were 

a carbon-fibre front mudguard, radiator 

heat deflectors and front fairing. Unlike the 

Dragster RR that featured wire-spoked wheels, 

the Dragster 800 RC’s wheels were forged 

aluminium, the rear still a 6.00x17in shod with 

a 200/50ZR17 rear tyre. Limited production 

numbered 350 units.

TURISMO VELOCE 800 LUSSO RC 
(2017)
The fourth Reparto Corse model was the 

Turismo Veloce RC. Based on the Euro 4 

compliant 800 Lusso, this included a carbon-

fibre front mudguard deflector and racing 

style forged aluminium wheels. The passenger 

seat was redesigned, and the front engine mounts revised to provide increased longitudinal 

stiffness. The semi-active Sachs Skyhook suspension was unchanged from the 800 Lusso. 

Standard equipment included a Garmin navigation system, dedicated twin 30-litre panniers, 

adjustable windshield, heated grips and cruise control. The Turismo Veloce 800 Lusso RC was 

built as a limited edition of 250 examples.

The limited edition Dragster 800 RC was based on the 
Dragster RR, but forged aluminium wheels replaced the 
wire spoke type. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

The fourth limited edition 2017 RC model was the Turismo 
Veloce 800 Lusso RC. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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F3 675 RC, F3 800 RC, F4 RC 
(2017)
Following the success of the limited edition 

2015 F3 RC, an updated F3 RC was released 

for 2017. This was available as an F3 675 RC 

limited edition of 350 units plus an F3 800 

RC, also built as 350 examples. Based on 

the respective F3 675 and F3 800, both now 

Euro 4 compliant, the graphics replicated 

Jules Cluzel and Lorenzo Zanetti’s 2016 

World Supersport machines. The two riders 

personally signed every bike, each also 

provided with a special accessories kit. 

Joining the F3 RC for 2017 was an 

updated F4 RC, this with a new racing kit 

and 2016 World Superbike colours and livery. 

The engine and chassis specifications were 

unchanged from 2015, but the racing kit now 

included an SC-Project titanium single exit 

exhaust system. The claimed power with the 

racing kit remained unchanged, with 212hp 

at 13,600rpm, and 250 numbered examples 

were produced.

TOP: The colours of the 2017 F3 RC replicated the 2016 World Supersport racer. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

ABOVE: The 2017 F4 RC also replicated Camier’s 2016 bike. The #37 on the fairing signifies the number of MV’s 
constructors’ world championships. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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DRAGSTER 800 RR (2018-)
The Dragster 800 RR was completely redesigned for 

2018 . The engine was now similar to the Brutale 800 RR, 

sharing the 2018 updates with a new primary drive, intake 

camshafts, valves and gearbox . The mufflers featured new 

anodized and brushed aluminium shields and the power was 

140hp at 12,300rpm . The Ride By Wire system was improved 

and the ECU included new algorithms and maps, these 

specifically programmed for the Dragster 800 RR . The eight-

setting traction control system was also refined .

The styling was also new . The front mudguard now 

featured aluminium brackets and the semi-handlebars 

adjustable . The adjustable steering damper was also 

integrated with the top triple clamp, and the tail styling 

revised . A single element LED taillight replaced the 

previous dual element type and the rear seat section 

colour matched to the bodywork . 

F4 LH44 (2018)
Lewis Hamilton’s second collaboration with MV resulted in the F4 

LH44. Based on the F4 RC, the all-black 205hp Corsa Corta engine 

was technically unchanged, and also included the 212hp kit. A host of 

bespoke details set the LH44 apart, including the distinctive colour 

scheme of a candy apple red fairing and pearl white frame. The red 

colour was achieved with ink-based paints instead of traditional 

colour bases. Other specific components included an Öhlins NIX 30 

TiN-coated fork with black anodized fork outer tubes instead of the 

usual gold. The Öhlins TTX 36 rear shock also featured a black spring 

and reservoir. 

The seat was hand made in leather and Alcantara, the screen 

smoked, and many body components were in carbon-fibre. Other 

bespoke components included a racing-style fuel cap and a special 

CNC-machined and anodized rear wheel nut. Even the Pirelli Diablo 

Supercorsa tyres were specially designed and carried LH44 logos. 

Only 44 examples were built, with Hamilton receiving three.

The Dragster 800 RR was redesigned for 2018, with new engine, electronics, chassis and styling. 
(Courtesy MV Agusta)

Lewis Hamilton with the limited edition F4 LH44. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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BRUTALE 800 RC, DRAGSTER 800 RR RC, TURISMO VELOCE 800 RC (2018)
The RC line-up expanded this year to include one additional model; the Brutale 800 RC. Based on the 

Brutale 800 RR, further engine development resulted in 140hp now produced at a lower 12,300rpm. 

Compared to the standard Brutale 800 RR the forged aluminium rear wheel was a wider 6.00x17in, shod 

with a 200/55ZR17 tyre. The mudguards and tank side panels were in carbon-fibre and each Brutale 800 

RC was supplied with a kit that included an SC-Project titanium and carbon-fibre exhaust system and 

dedicated ECU. This saw the power increased to 150hp at 12,800rpm. Each of the 350 examples included 

an individual number on the carbon-fibre instrument cover.

The Dragster 800 RC was offered again for 2018, and was now based on the updated 2018 model 

Dragster 800 RR. Along with 

the other engine updates the 

Dragster 800 RR RC debuted an 

exhaust valve in the exhaust 

manifold. The power was 

140hp at 12,500rpm but it was 

also supplied with a 150hp at 

12,800rpm kit. With the kit 

installed the weight was also 

reduced to only 160kg. Colours 

replicated the 2017 F4 RC 

WSBK racer and 350 numbered 

examples were produced. The 

limited edition Turismo Veloce 

800 RC continued unchanged but 

for new colours, including red 

wheels. As with other Turismo 

Veloce models the power was 

110hp, at a slightly higher 

10,150rpm. 

F3 675 RC, F3 800 RC, F4 RC (2018)

Apart from new livery, the 2018 F4RC was 
similar to the 2017 version. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

The Dragster 800 RR RC looked similar to 
the Brutale RC, but had a gold front fork 
and different bodywork. The new styling 
was shared with the 2018 Dragster 800 RR. 
(Courtesy MV Agusta)
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overhead camshaft engine . The compression ratio was increased to 8 .2:1, and with a Dell’Orto SS25A 

carburettor the power was 15hp at 8800rpm . Hydraulic dampers were fitted to the Earles fork version . 

The 175 CSS provided significantly increased performance over the 175 CS, and was capable of 135km/h, an 

impressive speed for 1954 . Unlike the 175 CS the 175 CSS only lasted for one year, with 500 manufactured . It 

is now considered one of the most desirable production MV Agustas of the 1950s .

ABOVE
The 175 CSS had a larger Dell’Orto SS25A 
carburettor. In its day the overhead camshaft 
175cc single was one of the fastest sporting 
machines available. 

LEFT
Another view of Remo Venturi’s telescopic 
fork 175 CSS. From this side it is virtually 
indistinguishable from the 1954 175 CS.

ABOVE
The 1954 175 CSS was a standout model for MV Agusta. This very early example was 
factory fitted with a telescopic front fork for 1955 factory rider Remo Venturi.
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175 CSS (1954)
Several standout models were introduced for 1954 and one of the most significant was the 175 CSS (Super 

Sport) . Now considered one of the more desirable production MV Agustas, this was ostensibly a modified 175 

CS Disco Volante . With the same red and silver paint, Disco Volante fuel tank, and 19in alloy wheels the 175 

CSS looked very similar to the 1954 175 CS . Some of the very earliest examples were fitted with a telescopic 

front fork, but most had an Earles fork . Setting the 175 CSS apart was a considerably higher performance 

Although technically unchanged, the 175 CS 
was restyled for 1955 with a new rounded fuel 
tank. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

RIGHT
For 1956 the 175 CS fuel tank gained knee 
scallops. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

This factory publicity photo clearly shows the shape of the 1954 175 CS Disco Volante fuel tank. 
Also evident is the new primary drive cover with external ignition cover. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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125 TR (TURISMO RAPIDO), TRL (TURISMO RAPIDO LUSSO), TRE (TURISMO 
RAPIDO EXTRA), TRA (TURISMO RAPIDO AMERICA) (1954-58)
The move to four-strokes culminated with the 1954 125 Turismo Rapido . Introduced as a replacement 

for the two-stroke 125 Turismo E, this engine design would become one of MV’s longest running, lasting 

in one form or another through until 1976 . With a characteristic egg-shape cylinder head, the new 125 

ABOVE
The first 125cc four-stroke was the 125 
Turismo Rapido. The 1954 version had tubular 
steel rear frame sections and a sprung single 
seat. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

By 1956 the tank was painted red and black, 
the rear frame was box-section steel, and a 
dual seat fitted. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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175 MOTOCARRO (1954-58)
MV’s second Motocarro, the 175 Motocarro, was considerably more successful than its first attempt in 1946 . The 175 

Motocarro was also more like a motorcycle, and was ostensibly the front of an overhead camshaft 175 CST with a 

driveshaft and differential to an axle with dual 15in wheels supporting a steel tray . Along with four forward speeds 

was a reverse gear and the rear drum brakes were hydraulically actuated . The load capacity was a generous 350kg, 

and 2200 units were built through until 1958 .

ABOVE
The two factory 175 Bialberos of Milani (283) and Venturi (317) at the start of a Motogiro d’Italia 
stage in 1957. (Courtesy MV Agusta) 

RIGHT
Venturi won the 1957 Motogiro d’Italia outright. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

MV’s second Motocarro was based 
in the 175 CST. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

175 MONOCILINDRICO BIALBERO (1954-58)
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DRAGSTER 800 RR THEARSENALE (2020)
Another limited-edition Dragster 800 RR was released in February 2020 . This was dedicated to TheArsenale, 

one of the world’s most exclusive online retail concepts and offering products ranging from jet planes to 

motorcycles along with accessories and luxury apparel . While the Dragster 800 RR’s technical specification 

was unchanged, TheArsenale was presented in a fiery black and orange colour scheme .

TOP LEFT
Apart from the new colours, the Turismo 
Veloce 800 RC SCS was little changed for 
2020. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

TOP RIGHT
The Dragster 800 RR RC also received new 
colours for 2020, and included an SC Project 
racing exhaust system. (Courtesy MV Agusta)

BELOW
‘TheArsenale’ was another limited-edition 
Dragster 800 RR for 2020. (Courtesy MV Agusta)
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F3 800 RC, DRAGSTER 800 RR RC, TURISMO VELOCE RC (2020) 
As the F4 RC, F3 675 RC, and Brutale 800 RC were not offered for 2020, the Reparto Corse range now only 

comprised three models: the F3 800 RC, Dragster 800 RR RC, and Turismo Veloce RC . All were still built in a 

limited series, and apart from the updated EAS 2 .1 electronically assisted shift, were technically unchanged 

from the previous versions . Boxed racing kits were still included for the F3 800 RC and Dragster 800 RR RC . The 

metallic grey, black carbon and red colours replicated the 2019 Reparto Corse F3 675 World Supersport racer .

The Brutale 800 RR was offered with 
the SCS smart clutch system for 2020. 
(Courtesy MV Agusta)

The F3 800 RC was the only Supersports 
RC model for 2020. The SC Project exhaust 
system was part of the racing kit, the 
power increasing to 153hp at 13,250rpm. 
(Courtesy MV Agusta)
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How to Build & Power Tune Weber & Dellorto DCOE, 
DCO/SP & DHLA Carburettors 3rd Edition
SpeedPro Series
By Des Hammill

All you could want to know about the most famous and popular high 
performance sidedraught carbs. Covers strip and rebuild, tuning, 
choke sizes and much more.

Packed with information on stripping and rebuilding, tuning, jetting, 
and choke sizes. Application formulae help you calculate exactly the 
right set-up for your car. Covers all Weber DCOE & Dellorto DHLA & 
DCO/SP carburettors.

• The enlarged, full colour third edition of Veloce’s best-selling 
SpeedPro title

• Up to date information on Dellorto carburettors 
• All you could want to know about the world’s most famous and 

popular high-performance sidedraught carburetors
• Application formula gives the right set-up for YOUR car
• Strip & rebuild, tuning, jetting & choke sizes
• Covers all Weber DCOE, DCO/SP & Dellorto DHLA carburetors

From engine tuning to suspension and brake modification – 
even building your own rally car, and heavily illustrated with 
clear concise text, each SpeedPro manual is written by an expert 
with real hands-on experience, and shows how to get maximum 
performance and best handling for minimum cost. 
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Dellorto very fine threaded idle mixture 
adjusting screw which fits in tower model 
carburettors on the left. Weber tower type 
idle mixture adjusting screw on the right.

push fit into the emulsion tube and the 
emulsion tube holder is a push fit on to 
the emulsion tube which, in turn, covers 
the air corrector. This means that there 
are two parts involved, the actual air 
corrector jet and the emulsion tube 
holder.

On the Dellorto the air corrector is 
part of the emulsion tube holder and is 
changed as a single component. The 
emulsion tube holder/air corrector is a 
push fit on to the emulsion tube.

Progression hole 
inspection covers

This cover was put here in the first place 
to allow for the progression holes to be 
drilled in the carburettor body but, of 
course, it doubles as a removable plug 
for cleaning purposes or checking to 
see if the holes are clear. Note: some 
Weber carburettors have permanent 
plugs.

Top of a Dellorto with the jet inspection cover removed and showing the emulsion tube 
holders which, in turn, hold the actual emulsion tubes, main jet and air corrector.

Below – Progression holes in the body of a Dellorto carburettor. These holes must be 
clear for good progression, though it’s unusual for them to become blocked.
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40 DHLA Dellorto.

technology there still is a place for 
‘simple’ carburettors that give high 
performance while basically being 
bolt-on items. Webers and Dellortos 
meet these requirements and their 
future is assured. One thing is for sure, 
on a cost-for-cost basis, Webers and 
Dellortos (especially if good second-
hand carburettors are purchased) can 
give unrivalled value for money.

There is an old adage “what looks 
right is right” and this certainly applies 
to Webers and Dellortos. They always 
“look the part” on an engine because 
they are the part and, no matter what 
the engine size or type, they can be 
made to go as well as they look.

Although it may appear that each 
and every type and model of engine, 
and degree of modification, will require 
unique carburettor settings, this is not 
the case. It’s very often the case that 
similar engines require quite similar 
jetting, and very good approximations 
can be made by experienced 
mechanics without even seeing the 
engine. It is a fact that engines can be 
categorized to quite a large degree, 
which is why it’s been possible to 
narrow down the Weber and Dellorto 
components listed in this book to those 
you are likely to need and use. This will 
save you time and money.

I hope that you find this book 
informative and a practical help in the 
quest to tune these carburettors to get 
the best possible performance from 
your car, with reasonable economy.

Weber DCOE versus 
Dellorto DHLA

Argument has raged for years about 
whether Weber or Dellorto carbs are 
better. No comparison is possible, 
however, unless all of the available 
adjustments have been optimized on 
each carburettor and engine.

Fortunately, both carburettors 
are so good it doesn’t really matter 45 DCOE Weber.
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FUEL FILTERS
Both carburettors are fitted with an 
integral filter. These filters should be left 
in place but, in the case of the Weber, 
they are often left out because the 
filter is not a particularly sturdy item 
and usually distorts the first time it is 
installed. The Dellorto system is better 
all round. With either carburettor set-up, 
install a paper element filter (throw away 
type) between the fuel pump and the 
first carburettor. These universal fitting 

fuel filters are available with 5/16in and 
3/8in (or metric equivalent) intake and 
outlet diameters and they are cheap. 
This modification will ensure that only 
clean fuel is supplied to the carburettors. 
Note that steel cased in-line fuel filters 
are available and should be fitted when 
competition rules require it.

FUEL LINES (PIPES) & 
FITTINGS

Use only gasoline (petrol)-rated hose 
for fuel lines and, if you want the 
best, consider ‘aircraft quality’ metal-
braided lines and companion fittings. 

The internal diameter of the standard 
fuel unions on these carburettors is 
5.5mm (0.225in) which suits a 5/16in 
inside diameter fuel lines. The largest 
available fittings have an inside diameter 
of 7.5mm (0.30in) and suit 3/8in inside 
diameter fuel lines. Route fuel lines well 
away from the exhaust system and so 
that there are no sharp bends: secure 
well at frequent intervals.

Always use top quality hose 
clamps (clips) of the correct size for 
the application. The best clamps are 
the stainless steel worm-drive ones 
that close around the hose uniformly. 

A range of small clamps suitable for use on fuel lines (pipes). Use clamps of the correct 
size.A selection of in-line fuel filters.

Chapter 3
Fuel management, air 

filters & ram tubes
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KNOW YOUR CARBURETTOR: STRIPDOWN & INSPECTION

Dellorto main jet, emulsion tube and an 
emulsion tube holder dismantled (right) 
and assembled (left). Note that the air 
correction hole is part of the holder.

Comparison of Weber (left) and Dellorto 
(right) main jets, emulsion tubes and 

holders.

which has one or more holes drilled into 
the actual idle jet holder.

Accelerator pump jets
These are found under the screw plug 
and are lifted out. On both carburettors 
they can sometimes be difficult to 
remove. Caution! Extreme care is 
often needed to remove them without 
damaging or even ruining them. On 
Dellortos the pump jet is actually 
connected to the screw plug using a 

Weber main jet, emulsion tube, air 
corrector jet and an emulsion tube holder 

dismantled (right) and assembled (left).

Idle jet
The idle jet holder and the idle jet are 
located under the same inspection 
cover that gives access to the main jet, 
emulsion tube and air corrector jet. The 
idle jets are in a similar position in both 
carburettors. The idle jet is a push fit into 
the idle jet holder which, in turn, screws 
into the carburettor body. The air bleed 
and fuel jet are in the same component 
on the Weber. On the Dellorto the fuel jet 
is a separate component to the air bleed 

On well used Webers replace the return 
spring (fitted behind the inspection cover). 

The ‘eyes’ break off these springs after 
long service.
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lengthening or shortening them. The 
pushrods have right-hand and left-hand 
threads on their ends so turning the rod 
anti-clockwise shortens it and turning 
the rod clockwise increases the rod’s 
length. This facility is now used to make 
minor adjustments to the length of the 
rods to give more or less carburettor 
throttle arm movement and to increase 
or decrease the air flow of a particular 
carburettor as required. Choose one 
carburettor as the standard, or datum, 
to which the other carburettors will be 
matched. Undo the locking nuts (slightly 
but not completely) and then turn the 
central rod anti-clockwise or clockwise. 
Check the airflow with the meter after 
each rod length alteration. Once the 
adjustments have been made and all 
carburettors are giving equal readings 
on the meter, turn the engine off and 
tighten all locknuts on the rods. While 
the engine is running during the tuning 
process keep an eye on its temperature. 
With all of the locking nuts tightened, 
start the engine and check all of the 
readings again just to make sure that 
none of the rods have moved which 
could have caused the settings to be 
lost. 

At this point the idle has been set 
(equal meter readings on the chokes) 
and when the accelerator pedal is 
depressed the mechanism has been 
adjusted to give equal meter readings 
once again. The engine should be 
idling at 800 to1200rpm and have equal 
air flowing through each carburettor, 
which will not necessarily mean that the 
engine is idling smoothly.

If the engine will not accelerate in 
the free running state it certainly will 
not accelerate well under load. Also, 
just because the engine accelerates 
smoothly under no load conditions, it 
does not mean it will accelerate under 
load (being driven down the road or 
tested on a rolling road).

At this point carburettors have the 

Eurocarb offers this STE syncrometer (model SK).

Eurocarb also offers this Carbtune which has four individual calibrated vacuum tubes.
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The ultimate test of any engine is how 
well it goes in its particular application. 
Competition brings out the best in 
engines and the worst in faults. That is 
because of the conditions and stresses 
and strains that the machinery is being 
subjected to. For example, hundreds 
of cars are taken to the track each 
weekend and they are driven around 
lap after lap misfiring and backfiring. 
The drivers invariably are mystified at 
the antics of the engine: after all, they 
drove the car to the track and all was 
well. Bonnets are up and, usually, the 
carburettors are being scrutinized even 
though they are probably not to blame.

The real problem is usually one 
of preparation. Track conditions 
always show how well the work on the 
engine has been done. Sometimes, 
what should be really good engines 
have been run for years with what is, 
eventually, proved to be quite minor 
tuning problems.

For an engine to give top 
performance, every component must 

be proved to be in a serviceable 
condition. That goes for new parts too: 
never assume that because a part is 
new that it’s good. Even top quality 
parts can be proved faulty by the stress 
of competition work but these same 
parts could be put into a standard road-
going car and operate perfectly. The 
conditions in competition are just not 
the same. Problems often stem from 
spark plugs. Plugs used on a road-
going car have no place on an engine 
being raced. Take a perfect set of plugs 
with you and fit them at the track but 
only when the engine is going to be 
subjected to high rpm (no idling and 
so on). Remove them from the engine 
when the racing is finished and pack 
them away until next time. If a spark 
plug is dropped to the ground don’t 
never use it in a racing engine.

During testing and final 
adjustments, the question of choke 
sizes may arise, particularly whether 
there might be any power benefit 
derived from fitting bigger chokes. By 

all means increase (or decrease) the 
size of the chokes by 1mm at a time; 
however, it’s unlikely that deviations of 
over 2mm from the recommendations 
given in chapter 4 will prove successful. 
Note, too, that if choke size is altered, 
the main jet/air corrector combination 
and idle jet will have to be rechecked 
in the original sequence and may 
need to be altered (richness/leanness 
factor). Chokes that are too large 
for the application will not allow the 
engine to accelerate as well as it would 
with smaller chokes, even though the 
maximum power output will be similar. 
Chokes that are too small will limit 
maximum rpm quite sharply. Taking 
the trouble to make sure that exactly 
the right sized chokes are fitted to any 
engine, that is the smallest that allow 
the engine to develop maximum power, 
pays off in no uncertain terms.

ROLLING ROAD (DYNO) 
TESTING PROCEDURE

Rolling road dynos are excellent pieces 

Chapter 7
Rolling road 

tuning & problem 
solving
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KNOW YOUR 
CARBURETTOR – MAJOR 

COMPONENTS
The overall layout is almost identical for 
Webers and Dellortos. The principles of 
operation are so close that carburettors 
of this type couldn’t really be designed 
any differently.

Chokes and auxiliary 
venturis

On all carburettors the choke is fitted 
into the barrel bore first and then the 
auxiliary venturi.

Note: it is quite possible on the 45 
and 48 DCOE to put the auxiliary venturi 
into the carburettor body the wrong 
way around. The engine will run quite 
satisfactorily at low rpm but will run lean 
as the revs rise. Always check to see 
that the auxiliary venturi is fitted the right 
way around.

Weber – idle mixture adjustment screw 
(A), pump jet screw cover (B), throttle arm 

adjustment screw (C), progression hole 
screw cover (D), main jet/idle jet cover (E).

Chapter 1
Know your carburettor: 
stripdown & inspection

E

B

D

AA

D

C

B
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Essential 
information &

using this book
ESSENTIAL 

INFORMATION
This book contains information on 
practical procedures; however, this 
information is intended only for those 
with the qualifications, experience, tools 
and facilities to carry out the work in 
safety and with appropriately high levels 
of skill. Although the words Warning! 
(personal danger) and Caution! 
(danger of mechanical damage) are 
used throughout this book, be aware 
that we cannot possibly foresee 
every possibility of danger in every 
circumstance. Whenever working on 
a car or component, remember that 
your personal safety must ALWAYS 
be your FIRST consideration. The 
publisher, author, editors and retailer 
of this book cannot accept any 
responsibility for personal injury 
or mechanical damage which 
results from using this book, even if 
caused by errors or omissions in the 

information given. If this disclaimer 
is unacceptable to you, please return 
the pristine book to your retailer who 
will refund the purchase price.

This book applies to all Weber 
DCOE series and Dellorto DHLA series 
sidedraft carburetors.

It is possible that changing 
carburetor specification will mean 
that your car no longer complies with 
exhaust emission control or other 
regulations in your state or country – 
check before you start work.

An increase in engine power and, 
therefore, performance, will mean that 
your car’s braking and suspension 
systems will need to be kept in perfect 
condition and uprated as appropriate.

As these carburetors were built 
to metric measurements, these take 
priority in the text. It is essential that 
you work with metric wrenches, but we 
would also advise you to use metric 
measurements if you can.

The vital importance of cleaning 
a part before working on it cannot be 
overstressed. It is equally important 
that your tools and working area are 
completely clean.

Use good quality tools and make 
sure they are precisely the right size for 
every job.

USING THIS BOOK
You’ll find it helpful to read the whole 
book before you start work or give 
instructions to your contractor. This 
is because a modification or change 
in specification in one area will cause 
the need for changes in other areas. 
Get the whole picture so that you can 
finalize specification and component 
requirements (as far as possible) before 
any work begins.

This book has been written in 
American English; those in any doubt 
over terminology will find a glossary of 
terms at the back of the book.
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On both carburettors, if the pump 
jet is well and truly jammed in the hole 
a pair of long-nosed pliers can be 
modified (by grinding) so that the pump 
jet can be gripped and pulled out. The 
Weber pump jet has a small groove 
around the top edge for this very thing 
and the Dellorto has a radius-edged 
lip which can be used for the jet’s 
extraction.

Remove the progression hole 
inspection screw plugs and check 
to see that there is no obvious dirt 
covering the holes. Use the correct 
sized screwdriver for the slot size.

Remove the idle mixture adjusting 
screws and check the tapered ends 
for any sign of damage: they should all 
look the same. It is unusual to find a 
carburettor or a pair of carburettors with 
all screw ends damaged so compare all 
screws to each other. 

Some Dellortos have a tower and 
the idle mixture adjusting screw is 
located within this tower. A fine thread 
is cut into the tower and, because of 
this design, the threads are affected 
by dirt collecting in the recess of the 
tower. The idle mixture adjusting screws 
can be quite tight to move, initially at 
least. Usually, once the carburettor 
body has been thoroughly washed and 
cleaned with compressed air, the idle 
mixture adjusting screws can be refitted 
without any problem. These threads 
can, unfortunately, become seriously 
damaged and be very difficult to repair. 
Note: there is something that can be 
done to prevent any damage occurring 
to the threads in the future. The idle 
mixture adjusting screws are not used 
often so the solution to this potential 
problem is to plug the holes after the 
engine has been tuned. The simplest 
way is to use silicone sealer. The plug of 
sealer can easily be removed when an 
adjustment needs to be made and new 
sealer applied afterwards. The other 
way of doing this is to fit small plastic 

plugs that can be pushed in and then 
removed for idle mixture adjustment 
when necessary. Caution! If the engine 
is always getting dirty because of how 
the car is used, it is essential to seal the 
towers off.

If you cannot move the idle mixture 
screw, the screw’s head has to be 
ground away. This is done with a high 
speed grinder fitted with a small ball-
nosed cutter. Care must be taken so 
that the internal thread of the tower is 
not damaged any further. No attempt 
should be made to turn the screw out. 
Grind it all away and remove all traces 
of the screw material from the threads. 
Sometimes it is possible to do this and 
simply fit a new idle mixture adjusting 
screw, especially if a damaged 
screwdriver slot is the only reason for 
not being able to undo the screw. With 
the head removed the remaining portion 
of the screw is loose. Remove all metal 
particles.

Undo the screws from the top 
cover and, very carefully, remove it 
without any forcing of the floats to 
avoid damaging them. The Dellorto 
has a particularly close fit around the 
choke tower which necessitates that it 
be lifted vertically for a few millimeters. 
Turn the top over and, using a small 
pin punch, very carefully remove the 
fulcrum pin that holds the floats in 
position (Caution! – it’s easy to break 
the split posts). Push the fulcrum pin 
out from the solid leg side, not the split 
leg side. Refit the fulcrum pin from the 
solid leg side too. There is a gasket 
between the carburettor body and the 
top (on both carburettors) which can 
only be removed and replaced while the 
floats are not fitted. It is always a good 
idea to replace this main gasket with a 
new one; essential if there is any sign of 
deterioration.

Shake the floats to make sure 
they contain no fuel and then check 
their integrity by immersing them 

WEBER DCOE – EXPLODED VIEW
1 Filter inspection cover, 2 Fiber washer 

for inspection cover, 3 Fuel filter, 4 
Main jet and idle jet inspection cover, 5 
Carburettor cover screw, 6 Inspection 
cover gasket, 7 Gasket for carburettor 

cover, 8 Needle and seat, 9 Plastic 
floats, 10 Emulsion tube holder, 11 Air 

corrector, 12 Idle jet holder, 13 Emulsion 
tube, 14 Stud, 15 Main jet, 16 Idle jet, 

17 Auxiliary venturi, 18 Trumpet or 
ram tube, 19 Nut, 20 Spring washer, 21 
Retaining plate, 22 Choke, 23 Stud, 24 

Retaining screw locking tab, 25 Cap, 
26 Adjusting screw, 27 Locking nut, 

28 Auxiliary venturi retaining screw, 31 
Locking washer, 32 Spindle retaining 

nut, 33 Butterfly, 35 Butterfly retaining 
screw, 36 Bottom well gasket, 39 

Inspection cover retaining screw, 40 
Choke mechanism retaining screw, 

41 Inspection cover gasket, 42 Choke 
mechanism, 43 Accelerator pump intake 

and discharge valve, 44 O-ring, 45 
Linked throttle arm (left-hand side), 46 

Washer, 47 Idle mixture adjusting screw 
spring, 48 Progression holes inspection 
screw, 49 Accelerator pump aluminum 

washer, 50 Spindle return spring, 51 
Spindle return spring anchoring plate, 

52 Throttle arm adjusting screw, 53 
Accelerator pump piston, 54 Starter 
valve, 55 Starter valve return spring, 

56 Idle mixture adjusting screw, 57 
Accelerator pump jet, 58 O-ring, 59 

Pump jet screw plug, 60 Accelerator 
pump control rod spring, 61 Accelerator 

pump control rod, 62 Starter jet, 63 
Check valve ball, 64 Stuffing ball, 65 

Accelerator pump stuffing ball screw 
plug, 66 Aluminum spacer washer, 67 

Small bore fibre washer, 68 Fuel union 
(banjo), 69 Large bore fibre washer, 70 

Union bolt, 71 Progression holes cover, 
72 Float fulcrum pin, 73 Choke cable 

retaining screw, 74 Starter jet holder, 75 
Carburettor top cover.

(Courtesy Weber).
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MANIFOLD PREPARATION & CARBURETTOR FITTING 

used with 45 and 48mm carburettors. 
What happens is that the O-ring gets 
sucked out of the carrier because of the 
flimsy design of these larger carriers 
(compared to those of the 40mm 
carburettors). It’s recommended that 
these larger plastic carriers are not 
used on any engine. Made in past years 
there have also been zinc based die-
cast O-ring carriers which are excellent. 
The MISAB is the most readily available 
component these days and the best to 
use, however they do not last forever 

 MISAB spacer (bottom right) and a O-ring 
carrier (bottom left). Stud, rubber grommet 

and a nylock nut assembled (top right). 
Stud, flat washer, thackery washer, flat 

washer and a nylock nut assembled (top 
left).

Right – Carburettor bolted to manifold 
showing the MISAB spacer in position. 

When the carburettor is finally bolted up, 
the distance between carburetor flange 
and the intake manifold flange must be 

equal in all positions to prevent air leakage. 
Note that the rubber grommets on the 

studs must not be completely compressed.
Far right – Carburettor bolted to manifold 
showing O-ring and carrier in position. It 

often pays to use a small amount of silicon 
sealer to hold the O-ring in the plastic 

carrier to prevent the O-ring from falling 
out while fitting the carburettors. Note that 
Thackery washers must not be completely 

compressed.

and should be replaced at the  first sign 
of deterioration (cracking of the rubber).

CARBURETTOR/S – 
FITTING TO MANIFOLD

Ensure that throttle levers are fitted 
to the carburettor spindles and that 
the new lockwashers have their tabs 
bent over against their nuts. Place the 
O-rings over the studs and then fit the 
carburettors over the studs and settle 
them down onto the rubber O-rings. If 
twin sidedraughts are being fitted with a 
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Simply excellent Maniflow made, steel 
inlet manifold for a single sidedraught 
carburettor application for Siamese intake 
port engines (A-Series). It doesn’t get much 
better than this, and it’s simple.

Fit a carburettor to each set of studs. 
It must fit easily and not bind on the 
studs all the way down to the manifold 
surface.

Anti-vibration 
mountings

Because they are susceptible to 
fuel frothing, Weber and Dellorto 
carburettors are installed with anti-
vibration O-ring gaskets and related 
componentry. Kits comprise the large 
O-ring gasket (one per choke) and 
rubber grommets, metal caps and 
nylock nuts. In some applications 

“Thackery” washers (short flat wound 
coil springs) are used beneath the 
carburettor securing nuts and these 
washers apply tension, via the 
carburettor body, to the O-rings.

Engines fitted with Webers or 
Dellortos as original equipment usually 
feature moulded rubber mounting 
blocks between the carburettor/s 
and the manifold. These blocks are 
excellent, but cannot usually be 
adapted to any other application.

Some of the plastic injection 
moulded O-ring carriers are not all that 
rigid, namely those designed to be 
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Undo the screw on the electrical junction 

box and split the wiring, it may have 

screw- or push-in connectors depending 

on the age of the scooter.

Chapter 1
Power unit

BEFORE STARTING
The Vespa Smallframe is fairly 
straightforward to strip and 
reassemble, but, to make life easier, 
arm yourself with a pen and paper 
so you can make notes during 
disassembly, and take lots of photos 
with a digital camera. What may 
seem obvious as you tear the motor 
apart may be a puzzle later once the 
memory has faded. Placing sub-
assemblies into separate labelled 
boxes or bags helps, too. Inspect 
each component as you go, and 
make a shopping list of any parts 
that need to be replaced; it may slow 
things down but will save time and 
money in the long run. An engine 
stand is not necessary but makes life 
a bit easier.

REMOVING THE ENGINE
Getting the motor out is 
straightforward. Remove the engine-
side door, and then drain the oil to 
prevent any unwanted spillage later 
(an old takeaway foil container is 
about the right size for draining into). 
Disconnect the carb securing clamp 

The oil drain plug is helpfully marked 

‘OLIO,’ so it cannot be missed. Dispose of 

the old oil at your local recycling centre.

Cable removal is straightforward: a 

trunnion for the clutch (yellow arrow), two 

more for the gearchange (white arrows), 

and a nut for the back brake cable (blue 

arrow).

(8mm spanner or socket), access to 
which is from inside the frame, after 
you’ve lifted out the plastic storage 
box. It may be easier to remove the 
fuel tank to give yourself extra room. 
The carb can be left in the frame 
for the moment. Undo the electrical 
connections at the junction box 
mounted on the swinging arm. Take 
a note of the wiring (it should be 
colour coded but often isn’t). Free 
the rear brake cable (11mm spanner) 
and gear cable trunnions (usually 
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If the central bolt is fully done up but 
nothing moves, give it a couple of 
gentle taps to persuade the taper to 
release its grip. Once free there may 
still be some resistance felt, but this 

The flywheel nut should be under a 

plastic push-on cover. This is actually a 

late PK-type flywheel as this engine has 

been converted to 12 volts at some time. 

Normally, a light alloy flywheel will be 

fitted.

With the nut removed (17mm socket) fully 

screw in the body of an extractor then 

tighten the centre bolt. As it tightens, the 

flywheel is pulled off its taper. If it’s very 

tight and reluctant to move, give the bolt 

head a sharp tap with a hammer.

With the flywheel off the stator plate will 

be visible. It may have two or three coils 

fitted depending on the age of the scooter.

There should be timing marks cast into 

the case and on the plate: make sure 

they’re lined up. If there are none, make 

your own using a centre punch or by 

scribing a line. Paint will probably not 

survive the cleaning process later so is 

not a good idea.

The plate should be secured by three 

setscrews, although it’s common to find a 

variety of fittings replacing the originals.

Always store the stator and flywheel 

together. Doing so prevents the magnets 

weakening, and stops unwanted metallic 

debris clinging to the surface.

is only the drag exerted by the stator 
magnets and is easily overcome.

If it’s an early engine the flywheel 
may not have an internal thread. 
Instead, there will be a circlip, and 
once the centre nut is undone it starts 
to act on the circlip and pushes off 
the flywheel. These clips often break, 

so a replacement will have to fitted 
before removal can take place. Don’t 
be tempted into using a general 
puller on the flywheel as it will crack 
before the taper releases its grip. 
Some early Smallframes also had 
separate flywheel cooling fins bolted 
to a central boss. Removal, however, 
remains the same.

The Woodruff key on the crank 
should be removed now and checked 
for wear. This usually shows up as a 
step between the part that sits in the 
crank and the bit that slots into the 
flywheel. If there are any doubts about 
its condition replace it.

The stator is secured to the 
cases by machine screws. Remove 
them and wiggle the plate free, gently 
pulling the attached wiring away with 
it. This can be tricky as the wires and 
the grommets they pass through can 
be brittle, so be gentle.

REAR BRAKE ASSEMBLY
The rear wheel is secured by either 
four central bolts or four or five at the 
rim edge, depending on type. The 
rear hub can be removed by undoing 
the centre securing nut, having got rid 
of the split pin which passes through 
it. This nut can be very tight, though, 

The rear brake drum, in this case a PK-

type is fitted, may be secured by a single 

nut with a locking cage and split pin on 

later scooters. Earlier Smallframes had a 

castellated nut secured by a split pin. The 

22mm nut will be tight, and needs a fairly 

thin walled socket to get on to it. Once 

undone, the drum pulls free ...
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CARBURETTOR
Smallframes were fitted with flat-slide 
Dellorto SHB/SHBC carburettors – 
19mm for 125s and 16mm for the 
rest. They all follow the same layout, 
with only minor variations.

The carb is held to the intake 
pipe by a clamp (and may have been 
removed already if the engine has 
been taken out). If you’re only doing 
the carb, then loosen the clamp and 
wiggle the carb from side-to-side to 
get it free; this can be a patience-
trying process. Be gentle and don’t 
be tempted to use brute force as the 
mounting flanges can crack. Once 
off, unhook the choke cable from 
the operating lever tang, leaving it 
attached to the carb for the moment. 
The throttle cable can be released by 
unhooking it from the operating lever.

Cleanliness is essential when 
working on a carb, especially during 
reassembly. Parts can be cleaned in 
degreaser and rinsed in hot soapy 
water as long as everything is 
carefully blown through afterwards. 
Dedicated carb cleaner is better, 
fuel should be avoided as it contains 
many carcinogenic chemicals and 
is very flammable. If you don’t have 
access to a compressor to supply 
the necessary air, pop down to 
your local computer shop for a can 
of compressed air (the type used 
for cleaning keyboards and other 
components).

If the scooter has been sitting 
for a very long time then it may have 
sticky internal deposits which are 
hard to shift by soaking and blowing 
through alone, if you suspect that 
may be the case consider having 
it cleaned ultrasonically, but price 
the total overhaul costs carefully, 
as a complete new carb is not very 
expensive.

The pictures here show only a 
strip down. Although something of a 
workshop manual cliche, reassembly 
truly is a reverse of the process. There 
are no hidden elements to worry 
about, and the carburettors really 

1. Throttle stop screw, 2. Slide, 3. Idle jet, 4. Mixture screw, 5. Main jet, 

6. Float, 7. Choke jet, 8. Float needle, 9. Choke plunger, 10. Slide actuating 

rod seal. Courtesy Eurocarb Ltd (www.dellorto.co.uk)
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On the outside, a large socket gives the 

bush some space to move into as the nut 

is tightened.

Once it has started moving, the bush can 

be grabbed with self-locking pliers, and 

pulled out of the casting.

Once again, clean the inside of the casting 

thoroughly.

New mounts are inexpensive.

Lubricate them with a little soapy water, 

and start them in the casting with the help 

of a screwdriver.

They can then be pulled into position 

using the threaded bar and suitable 

washers.

The natural springiness of the rubber can 

work against you at this stage leaving a 

small amount of bush which is reluctant 

to go in.

If that’s the case, swap over to a large 

socket, which fits as closely to the outside 

edge of the bush as possible. This will 

usually be enough to squeeze even the 

most recalcitrant bush into place.
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The headlight can be removed first. It’s 

usually held in place by the rim, which is 

clamped tight by a nut and bolt on the 

underside. With the nut loosened, the rim 

lifts off and the light will pull free. It may 

be necessary to loosen the adjuster nut 

on the underside of the headset, where 

fitted, to get the unit out.

The headlight should have a couple of 

locating tags on top (arrowed), so the 

bottom of the unit should be pulled 

forward and then dropped down slightly 

to release them from their locating slots. 

Disconnect the wiring to the bulb holder 

to remove the headlight completely, or 

unclip the holder and leave it dangling on 

the supply wires for now.

The control cables can now be disconnected, but if a full restoration is being carried out 

then just take a note of how they all fit, and cut them once the headset has been lifted 

up off the forks. The same applies to the wiring if a new loom is going to be fitted. If 

you’re reusing the wiring, disconnect the wires to the handlebar switch and feed them 

back into the headlight housing. On this scooter (Spanish), the speedo is held by a 

through bolt from the underside of the headset (arrowed). On most Smallframes there’s 

a simpler bent metal bracket holding it place. Speedo cables are secured by a knurled 

nut which simply unscrews. The headset is held to the forks by a bolt which threads into 

a nut trapped in the alloy casting. A 14mm socket is needed to undo it. Once free of the 

nut pull it out completely.

It’s unlikely that the headset will want to lift off easily, so a few taps with a soft-faced 

hammer on the underside may be required to start it moving.

Don’t waste time trying to prise off old 

grips. Use a craft knife to slice them down 

their full length, then peel off.
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FRAME

PAINT REMOVAL & 
ASSESSMENT

With the frame stripped of all its parts 
the next step is to assess its true 
condition. If the scooter has spent 
its life in a warm dry climate then the 
worst you might find is bleached but 
sound paintwork. In that case sanding 
back to a level, solid base may be 
all that’s required before starting 
the refinishing process. In most 
restorations, though, rust will have 
got a grip and the only safe thing to 
do to ensure its complete eradication 
is to get all the paint off and inspect 
the metal carefully. The best and 
most expensive method is to have 
the frame chemically dipped, often 
combined with a final electrophoretic 
coating. This process destroys rust 
and removes old paint in every nook 
and cranny, but double-check with 
whomever is doing the job that they 
are happy with the drainage on a 
scooter frame; they may want to drill 
a couple of extra holes.

A more commonly used method, 
probably thanks to it being much 
cheaper, is blasting, either sand which 
is cheap but fairly brutal, plastic or 
other softer media, which is a little 
more expensive, or soda, which 
is the gentlest of the lot. A local 
agricultural engineer sand blasted 
the frame in the picture sequence at 
around one tenth of the quote I got 
for dipping, so the savings can be 
immense. Make sure the operator has 
some experience of working with the 
metal thickness found on Vespa leg 
shields, though, or things might end 
up seriously wavy. The drawback with 
all types of blasting is that it cannot 
get into seams and box sections, 
and what looks like a clean, rust-free 
frame continues to harbour corrosion 
just waiting to eat its way back out 
once again. If a rough abrasive is 
being used, point out the location of 
the chassis number to the blaster and 
ask them not to linger in the area or 
the numbers may be damaged, or 
even removed.

Whichever method is chosen, if 
there’s an option to have the metal 
primed immediately afterwards then 
take it, as bare steel will develop rust 
spotting within hours if left sitting in 
a damp climate. If the option is not 
available, then apply etch primer as 
soon as you get the frame back to 
your workshop.

If you choose to remove the old 
paint and rust yourself, there are a 
few options. If you have an angle 

grinder, then a twisted wire brush 
is really effective and can get into 
rust pitting pretty well. A slightly less 
aggressive option is a sponge pad 
which has abrasives glued onto it. 
These are flexible, and get paint off 
really well, but are less effective in 
removing heavy rusting. Paint stripper 
will also do the job, but it can be very 
slow especially on old, sun-baked 
surfaces. All these methods require 
lung, eye and skin protection.

With all of the mechanical components removed it’s time to find out just how good the 

frame is. This one didn’t look too bad in its thick coat of red paint; the reality was to 

prove rather different.

If you’re going to have the frame blasted, degrease it thoroughly first and scrape off any 

old oily deposits and underseal or the blasting media will just stick to it.
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SPARKPLUG/HT LEAD/COIL
On standard engines an NGK B6HS 
or equivalent should perform perfectly 
well. If the scooter is used for longer 
high-speed runs, use a cooler-running 
B7HS. The HT lead is an automatic 
replacement part on a rebuild. It 
simply screws into the coil, which has 
a threaded post built in to it. The plug 
cap may originally be a simple brass 
fork inside a rubber sheath, or, on 

As mentioned before, brittle wiring can be an issue. This section looked fine when 

attached to the points, but simply fell off the stator during removal ...

... as did the wiring on the coils. Do not take a chance on your electrics; they were built 

down to a price when the scooter was new, so replacement and/or an upgrade is the 

best solution in the long run.

Coils were not particularly reliable when 

new, so automatic replacement makes 

sense; there’s no point leaving any weak 

links on a rebuilt scooter. 

later models, a metal 90-degree cap. 
The latter are unreliable and should 
be replaced with a modern plastic or 
rubberised version. 

The coil may be internal on some 
Smallframes with a lead directly to the 
sparkplug. On the remainder there will 
be an external version mounted to the 
engine case, it will be obvious which 
type you have. Replacement external 
coils may come with an HT lead built 

in. The ET3 coil is a CDI unit, with four 
connecting wires, and is similar to the 
type fitted to PX models.

12-VOLT CONVERSION
Given the amount of money you’re 
likely to have spent on the restoration 
already it would make sense to splash 
out a little more and convert to 12-
volt, and preferably go with electronic 
ignition at the same time. This will 
enhance starting, which can be a 
weakness of the Smallframe models, 
improve the lights, and probably 
squeeze a few more miles out of 
gallon of fuel as well.

It’s possible to have 12V lights 
and retain the 6V points setup just 
by changing the lighting coils. Better, 
though, to buy a complete conversion 
kit from your chosen parts supplier, 
but ensure that it will fit the crank in 
the standard V-range motor; some are 
designed to work with later, larger-
taper cranks. The conversion will also 
require a regulator, a new light switch, 
brakelight switch, bulbs, a CDI unit, 
and some changes to the wiring. 
However, if you decide on this upgrade 
at the beginning of the restoration 
process, a dedicated wiring loom to 
suit can be purchased and fitted ready 
for the upgraded electrics.
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15 Problems due to lack of use
– just like their owners, Minis need exercise!

Hydraulic problems
Brake fluid is hydroscopic and attracts 
water which promotes internal rusting 
of metal components. Expect seized 
wheel cylinders and caliper pistons if 
the car hasn’t been moved for a long 
period, and even a short period could 
produce enough contamination to give 
a spongy pedal.

Coolant problems
The cast iron block will rust internally if 
there’s a low concentration of anti-
freeze, as it also contains corrosion 
inhibitors. Flushing will remove light 
silting; shifting heavier deposits will 
require chemical treatment.

Electrical problems
Alternators, dynamos, starters, electric 
fuel pumps and mechanical voltage 
regulators do not like standing. 
Corrosion builds up on exposed 
brushes and their tracks, and the 
points in pumps and regulators fur 
up. No battery will stand long-term 
inactivity well, and recharging will fail 
to revive them if the debris usually 
held in suspension in the electrolyte 
has settled and shorted out the 
plates. Wiring connections oxidise 
and frequently require separating and 
cleaning, as do bulb holders.

Oil contamination
Engine oil picks up several nasty contaminants when in use, including acids, and 
if the car has been used regularly for short trips, water from condensation can 
be a problem. When the vehicle is then left unused, these promote rusting and 
deterioration on bearing surfaces and on cylinder walls. Change the oil as soon as 
the car can be run and once again a short time after the vehicle has been put back 
on the road. This is particularly important with a Mini as the gearbox will not tolerate 
poor quality oil.

Tyres
Tyres have a finite life of around five years, by which time they’ll have started to 

Brake components don’t like inactivity; 
they corrode internally and seize.

Electrical components often fail quickly 
once back in use.
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MINI
All Mini Saloons, Estates, Vans 
and Pick-ups: 1959 to 1999
The Essential Buyer’s Guide
By Mark Paxton

STOP! DON’T BUY A CLASSIC MINI WITHOUT READING THIS BOOK.

This compact and practical book offers a step-by-step guide to help 
any prospective buyer avoid expensive mistakes and end up with 
the best Mini possible for their money. Using over 100 clear colour 
photographs and easy to follow, jargon-free text, the car’s notorious 
rot spots, common bodges and mechanical defects are examined in 
detail, along with auction advice, relative values and the realities of 
living with this 20th century icon. A few pounds spent on this book 
could save you thousands!

The Mini is without doubt a motoring milestone, and has had many 
volumes dedicated to its design, history and development, but this is 
the only book to examine the tricky task of buying one used. Iconic 

and innovative it may have been, but this quintessentially British 
car was not without its defects, many of which could turn the Mini 
experience into an expensive and tiresome disaster. This guide takes 
the potential purchaser through a short initial examination to weed 
out the obviously defective, followed by a more comprehensive step-
by-step look at the body and mechanical parts, where 
the clear, jargon-free text accompanied by over 100 
photographs sheds light on even the darkest corners 
of the Mini’s construction. A unique points marking 
system ensures that nothing is overlooked and an 
accurate final picture of the car’s condition can be 
viewed in relation to the asking price.

Helping people to buy their dream vehicles for over 
15 years, our Essential Buyer’s Guides are written by 
model experts and features all the info you need to 
get your dream car or bike. From where – and how – 
to buy, to which models to consider, what condition, 
and strengths and weaknesses of each model – it 
really is like having an expert in your pocket!
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9 Serious evaluation
– 60 minutes for years of enjoyment

Exterior
Paintwork
In the 15 minute examination shiny paint was deliberately ignored to concentrate on 
more gritty issues, but now is the time to assess just how good the paintwork really 
is. If the car has been resprayed very recently it may well have been done to cover 
up lots of bodged repairs so the owner can shift the car at a healthy profit. Look 
for signs of a rushed job; for example, overspray on the window rubbers and door 
seals, or an orange peel finish, or dull, flat sections where there’s an inadequate 
depth of paint. If the finish looks original and carries normal battle scars and dents it 
may well have faded, and if the surface has gone ‘milky’ it could be beyond saving, 
no matter how much time and T-Cut you lavish on it. With resprays now costing very 
large sums of money it could be a budget buster if you need your Mini to be shiny.

Front panels
The whole of the front end must be 
re-examined more critically than during 
the 15 minute inspection. The wings 
blister and hole around the headlamps 
thanks to the poultice of road muck that 
lodges behind them, and the joint with 
the front panel also suffers. The backs 
of the wings rot out by the scuttle and 
down the trailing edge next to the seam. 
Hopefully the days of blatant bodges 
are over, thanks to tighter annual testing 
procedures, but just in case, make sure 
that if the wings have been replaced that 
they’re securely welded on; rivets or self-
tapping screws are not acceptable. Pop your head in the wheelarch and check the 
area around the shock absorber mountings on the inner wings. While you’re in there 
have another prod around the front end 
of the sills and bulkhead and look for 
previous repairs. Even the bonnet is not 
immune, with the leading edge blistering 

q	 o	 o	 o4 3 2 1

The wing-to-front panel area is a prime 
spot for rust.

The back of the wings are often filled.

Look under the bumper, too; you could 
be in for a surprise ...

q	 o	 o	 o4 3 2 1

Score each section as follows: 4 = excellent; 3 = good, 2 = average; 1 = poor
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choices for regular use. Performance 
levels increased, as did soundproofing, 
comfort and effectiveness of the brakes, 
without losing that essential cheeky 
charm. The last run of cars through 
the ’90s were very well trimmed and, 
with the exception of the still jiggly ride, 
offered pretty modern motoring.

With the classic Mini now out of 
production, any model you choose 
is likely to be older than many less 
charismatic cars that have already 
been consigned to the scrapyard. This 
will inevitably mean that a higher level 
of maintenance is required compared 
to something more modern, as much 
through age and deterioration as the 
limitations imposed by the original 
design. The Mini offers the enthusiast a 
great opportunity to get his or her hands 
dirty; weekend tinkering is as much part 
of the ownership experience as time 
spent behind the wheel. If that prospect 
doesn’t set your heart aflutter, then 
the Mini has an enormous number of 
dedicated specialists throughout the UK 
and overseas, although the humble local garage should not be overlooked either, 
as many of the mechanics lurking within will have cut their spannering teeth on this 
once ubiquitous little car.

With its appeal unlikely to wane the Mini is in the rare position of offering low 
ownership costs combined with a depreciation busting future if the battle against 
its Achilles heel (corrosion) is kept up, so it’s always easier to buy the best car you 
can for your budget rather than restore (uneconomic on all but the most valuable 
models).

Despite its shortcomings, there are 
very few other cars out there that can 
offer the same pleasure 
levels as a Mini for a 
similar outlay. Even 
after a grim day at 
work, it’s hard to keep 
the smile off your face 
once in the driver’s 
seat. What more could 
you ask?

The Mini has active clubs all around the 
world, with plenty of events to enjoy.

A Mini Van is cheap to run, easy to park, 
and a great advertising vehicle.
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8 Key points
– where to look for problems

Rear subframes are 
expensive to buy in either 

genuine or aftermarket 
form, and the work 

involved in replacing 
them is considerable as 

the corrosion will almost 
certainly have spread into 

the back of the shell, which 
will have to be repaired 

before a new frame is fitted. 
Brake pipes, battery leads, 

handbrake cables, and 
radius arms may all need 

attention at the same time.

The sill structure is 
unusual on a Mini, but 
it plays a vital part 
in keeping the car 
strong. Poor repairs 
can and do seriously 
weaken the whole car, 
particularly if cover 
panels have been used 
over old rusty metal. 
This is an area that 
demands a thorough 
investigation, as sorting 
out bodged repairs will 
be time-consuming.

Problems with the boot floor may 
have spread further than imagined. 

The rear is attached to the hinge 
panel and valence and can be 

tricky to sort out. Any corrosion 
in the left-hand corner will mean 
tank removal before any repairs 
can be carried out. The section 

where the subframe mounts may 
also be holed, so repair panels will 

have to be accurately placed to 
ensure everything lines up again.
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use of jacks; check their rubber bushes 
for splitting, too.

Radius arms
The radius arms wear due to inadequate 
lubrication so look for signs of a grease 
gun having been used recently. Grasp 
the wheel and try to pull it in and out, 
away from the subframe; there should be 
no signs of movement between the arm 
and the mounting plate. If there is, a new 
pin or reconditioned arm will be needed. 

If the securing nut moves in time with the 
arm then the whole lot is seized internally 
which will wear the mounting hole in the 
subframe oval. Whilst there, check that 
the handbrake quadrants are free to 
pivot.

Battery and charging
Waggle the alternator or dynamo pulley for signs of bearing wear; once running they 
will rumble. Take a multimeter with you if you want to fully check the state of the 
charging circuit. A good battery will read 13 to 13.5 volts at rest, which should rise 
to 14 to 14.5 once the engine is running. Test again under load, with the headlights, 
indicators, heater fan, etc., on. The revs may need lifting slightly off idle with an 
alternator under load, and even more when a dynamo is fitted.

Engine/front subframe/gearbox mounts
The engine has a mount at 
the bellhousing and another 
just visible under the radiator. 
Look for splits or other signs 
of deterioration particularly if 
oil soaked. Underneath there 
may be one or two tie bars 

q	 o	 o	 o4 3 2 1

The rack mounting rubbers should be 
sound, and the boots in one piece and 
secure.

Radius arms should show signs of 
regular lubrication and have no play in 

relation to the side plates.

q	 o	 o	 o4 3 2 1

q	 o	 o	 o4 3 2 1

Tie bar rubbers split and, in 
some cases, the bar can pull 

clean off the head.
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evenly worn, if not the tracking may be 
out, or there may be wear in the rack, 
track rod ends, or suspension bushes. 
Open and shut each door in turn; any 
sign of them lifting up and onto their 
strikers as they close, or dropping as 
they open, is potentially a big problem 
and will require further investigation if 
you think the car warrants it. Look at 
the top of the doorstep, which often 
corrodes. Is it still in the original paint or 
has it been undersealed? Check the sills; 
a quick glance will do at the moment, 
and will tell you if they’ve been patched 
or blacked out with more underseal. 
Are there sill trim strips in place? If so, 
do they fit well or is corrosion or poorly 
welded repairs pushing them off? At the 
back end check the boot (trunk) lid for 
signs of rust, particularly at the bottom, 
and then see if the panel it hinges on 
is rotten at the seam where it meets 
the rear valence; it usually is, and this 
seemingly innocuous corrosion can 
indicate expensive problems ahead. The 
valence itself may be rusty and split at 
the bottom. Open the boot and lift the covering if one is fitted, and check for holes 
in the corners, left and right. Finally, get on your knees, stick your head under the 

The top of the B-posts rot, though filler 
may hide the true extent of the rust.

The whole front end corrodes badly. This 
example has lost its seams as they have 

been filled.

Door misalignment spells trouble; is it 
hinge wear or worse?
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The Legend of American Motors
The full history of America’s most innovative automaker
By Marc Cranswick

The economy, high performance and luxury exploits of American 
Motors. A colorfully illustrated account of an iconic company, that 
forged new styling and engineering paths, while bringing Jeep to a 
wider international audience. In the fashion and racing worlds, AMC 
was a winner!

American Motors was the little company that made a big impact. 
Maker of the Rambler family car, the Kenosha-based AMC offered an 
antidote to the excess of Detroit’s Big 3. But when America decided 
it wanted sporty, rather than econocars, AMC got groovy with the 
Javelin, AMX, Scrambler and Rebel Machine. 

American Motors was a proven performer in showrooms and on the 
track, with success in drag and road course racing. However, through it 
all came solid Rambler value, and a different approach from Detroit. 
An accent on consumer protection, along with brand label special 
editions. And when it came to blue sky thinking, AMC surpassed all 
with the Gremlin and Pacer small cars.

Off road, Kenosha truly made Jeep ‘The One & Only,’ popularizing 
the brand and making it the sales success it is today. Beyond that, 
AMC created America’s first crossover, the Eagle. It all proved that 
America’s smallest ... was its biggest surprise!

• The full history of American Motors, America’s most innovative 
automaker

• A look at AMC in motorsport
• Original archive and collector car photos
• A study of the high performance models: AMX, Scrambler, Rebel 

Machine & Hornet SC/360
• The complete history of Jeep
• AMC’s small car stars: American, Gremlin & Pacer
• A close look at AMC design and engineering
• Full road reports and industry commentary
• Fully illustrated throughout
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CHAPTER

The road to Rambler

AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

Even though the Big Three – General Motors, 
Ford and Chrysler – were all operating by 
the mid-20s, America had a number of other 
automakers. These were concentrated mainly 
at the luxury end of the market, where 
production numbers were limited and sales 
were aimed at the well heeled.

In the boom times of the Roaring 
Twenties there was much scope for the 
production and sale of sporting and luxury 
machinery. The Auburn marque had 
previously been known for relatively down-
to-earth cars. That changed, however, when 

EL Cord became the company’s general 
manager in 1924. He was responsible for the 
glamorous Auburn Straight-Eights of 1925 
to 1936. Cord then followed these with a car 
bearing his own name. The advanced Cord 
L-29 was the �rst American-made front-wheel 
drive car produced in signi�cant numbers.

Harry C Stutz had introduced his 1914 
Stutz Bearcat as a challenge to the existing 
Mercer Raceabout. Both were sports cars for 
the raccoon fur wearing, straw boater Ivy 
League set, when motor racing in America 
was popular. 

Tastes soon turned towards the 
luxurious, as evidenced by the Pierce-Arrow 
Model 66 – a leviathan that left nothing to be 
desired. However, even in the economically 
buoyant ’20s, Pierce-Arrow experienced a 
sales slide that moved it toward more modest 
luxury vehicles. 1928 would prove to be 
the peak of America’s economic boom. By 
the close of 1929 the Wall Street Crash had 
ushered in the Great Depression of the 1930s. 

The economic pressure of harder times 
accelerated a trend toward company buyouts 
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The Simplex 
Speed Car was 

an expensive 
contemporary 

of the Mercer 
Raceabout. 

(Courtesy Motor 
Trend)

Hidemi Aoki in 1920s fashion. 
(Courtesy www.nepoeht.com)

The one & only Jeep
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was available with power steering and 
automatic transmission as options. It featured 
independent front suspension, although did 
switch later to a more 4x4 conventional front 
live axle. The Wagoneer could reach 90mph 
on the road. In summation, this was the 
least truck-like, and most car-like, o�-roader 
heretofore seen. Adding to this avant garde 
nature was Willys-Overland’s own design 
overhead cam (OHC) 230 cube in-line six.

Testing by well known journals and 
journalists showed the Wagoneer to be more 
truckster than SUV in the modern idiom. 
From 1965 to 1967, the Wagoneer featured 
an optional AMC 327 big block V8. And a 
swift rig it was. In the May 1966 issue of 
Mechanix Illustrated, Uncle Tom McCahill 
was impressed by the rig’s spirit: “Low low is 
rarely needed but when it is it comes on like 
Batman – pow.” Indeed, using AMC’s 8.7:1 
comp, low-po two-barrel 327 V8 making 250 
horse, the Wagoneer V8 recorded 0-60mph in 
an uncommonly quick 13.8 seconds.

Motor Trend’s Julian G Schmidt penned a 
September 1968 report called “Death Valley 

WAGONEER – AN SUV IS BORN

The Jeep Wagoneer was shaped by famed 
industrial designer Brooks Stevens. It was 
unusual among o�-roaders of the time, and 
for a long time thereafter. The Wagoneer 

The Korean War-associated M38 Jeep gave rise to the CJ3B. The CJ 
prefix stood for Civilian Jeep. (Courtesy Tamiya)

LEFT: Jeep has sparked a horde of imitators, 
including this Suzuki Samurai. The ‘J’ in Suzuki’s 
LJ/SJ prefix, stood for Jeep! (Courtesy Mick Stine)
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The one & only Jeep1616

An ad for the 
1950 Aero Willys. 

As a defense 
contractor riding 

high on Jeep, 
Willys-Overland’s 

problem was, 
what do you do 
when the war is 
over? (Courtesy 

Library of 
Congress)

AFTER M*A*S*H*

The great fortunes of the Jeep brand 
started with Willys-Overland’s new 
general manager and president Joe Frazer. 
It was Frazer who, upon reaching his 
new appointment in 1939, made it a top 
priority to get the supply contract with 
Uncle Sam for a General Purpose vehicle, 
GP for Jeep, for America’s army. So it was 
that Willys-Overland became an instant, 
and preeminent defense contractor, with 
650,000 Jeeps produced for World War 
II. Frazer registered the Jeep name as a 
Willys-Overland trademark, and the good 
commercial times kicked o� again when the 
Korean War started.

As a defense contractor, Willys-
Overland added jet engine parts to its 
portfolio, and the �rst CJ (Civilian Jeep) 
series. It was in 1944-45, that the CJ2 made 
its debut. The question for a defense 
contractor reliant automaker was what to 
do when the war was over? In WWII the Jeep 
acquitted itself perfectly, it was designed 
for the job. The Jeep proved faster and more 
durable than the Third Reich’s Kubelwagen, 
or bucket car. The latter was a speedily 
adapted VW Beetle, with both done by Dr 
Porsche at Hitler’s behest. However, when 
it came to peacetime, Willys-Overland 
had a problem. Returning GIs were into 
British sports cars, but there was not really 
a market for Jeep. Trying to make the WWII 
Jeep attractive to Joe Q Public was the 
challenge. 

In any case, 1941-51 saw a concentration 
on Jeep production, and Willys-Overland’s 
car business was allowed to slide. It 
was a pattern that would be repeated by 
subsequent owners of the Jeep brand. 
Indeed, it was strongly rumored that the 
new Volvo Amazon had the same body as 
the outgoing Willys sedan. The Swedish 
�rm allegedly purchasing Willy’s tooling 
after the end of Willy’s sedan production. 
Not so, the ’52 Willys and subsequent Volvo 
were unrelated. However, it is true that 
the Jeep CJ3B started in 1953, with the CJ5 
following in 1954, and Willys-Overland 
made no more regular production cars, after 
1955. 

The Jeep CJ3B was related to the Korean 
War utilized Willys-Overland M-38A1. 
The CJ5 was an evolution of the CJ3B, the 
latter ending in 1968. The CJ5 sat on an 81in 
wheelbase, with the 1956 CJ6 riding on a 
101in wheelbase. These workhorses aside, 
the real wave of the future came with the 
1963 Jeep Wagoneer. The Wagoneer was a 
vehicle of historical distinction. For one, it 
ran for nearly 30 years, under four di�erent 
corporate entities. For another, it was most 
likely the world’s �rst SUV. 

The one & only Jeep
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Beijing-Benz bought the WJ’s tooling. It then 
introduced the Jeep 4000 and Jeep 4700 from 
2006. 2006 proved to be the XJ Cherokee’s 
�nal model year in China.

Replacing the ZJ Grand Cherokee, the 
WJ Grand Cherokee also had front and 
rear straight axles. Of course, the Chinese 
market Jeep 4000 had AMC’s 4-liter in-line 
six. The Jeep 4700 sported Chrysler’s quad 
cam 4.7-liter V8. So AMC’s designs lived on 
into the 21st Century! And so did AMC’s AM 
General defense contractor legacy. It was in 
December 1999 that GM hooked up with AM 
General, with the former trying to cash in on 
the Hummer’s positive notoriety.

GM paid to utilize the Hummer name 
and associated marketing, plus distribution 

rights internationally. What’s more, AM 
General started assembling Chevy-based 
Hummers for GM: that is, the Chevy Tahoe 
derived H2, at a new Mishawaka facility from 
2002. Then there was the baby Hummer 
H3 from 2006. Naturally, AM General kept 
making the Hummer H1, and retained 
ownership of the Humvee name. Eventually 
the 2008 Global Financial Crisis put the 
skids under the H2, H3 and GM in general. 
GM couldn’t even o�oad the Hummer brand 
to Chinese concern Sichuan Tengzhong. 
Not even for a paltry $150 million in 2010. 
Meanwhile, AM General continued with its 
Humvee and Hummer, along with use of the 
historical seven vertical slat Jeep radiator 
grille.

This XJ Cherokee rides on 39.5 x 16in Super Swamper IROKs, wrapping 16 x 8in Eaton beadlock rims, plus a custom rear mono-
link with poly performance 1in uniball, and BDS suspension hardware. The 4.0 I6 drinks from a 16-gallon RCI aluminum fuel 

cell. The Jeep is protected by a custom exocage utilizing 0.120in wall tubing. (Courtesy Kurt Buresh)
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become internationally universal. A plug-
in method giving the car’s pollutive state. 
1995 saw small changes to the AMC six’s 
head design, and, in 1996, the block was 
beefed up with more webbing and a stud 
girdle for the crankshaft’s main bearings. 
The downside was the smaller exhaust port 
size of the new environmentally designed 
1998 cylinder head. However, ’99 MY 
witnessed a freer intake manifold design as 
compensation. 

2000-2001 saw the 4.0 I6 attain a 
modern distributorless coil pack ignition, 
allied to freer exhaust porting. It all 
permitted better performance with lower 
emissions. All the changes over the years 
were certainly warranted. The in-line six 
was very popular in the XJ Cherokee, and 
most ZJ Grand Cherokees were purchased 
with the AMC 4.0 I6, too. The 1960s origin 
engine’s �nal North American showing 
was in the 2004 WJ Grand Cherokee. In this 
application it made 190bhp at 4600rpm, and 
230lb/ft at 3000rpm. 

AMC-JEEP CONTINUES ...

The AMC-designed YJ Wrangler ended in 
1995, but its TJ successor bore an uncanny 
resemblance to the AMC-initiated Jeep CJ7. 
What’s more, the X pack designation from 
Gremlin and Hornet days lived on as a sports 
pack tag on the TJ. It then became an entry 
level trim choice on the TJ replacing JK Jeep 
Wrangler generation. For that matter, even 
the Wrangler name itself originated under 
American Motors, not Chrysler.

American Motors’ XJ Cherokee and 2.5L 
I4 may have ended in North America in 2001 
and 2002 model years, respectively, but they 
carried on in China. The Chinese production 
partnership continued through the Mercedes 
Daimler-Chrysler years. Here, the joint 
venture was renamed Beijing-Benz Daimler-
Chrysler Automotive. The Chinese market 
XJ Jeep 2500 naturally featured AMC’s 2.5L 
I4. It also incorporated ZJ Grand Cherokee 
overtones. When WJ Grand Cherokee 
production ended in North America, 

Tricked out with 
Dana 60 high 

pinion 5.13 
gear ratio for 

the front axle, 
plus OX Locker, 
a New Venture 

231 unit transfer 
case with slip 

yoke eliminator 
kit is combined 
with a rear disk 

brake conversion. 
(Courtesy Kurt 

Buresh)
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lower block, crankshaft, connecting rods 
and timing gear were all shared between 
�athead and overhead valve 196s. That said, 
the latter produced an extra 30 horsepower, 
taking matters to 120bhp at 4200rpm. It also 
delivered 170lb/ft at a limbo low 1600rpm. 
This was a 20lb/ft improvement on the 
�athead �gure. Unfortunately, enterprising 
souls couldn’t swap the new head onto the 
old block. A change to the right side of the I6 
block prevented this mod. 

The industry was moving to overhead 

valves and open wheelwells. Regarding the 
latter, the 1956 Rambler was up to date. The 
four apertures were in contrast to the closed 
rear arches of the 1955 Nash Rambler. 12-volt 
electrics were also a forward-looking feature, 
handy for winter starts and the anticipated 
accessories of ’50s consumerism. 

American Motors’ fabled Weather Eye 
HVAC was a state of the art option that 
undercut the older design systems of the 
low-cost three. Nash-Kelvinator was a 
pioneer in locating the air-conditioning 

This 1956 
Rambler Cross 
Country wagon, 
along with other 
new Rambler 
brand versions, 
was derived 
from the 1955 
Nash Rambler. 
(Courtesy FCA)

New American 
Motors 
Ramblers, like 
this 1957 Cross 
Country wagon, 
represented 
keen value 
versus Detroit’s 
‘low-cost three’ 
family car brands. 
(Courtesy FCA)
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CHAPTER

Float like a butterfly ... sting 
like a Hornet!
LILLIPUTIAN AMC

As the ’60s drew to a close, one thing was 
becoming crystal clear: you had to be a giant. 
In Britain and Europe there was resentment 
concerning the increasing dominance of 
GM and Ford’s overseas operations. VW was 
feeling that Opel heat, and British Leyland 
was dealing with Ford UK, Vauxhall (GM) 
and Chrysler UK (Rootes Group). At the same 
time, the Big Three weren’t happy about long 
standing trade agreements that stopped large 
numbers of American cars being exported to 
Japan. 

Such trade barriers were essential after 
World War II to protect local employment in 

a �edgling vehicle manufacturing industry 
that might otherwise have been swamped 
by overseas players. However, were such 
barriers still necessary, now that Toyota 
and Nissan were so strong? To get in on the 
game, Chrysler got control of Shinsei Motors, 
purchasing 49% of stock from the ailing 
UK Rootes Group. Troubled Rootes Group 
was bought out by Chrysler in 1967, and was 
absorbed into Chrysler Europe along with 
Simca of France.(21)

Along with its controlling interest, 
Chrysler announced it would start 
distributing the Mitsubishi built Colt 1300 
and 1500 sedans in America from the fall 
of 1969. The rising impact of imported 

88

The folks at Car and Driver were impressed by the new 
AMC Hornet’s versatility, as something beyond the 

economy car-focused VW Beetle and Ford Maverick. 
(Courtesy Car and Driver)

The cleanly styled minimalist Hornet embodied the lessons 
of AMC’s 1966 Project IV show cars. It proved an enduring 

design that would give rise to the Gremlin, Concord and 
Eagle. (Courtesy FCA)
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Trans Am’s ‘Screamin’ Chicken’ hood graphic. 
The Poncho sticker had become a veritable 
automotive medallion, after the Smokey and 
the Bandit movie. AMX body scu� moldings 
and strips were also optional, and desirable 
to ward o� those surprise parking lot snafus. 
To this end, the 1979 AMX o�ered several 
high visibility color choices: Olympic White, 
Firecracker Red, Saxon Yellow, Morocco Blu�, 
Wedgewood Blue and of course, Classic Black. 
That last choice wasn’t exactly a safety color, 
but with Bandit’s Trans Am leading the way 
in the ‘Style Wars,’ what were you going to 
do? Expectedly, AMC’s AMX publicity shots 
showed a black AMX with red decals. At least 
they weren’t gold.

AMX’s front spoiler and rear fascia 
panel had an accent outline pinstripe, like 
a factory Von Dutch. If you chose Classic 
Black, the black body pro�le, window line 
and accent striping, along with the usual 
blackout back panel found with the �ve 

other exterior colors, were deleted. You just 
wouldn’t see them. However, note that all ’79 
AMXs came with a small driver side AMX 
chrome script badge on the blackout grille. 
All those chrome trinkets of bygone pony car 
days were out of fashion now. It was blackout 
treatment all the way. 

Cosmetics aside, AMX still brought 
substance to the table. It said ‘AMX’ on the 
glovebox door, you gripped the familiar 
AMC leather wrapped three-spoke tiller, and 
underfoot lay a GT Rally-Tuned Suspension 
Package. This entailed HD strut rod bushings, 
HD rear leaf spring isoclamp pads, HD Hi-
Control rear leaf springs, 27mm front and 
19mm rear swaybars, and adjustable Gabriel 
Strider shocks. There was also a special 
steering gear, sourced from GM Saginaw 
division. This all meant that the AMX 
could utilize the Firebird Trans Am’s spool 
valve assembly, part no 7832057, with its 
recirculating ball power steering.

At only 167.2in 
long the 1979-80 
Spirit AMX, and 
concurrent GT, are 
the shortest pony 
cars of all time. 
What else would 
you expect from 
American Motors, 
the big small 
car company? 
(Courtesy 
Hemmings)
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display had been going since ’73 MY. An 
AM/FM stereo radio and rear defogger were 
options by 1974. 

Of course, 1974 had been an extended 
model year at Kenosha. It was to put o� 
the stricter 1975 smog regs that meant 
imminent cats for as long as possible. In the 
recessionary period, post fuel crisis, with 
rising Japanese economy car competition, 
Gremlin sales fell to 56,011 in 1975, with only 
3410 of those cars having V8s. Prestolite 
electronic ignition, the new and pricey 
electric overdrive three-speed manual 
transmission and slight bumper revision 
kept folks interested in 1975. Indeed, the 
electronic ignition, savior of gas mileage 
and smog, had a few debut bugs to iron 
out. In troubled times, American Motors 
was o�ering a 200-buck enticement to go 
Gremlin in 1975. 

Even though Kenosha was thinking 
Pacer in 1975-76, it still had a place for the 
successful Gremlin. A 1976 restyle saw circle 
headlamp bezels become oval, with hexagon 
headlamp surround and stretched hexagon 
grille, plus round turn signals. Styling is 
subjective, but many were looking back 
fondly on those pre-impact bumper days, 
for Gremlin and many other cars. By 1976, 
Gremlin’s logo was now on the rear sail panel, 
and Gremlin was sailing along further on a 
gallon of gas. 

Making use of the small car, big 

motor, low lead principle, the Gremlin 
was something of an EPA star in 1976. 
Transistorized ignition, taller rear axles and 
carb re-jetting saw Gremlin’s EPA highway 
�gure rise from 24mpg in 1975, to 30mpg in 
1976! Post fuel crisis, cars had long stopped 
posting horsepower claims or extolling 
racing exploits in ads. Economy was now 
where it was at. How many gallons per 
annum you could save thanks to smaller base 
engines was the new ad copy. 

Gremlin seemed gassed to go, with a 
1976 base price of $2889 and $2998 for the 
Gremlin Custom. A mere 826 Gremlin V8s 
were sold in 1976, with the 304 V8 option 

AMC successfully 
differentiated 
Gremlin from 
Hornet, so 
this was one 
subcompact that 
didn’t steal sales 
from a compact. 
Proof came from 
Gremlin X always 
being much more 
popular than 
Hornet X. A 1974 
Gremlin X V8 is 
shown. (Courtesy 
Donnie Solomon)

With a Hornet-
shared engine 
bay, the 304 V8 
shown was an 
easy Gremlin fit.
(Courtesy Donnie 
Solomon)
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enough. In a story familiar at AMC, Marlin 
was a slow selling car line that had to make 
way for a new model. That model was the ’68 
Javelin, the pony car the public wanted. In 
the �nal analysis it seemed that the 1965-
66 Marlin failed to ignite public interest in 
the same way the 1964-66 Valiant-based 
Barracuda came o� as quaint against that 
fashionista known as Mustang. The public 
was still choosing looks over hardware.

Unsurprisingly, most Marlin buyers took 
the V8 route, and favored the Shift Command 
slushbox with it. Only 221 buyers skipped a 
radio, whereas over 50% optioned the AM/
FM mono tuner and Duo Costic rear speaker, 
plus Vibra Tone speaker system. They 
were more signs that Rambler’s economy 
car heyday had passed. As a legacy, model 
kit maker Jo-Han did detailed 1/25 scale 
dealership promotional Marlin models for 
American Motors. Surplus models outdated 
by the coming of the ’67 Marlin were given to 
children’s hospitals and orphanages.

The Marlin was also the chosen ride for 
Billy The Marlin. Billy, the mascot for pro 
baseball team The Florida Marlins, took to 
riding in a custom 1966 Marlin convertible 

In its final ’67 MY, Marlin moved into the Ambassador catalog. 
This ’67 Marlin 232 I6 automatic moved from Florida to Sweden! 

(Courtesy Johan Lindersson)

In its March 1965 preview test, Motor Trend 
recommended Marlin’s two-bbl 232 I6, as shown, 
with 222lb/� at 1600rpm. However, most took the 

V8 route. (Courtesy Johan Lindersson)

As one of only two Swedish Marlins, this 
coupe hailed from Floridian dealership 

Clearwater Rambler, on October 16 1967. 
(Courtesy Johan Lindersson)

As ever, Marlin carried the distinction of round gauges in the senior car 
line. This coupe features a column shi� slushbox and a�ermarket a/c. 

(Courtesy Johan Lindersson)
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that integrated better than on the ’67 Rebel 
and Ambassador. Inside it was the new Rebel 
dash, but with round dials, not the strip 
speedo. AMC’s latest Turbocast wheel covers 
and small-block V8s in 290- and 343-cube 
forms updated the whole rig in a much more 
enticing form. 

Marlin’s new face was Ambassador 
DPL, with an anodized black grille. Stacked 
headlamps were in vogue, and the Marlin 
hood ornament was less noticeable 
now. However, in spite of giving it the ol’ 
proverbial college try, just 2545 new style 
Marlins were sold in 1967. It was the end of 
the production line for Marlin. When it came 
to �shy coupes the public warmed more 
towards the Plymouth Barracuda pony car. 
Ponies were reaching their peak, and the 
mid-size brigade were fully into the muscle 
car game by now. The Pontiac GTO, Chevy 
Chevelle SS and Fairlane GTA, to name a few. 

AMC’s Marlin was neither a pony nor a 
muscle car. By 1967 the Marlin had a virtually 
new engine line-up of Typhoon sixes and 
V8s, it was promoted in the Ambassador’s 
brochure and boasted 280bhp ... but it wasn’t 

For ‘66 MY, AMC 
decontented 

Marlin’s base 
price to $2601. 

Exterior black 
vinyl trim was 

now optional, 
but a front 

sway bar was 
newly standard. 

(Courtesy 
Joe Howard)

Big changes for 1967. The staid ‘Sensible 
Spectaculars’ slogan was swapped for the 
groovy ‘Now Cars!’ Plus, Marlin moved onto the 
Ambassador platform. (Courtesy FCA)
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Inside the machine
An engineer’s tale of the modern automotive industry
By David Twohig

Ever wondered what it takes to bring a successful modern car 
to market? This book gives a rare glimpse inside the automotive 
industry, through the development stories of three very different but 
highly significant vehicles - the Nissan Qashqai, the Renault ZOE, and 
the multi award-winning Alpine A110 sports car.

This book tells the story of the modern car industry from the inside. 
What is it really like to work for the carmakers – the industrial giants 
that influence the daily lives of millions? How are mass-production 
cars really designed, engineered, and manufactured? What does it 
take to engineer a successful vehicle?

The story is told through the author’s own journey around the globe 
– starting as a young graduate engineer working for Nissan in the UK, 
to working for Nissan in Japan and, finally, for Renault in France as 
Chief Engineer of its ‘halo’ sports-car, designed to relaunch the Alpine 
brand. 

It tells the behind-the-scenes story of three well-known vehicles, 
whose development teams were led by the author – the Nissan 

Qashqai, the Renault ZOE, and the Alpine A110 – revealing some of 
the fascinating stories of how these vehicles came into being. 

The book seeks to show the real work that goes on behind the 
glamour of the Motor Shows and the well-honed corporate press 
releases – work that is sometimes exciting, but often grindingly 
difficult. 

• A fascinating glimpse of the industry behind the glamour and glitz 
of the Motor Shows

• The grit and the passion of engineering modern cars
• The highs and lows of engineering a modern car
• Focus, pressure and risk-taking: how to engineer a successful car
• How to design a real car, by someone who’s been there and done it
• A unique insider’s take on the modern auto industry
• A tale of three sisters – the Nissan Qashqai, Renault ZOE and 

Alpine A110
• A guided tour of the highs and lows of car-making
• From backstage disasters to the pizzazz of car launches
• UK, Japan, France – a whirlwind tour of the global auto industry
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INTRODUCTION

Boys from Cork don’t design cars

I have a theory about child development. Most young kids are, at some stage, 
given a present of a ball of some sort and a model car – a miniature Dinky or 
Matchbox-type toy car. The kid that reaches out a chubby paw for the ball 
will probably grow up to be a sportsman or woman, interested in football, 
rugby, baseball or whatever. But a significant minority will reach for the toy 
car, and thus spark a lifetime’s interest in things mechanical, be they cars, 
trains, boats, or planes – possibly all of these things. 

My own chubby paw very definitely reached out for the toy car. Being 
born in 1970, it was probably a 1:43 scale Ford Consul or Zephyr, or some 
other 1960s hulk of that type. Grainy 8mm home cinema shot by my father 
shows me in nappies, enthusiastically pushing around a tricycle, or zooming 
around in a rather natty pedal car, often with a tiny toy car clutched in one 
hand, just in case.

My hometown is Cork, in the south-west of the Republic of Ireland, a 
small country with little automotive engineering heritage. However, I had 
the great fortune to have a father who was a true car enthusiast, a gifted 
self-taught mechanic and a natural DIY engineer. As soon as I could hold 
a spanner I was recruited into various mechanical jobs. Dad was always 
repairing, and later restoring, various cars of very mixed pedigrees. Typical 
of his wartime generation, he was very averse to spending money, least of 
all on professional mechanics, most of whom he held in rather low regard. 
There was no alternative to DIY, and no limit to the complexity of tasks that 
he would attempt, from full engine rebuilds, to bodywork repairs, to spray 
painting. Even punctures on relatively modern cars were repaired at home, 
popping the tyre beads off the wheel rim in a huge wobbly vice; a method 
that would make modern health and safety inspectors blanch. I had an idyllic 
childhood, messing around with greasy fingers and learning by watching my 
father. Later, in my teens, my father took early retirement, and spent his 
spare time restoring a 1926 Ford Model T, literally, and with none of the usual 
exaggeration implied by this over-used phrase, from a rusty pile of parts. 
This labour of love took several years, and my memories of school and early 
university years are of taking breaks from study to help him resurrect this 
icon of automotive and industrial engineering to its former glory: sanding 
rust off 60-year-old chrome-vanadium steel, seeing the famous oval with 
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The �nished object. Qashqai is launched, February 2007 – and is an immediate hit. 
(Courtesy Nissan UK)
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A rightly proud Stéphane 
Schwarz, the Chief Designer 
of Qashqai, leaning on 
the wing of his creation. 
(Courtesy Nissan UK)

Qashqai rear view. Note the 
last-minute addition of the 
central rear fog light … it looks 
almost like it was meant to be 
there! (Courtesy Nissan UK)
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Early P32L (Qashqai) concept sketch, 
2003. The designers are clearly 

searching for the ‘crossover’ shape. 
(Courtesy Nissan UK)

Right: First Qashqai concept car 
shown to the public at the 2004 

Geneva Motor Show. The shape is 
getting closer to reality. 

(Courtesy Nissan UK)
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The oh-so-troublesome A110 rear wing/fender pressings – lots of blood, sweat 
and tears would be shed to get these right, and hence realise the design team’s 

vision of a spoilerless sports car. (Author’s collection)

Winter testing in Sweden, 2016. L-R: the author, Thierry Annequin, Alpine chassis wizard, and 
Bernard Ollivier, the Boss. (Courtesy Lapland Ice Driving/Felix Macias)
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Early Alpine sketch. How do you revive an automotive 
icon without resorting to cheap pastiche? The Alpine 
design team gave a master class in how it should be 
done. (Courtesy Alpine)

Alpine prototypes in Spain during road and track testing in 2016. The various vinyl wrap 
camou�ages identify di�erent iterations of prototypes. These cars would have a very hard life – 

and would end in the crusher. (Courtesy Dan Prosser)
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Epilogue and Acknowledgements

EPILOGUE
Epilogues usually bring the reader up to date with the subsequent story of 
the principal characters of a book. Hopefully, the characters that emerge 
from this book have been the cars. So here is what became of P32L/Qashqai, 
B10/ZOE and, of course, the Alpine A110.

Qashqai was launched in February 2007 and sold like the proverbial 
hotcakes. Suzuki-san’s ambition of maybe achieving 130,000 units sold in the 
peak year was achieved in months. The car went on to sell well over 200,000 
units a year for many years in a row, peaking at over 340,000 units built 
in a single year. It was mildly face-lifted in 2010, then replaced by the 2nd 
Generation Qashqai in 2013. This model had a substantially new upper body, 
but it sat on largely the same basic platform as my team had sketched out 
in Japan, way back in 2003. This platform also provided the underpinnings 
for vehicles such as the Nissan Rogue Sport, X-Trail and Renault Koleos. In 
2021, Nissan launched the 3rd Generation Qashqai, which is essentially a 
whole new vehicle. To date, Qashqai has sold well over 3.3 million vehicles, 
and is still going strong. It has been sold worldwide, and remains a key pillar 
of Nissan’s profitability. The cheap pun ‘Cash Cow’ has probably been over-
used, but if the shoe fits �� 

�hat are the reasons for this immense success� � huge dose of luck, 
to be honest: it was the right product at the right time – a good-looking, 
affordable, reliable crossover, launched into a market just starting to get 
bored with cookie-cutter hatchbacks and MPVs. Stéphane’s restrained 
design and Suzuki-san’s remarkable restraint in product planning were keys 
to this success, as was my team’s discipline in execution, and specifically, 
cost-control. Qashqai has won a list of awards over the years that is simply 
too long to detail here. Far more importantly, it’s been the source of stable 
employment for tens of thousands of staff at Nissan in the UK, and in 
suppliers and supporting companies all over the world for over a decade. 
Those who were involved in its genesis are quietly but deeply proud of that. 

Unlike the instant-success �ash�ai, ��� was a slow burner. �nitial sales 
after its launch in spring of 2013 were disappointing, but as the world 
became more concerned with the impact of the internal combustion 
engine on the environment, and as ��s gradually became ‘cooler,’ sales 
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Patina Volkswagens
Updated and revised edition
By Mark Walker

FOREWORD BY DREW PRITCHARD OF TV’S SALVAGE HUNTERS FAME

Patina Volkswagens is the first book to look at how and why 
Volkswagens with original paint and patina have become so popular. 
The book explores the many different facets of this trending hobby, 
from the cars themselves, to the owners and the global scene 
surrounding them.

This updated and revised edition includes 67 new images, with 
updated photos of builds from the first edition and cooler, fresh 
builds featuring more Volkswagen Beetles. Also included is a brand-
new section on the builds of patina Volkswagen specialists HR 
Autoworks.

Since the early 2000s, the apparent explosion of interest in 
Volkswagens with original paint, rust and patina has inspired a 
generation of car fanatics, who might not be able to afford to restore 
a car to show condition, but still want a good looking, cool car that 
will stand out from the crowd.

This book, superbly illustrated with stunning colour photographs, 
takes an inside look at some of the key car builders, dealers, 
celebrities and hobbyists, as well as the different styles of build, 
meaning every single car has a style all its own.

• Explains what constitutes a patina Volkswagen
• Explores what made air-cooled VWs so iconic
• Presents the reasons why the Patina scene has become more 

popular than the restored car scene
• Explores the history and evolution of the Patina scene
• Looks at the specialist dealers, professional car builders, hobbyists 

and A-list celebrity owners
• Looks at car preservation, not restoration
• Updated and revised with almost 70 new photos
• Updated images of builds from the first edition
• New section on the builds of HR Autoworks
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Mango Green was 
a one year only 
colour for Bugs, 

and is quite rare to 
see; Martin Feast’s 

slammed 1960 
RHD original paint 

car features air 
ride and Rostyle 

wheels.  
(Author’s 

collection)

Many consider a US spec 1967 Beetle to be the ultimate basis for a traditional or 
Old School Cal Look car; Bertrand Tomazic from France has given this Patina ’67 the 

look with some original EMPI parts. (Courtesy Bertrand Tomazic)

Austin Working picked an 
unusual base on which 
to build his hardcore 

Patina car: a 1968 Beetle. 
Whatever your beliefs 
on late-model VWs, 

no-one can deny that 
Austin’s car is Patina 
perfection and tells a 

long and interesting story. 
(Courtesy  

Austin Working)

Origins & 
ownership

The cars & their stories

From the moment the idea for this book 
came to me, I knew there were thousands of 
Volkswagens with amazing Patina that could 
be featured in it. As I came to put the pictures 

together though, I realised that this book is as much 
about the owners as it is the cars themselves; not just 
the current owner, but all the previous owners who 

have added history to the incredible cars within this 
book.

Having owned a lot of original paint Volkswagens 
myself, I can attest to the fact that a good story 
attached to a car always makes it that much more 
special. Some cars come with a known history; they 
may be a one owner car that’s been stored away 

CHAPTER SIX

Gerson Ampessan’s ’72 Brazilian Beetle 
was the subject of a full body-off 

restoration underneath, but the Patina 
was kept on the body. The Brazilian 
cars look very different to European 

production cars, as they had early pre-
’65 thick window pillars, but updated 
bumpers and other parts. (Courtesy  

Gerson Douglas Ampessan)
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Si Medlicott’s 1954 
Survivor Beetle was 
one of the first RHD 
cars produced at 
Wolfsburg. VW Motors 
UK was founded in 
1953, and for the first 
time it was possible for 
the British to order a 
new RHD Volkswagen. 
Having owned a few 
lowered Patina cars, 
Si now prefers stock 
height; this car was 
slammed with BTR 
wheels, but has now 
been returned to 
original height.  
(Courtesy Si Medlicott)

Few who’d witnessed the Volkswagen story at its 
conception could have imagined these cars cruising 
around in the early evening light in Phoenix, Arizona, 
80 years later. Randy and Alicia Slack are rightly happy 
and proud of their ’57 Karmann Cabriolet ‘Burdie.’ 
(Courtesy Andrew Thomson/AThompsonsPhoto)
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were adopted the world over as cheap to run, reliable 
vehicles, in which you could literally cross continents: 
and many did.

Keeping your Volkswagen 
alive
The thing that differentiated 
Volkswagens from other import 
vehicles was the parts and service 
availability; from very early on, 
Volkswagen established a huge 
number of worldwide dealers, 
meaning that, whether you had an 
engine fault in Nairobi or needed 
brake parts in Kiruna, in the 
Swedish Arctic Circle, VW had you 
covered. There was also a wealth of 
independent specialists able to fix 
your Volkswagen if it broke down.

Not content with this network of 
repairers, many people wanted to fix 
their own Volkswagens, to keep the 
cost down, and be able to get home if 
something broke while they were on 

a long journey. Many repair manuals were produced 
by several companies worldwide, but perhaps the most 
famous is John Muir’s How to Keep Your Volkswagen 

Brendan Finn’s old 1955 Kombi had ‘the look’ before many even knew 
what Patina was; back in 2003 when this was taken, very few people 

were doing Patina cars the right way. (Courtesy Brendan Finn)

An old ‘hippie’ repaint was responsible for the survival of the original paint on Tony Brown’s L345 Light Grey 
Kombi; Tony stripped off the repaint, and discovered old, faded company logos, which he has retouched. 

(Courtesy Tony Brown)
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than 25 years later – becoming a symbol for world 
peace may seem ludicrous to some. What the VW 
actually represented was freedom, individuality, and 
two fingers up to ‘The Man’: a likeable alternative to 
the gas-guzzling offerings of America’s big corporations, 
and a friendly-faced car with a humble reputation.

How a car went from being a symbol of Nazi 
Germany to being embraced the world over confounds 
people, even today. From its shaky beginnings, the 
Volkswagen also became a cult car, an icon that sold 
over 21 million units worldwide, and was adopted by 
the alternative culture in California. The VW became 
synonymous with surfing, young people, and the cool 
Californian way of life.

Synonymous with surfing
Surfers had always picked out cheap, old cars to 
transport their boards to the beach and far-flung 

destinations. Early ‘Woody’ Station Wagons were 
always a favourite, as they were very spacious inside 
– room for all the boards, a few girls, and the dog. 
When the mid-’60s arrived though, VW Bugs and Buses 
became cool to be seen in and were plentiful. What’s 
more, when it came to the VW Bus, it offered more 
interior space than a Woody and an unburstable air-
cooled engine. It could be driven in very high and very 
low temperatures without overheating or the engine 
coolant freezing. 

According to Brendan Finn of Holy Grail Garage, 
when it came to choosing a first car in 1980s 
California, “Split Windshield Buses were the coolest 
thing you could buy for such a low price, and you 
could fit as many boards as you wanted in them.” 
Although Buses were made popular by Californian 
surfers – several buses featured in surf films of the 
time, such as Bruce Brown’s Endless Summer – they 

Germany was literally teeming with VWs by 1968, 
but sales had peaked; the air-cooled years went 

into decline from 1969 onwards.  
(Courtesy Keith Seume)

Produced at the height 
of Beetle production, 
the author’s Zenith 
Blue 1968 Sunroof 
Beetle was kept by 
the second owner in 
Bavaria, Germany, 
from 1969 until 2013. 
The incredible Patina 
resulted from being 
parked outside each 
summer; the rust-free 
body condition hints 
that the car was stored 
dry in the winter. 
(Author’s collection)
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Jeff Marton has amassed a cool 
collection of Patina Volkswagens, 

including a logoed Single Cab with 
very little of the original Sealing 

Wax Red paint left on it.  
(Courtesy Jeff Marton)

Sam Trigg nailed it with the stance 
on his ’57 Oval Beetle, seen here at 

the 2017 DTA meet. The car features 
a fully restored underside and 

interior. (Courtesy Joss Ashley)

Joel Herman decided to deviate from the usual look 
by fitting wide 16in Fuchs wheels to the back of his 

slammed Gulf Blue Ragtop.  
(Courtesy Joel Herman)

Jerry Lemieux’s old ‘Burnt 
Westy’ was once next to a 
house that caught fire, giving 
it a unique Patina after being 
stored outside for decades. 
(Courtesy Shin Watanabe)
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for decades, or a car with several owners but full 
documentation – what the classic car industry defines 
as provenance – but even if there’s just one cool story 
devoted to the car, that one story makes the car a 
part of VW folklore, and thus adds a further degree of 
uniqueness.

Jake Rojas of TheLuftHaus in 
Providence, Rhode Island, built this 
incredible ’62 L380 Turkis Bug; Turkis 

has always been one of the author’s 
favourite colours. Before Jake found 
it, the car lived its whole life in New 

Hampshire – an area not known for 
producing rust-free patina cars. Jake 

slammed the car on a 6in narrowed 
front beam and 3in rear drop spring 

plates. (Courtesy Moritz Schmid)

After running his Jer-Fab shop in Southern 
California for many years, Jerry Lemieux has 
now opened a shop in Australia. His formula 
for building cars usually involves slammed 
suspension and clearcoat.  
(Courtesy Shin Watanabe)

You wouldn’t believe how rough Mike Heywood’s 
Garnet Red ’58 Beetle looked when he first got it. 

The finished build shows how good his skills are at 
bringing these cars back to life. Having always built 

lowered cars, Mike decided to build this one stock 
height on Crossply tyres for a more original look. 

(Author’s collection)

Continues on page 144
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Now, more than ever, people are beginning to 
appreciate Patina and embrace it; stop to fill up a 
Patina car with fuel and, whereas once upon a time 
people would be asking when you’re going to paint it, 
nowadays there seems to be more appreciation of how 
cool it looks. That said, it’s not the approval of others 
that drives many of the people whose cars you’ll see 
in this book. For them, like me, it’s a true gratefulness 
for the character of old things; be it cars, antiques or 
memorabilia – who cares if other people like it, we do� 
The age-old phrase ��ne man’s junk is another man’s 
treasure” comes to mind; some of us love what other 
people see as scrap, and this book proves, beyond all 
doubt, that Patina today is a conscious choice and 
deserves to be embraced by the world.

The idea for this book first came to me in 2013 
when I realised the growing interest in original paint 
Patina cars. They were being featured more and 
more in VW magazines but there weren’t any books 
on the subject. Patina Volkswagens is the first book 
of its kind and I am honoured to be able to share my 
love, understanding, and appreciation with you, a 
fellow Patina lover. This book recognises the Patina 
movement from its humble, misunderstood beginnings 

to its now iconic status, and captures a moment in 
time that can be treasured forever. 

Many of us long-time Patina car owners predicted 
that, one day, the monetary value of these cars would 
start to exceed that of restored cars, and we have 
been proved right; never has this been truer than 
when comedian �erry �einfeld famously came out as 
the highest bidder on an original paint 1958 Porsche 
�peedster. The auction price of �583,000 proves that 
more than one person that day valued a car with 
genuine, untouched Patina. �erry, a long-time classic 
VW and Porsche enthusiast, has allowed us to publish 
a picture of that car, and some direct quotes from him, 
later in the book �see �hapter Five�. 

Although the rising prices may put some cars 
financially out of reach for many of us who’ve cherished 
them all our lives, at least the cars are being valued and 
preserved for decades to come; this alone means that 
the Patina won’t be lost forever in a restoration. 

�et’s not eradicate all traces of history when it 
comes to cars. Don’t lock them away for fear of 
clocking up too many miles. �ove their imperfections, 
enjoy them as they are, and, most importantly, get 
them out on the road – it’s what cars were meant for.

The author driving his old original paint 1963 
Mouse Grey Bus in 2013.

Introduction 
When are you going to paint it?

My love of old cars, especially Volkswagens, 
started at a young age – 12 years old –
when I began buying car magazines. In 
the UK, at that time, Street Machine and 

Custom Car were really the only choices if you were 
into old, cool, modified cars, especially VWs. That is 
until the launch of VolksWorld in 1987.

In the last 32 years I’ve bought every book and 
magazine that I could, with some of my own cars even 
featured in the later years; in 2012, it was a dream 
come true when I started writing first for VolksWorld 
Camper & Bus and then VolksWorld, and I’m proud to 
still be regularly writing for them today.

Since my first Beetle, a 1964 model, at the age 
of 16, I have gone on to own over 100 air-cooled 
VWs. I’ve traversed the globe to rummage through 
junkyards, meet dealers and collectors, and visit many 
of the world’s best VW shows.

In all the time that I’ve owned old Volkswagens, 
I’ve never owned a fully restored one, as I have always 
favoured nice original cars over newly painted or 
restored ones.

For myself, and many others, the obsession with 
owning original paint cars has taken over. Why 
original paint� There are several reasons, but in the 
main, it’s because original paint cars aren’t hiding 
anything, and have much more character than restored 
ones. At VW shows I often find myself walking by a lot 
of restored cars – as pretty as they are, any interesting 
semblances of history have somehow been eclipsed 
once the new paint went on. Another key reason is 
uniqueness – it’s pretty hard to just go out and create 
an original car. Stone chips, paint that has been 
burned-off by the sun, and genuine Patina markings 

are one of a kind, their unique look so attractive to the 
eye. 

Bob Van Heyst (owner of BBT in Belgium and 
curator of his own Volkswagen museum� couldn’t have 
put it more perfectly� ��ou can paint a lot of fun out of 
a car.” Owners of shiny restored cars tend to develop 
a fear of using them, and the cars all too often end up 
locked away for safekeeping, taking the enjoyment out 
of the hobby.

Patina cars, on the other hand, give you the freedom 
to use them as intended and admire them as cars with 
character, and rich, visible histories. Even as a child 
I could never understand why people kept their toy 
cars in the original boxes, in mint condition – all of 
mine were well worn, battered, and bruised, and my 
full-sized cars today are no exception; they are more 
interesting with Patina.

It’s not just VW owners that think original paint is 
cool either. Patina has long been a buzzword in the 
antiques world, and a couple of the more famous 
on-screen treasure hunters even own classic Patina 
VWs (see �hapter Five�. The increase in popularity of 
salvage and restoration themed TV shows has certainly 
helped to bring Patina and Patina cars to the fore; who 
would have thought, even five years ago, that Patina 
cars would be getting such mainstream interest across 
the globe.

What I love most about this cultural shift is that 
it demonstrates, to the masses, that owning an 
unrestored car is not for lazy or penniless people, but a 
choice to preserve something, rather than eradicating 
any character or historical significance by setting the 
odometer back to zero as part of making it look new 
again.
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SUPERCAR SUPERDEALER

1986: Here I am with the XJ40 Daimlers 
I imported: beating the three-year 
waiting list for the newly-launched 

model attracted media interest.

▲ November 1986: BBC interview with Mike Donkin about the Jaguar XJ40.
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▲ 1984: Having just moved into the first 
showroom on the estate, and proudly 
posing with a Bentley ...

► 1986: ... and with big-selling Jaguar XJ.

▲ 1984: Priscilla photographed by me at Tom Jones’ house in Beverley Hills, Los Angeles.
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Tom Hartley was born in 1961, 
the second child of Tom and 
Helen Ann Hartley – Romany 
travellers who sold carpets 
across Scotland. Tom’s early life 
as a child was spent travelling 
with his parents in their caravan. 
 
The family moved into their 
first house in the late ‘60s, and 
set up a cash and carry carpet 
shop in Glasgow. Tom attended 
Hamilton Primary School, but 
left school when he was 11, 
unable to read or write, to start 
selling used cars – wheeling 
and dealing against established 
dealers as a schoolboy in the 
cut-throat world of the Glasgow 
car auctions. 
 
Tom had made his first million by 
the age of 17, but soon ran into 
trouble – his business went bust 
and he needed an operation to 
save his sight. He spent the next 
few years rebuilding the business 
with his wife Priscilla, once again 
living in a caravan. 
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family moved into their first 
home in Derbyshire. Within a 
year he had bought 40 acres 
of land next to his home and 
started to create his business 
empire dealing in luxury, 
performance, and supercars. He 
hasn’t looked back since, having 
created a family business now 
valued at over £200 million.
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Tom Hartley
The Dealmaker
By Tom Hartley

NOW IN PAPERBACK

The inspirational story of Tom Hartley ‘The Dealmaker’ – a boy 
who left school at 11, selling his first car at 12, and his extraordinary 
journey to become a supercar dealer and multi-millionaire. The story 
is expertly transcribed by Ken Gibson, award winning ex-motoring 
editor of The Sun newspaper.

The car world is full of fascinating characters, but few have a story 
to tell quite as remarkable and inspirational as Tom Hartley. Walking 
out of school at the age of 11, unable to read or write, Hartley set up 
his own business buying and selling cars. From that moment on he 
defied logic and ripped up the rule book on his way to the top. Today 
he runs one of the most successful independent family run luxury, 
performance and classic car businesses in the world, and has built up 
an unrivalled reputation as ‘The Dealmaker.’

Hartley’s inspirational story is about the unshakeable belief in his 
own abilities, from a precocious schoolboy who had a dream, and 
then through sheer hard work and a burning desire to make the 
dream come true. This is not just a book for car enthusiasts but for 
anyone who has dared to dream. It’s a story that will inspire and 
motivate, and proves you can make the wildest dream come true if 
you want it badly enough. 

Tom’s remarkable story is written with the collaboration of Journalist 
Ken Gibson, for 24 years, award winning Motoring Editor of The Sun 
newspaper.

• The inspirational autobiography of Tom Hartley ‘The Dealmaker’
• An extraordinary ‘rags to riches’ story
• How Tom left school unable to read or write, but started his own 

business by the age of 14
• How Tom made his first million by the age of 17 - and then lost it all
• Picking up the pieces and starting again
• The unorthodox methods of a true maverick - how Tom Hartley 

ripped up the rule book to achieve success
• Any time, any place, anywhere - the bizarre places where Tom has 

bought and sold cars
• The winning formula - Tom shares his winning formula and ‘top tips’
• The importance of family support, from father and mentor, to wife 

and children
• How dreams can come true - with a burning desire to be the best 

and a lot of hard work
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▲ LaFerrari reflected on the lake in October 2019.
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▲ The Hartley Estate back in 1982 when I first bought it: at the time it was being used as a 
caravan park. 

► 1982: Me and my 
daughter, Priscilla, 

outside our caravan 
home, on the 

way to rebuilding 
the business with 

personal import new 
Mercedes 500SEL. 
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Many of our customers are multi-millionaires – the super-rich – and 
some are billionaires, and I have found that the more powerful and 
successful someone is, the more demanding they are and the harder 
they negotiate. I enjoy that: I have never been intimidated by a 
customer, although many have tried to do so. I’m confident because I 
know what I’m talking about when it comes to cars; I have a lifetime’s 
experience.

Dealing with customers is what the business is all about, and I try to 
make this as easy and enjoyable as possible for every one of them. But 
I’m not one of those who pretends the customer is king; this assertion 

CHAPTER 5
THE CUSTOMER IS KING, AND MY CELEBRITY FRIENDS
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I have always been driven by money, even as a child; never known a 
time when my brain wasn’t thinking about making money. There’s 
never been a situation where money does not talk ... 

I was eight years old when my parents gave me £5 for working 
weekends at the family carpet shop, and I put the money I earned 

CHAPTER 2
MAKING MY FIRST MILLION BY THE 

AGE OF 17
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Nobody knows what the future holds, even more so at the moment 
because of the uncertainty of the nightmare that is Brexit.

Brexit was meant to happen on October 31, 2019, and even if it has 
by the time you are reading this book in 2020, the hangover from the 
turmoil it has caused will still be with us. I believe it will take a long 
time to recover economically – possibly two years before business 
confidence is regained – and profit margins will fall accordingly.

What I do know is that businesses and entrepreneurs like me 
find ourselves in uniquely uncertain times. I have been through four 
recessions in my life, but I don’t believe that the future economic 

CHAPTER 12
THE FUTURE: BIGGER, BRAVER, BETTER 
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Vauxhall Cars
1945 to 1995
A Pictorial History
By Trevor Alder

Profusely illustrated throughout, a worthy addition to the Veloce 
Pictorial History series. Every Vauxhall model (1945-1995) has been 
painstakingly researched detailing body derivatives, production 
changes, technical information and hundreds of period photos 
and diagrams, plus how the ever-changing advertising was used to 
promote each model.

A comprehensive pictorial history of all Vauxhall cars produced from 
1945 up to and including models in production in 1995. This really 
is the ‘go-to’ publication if you need to compare your Vivas, Victors, 
Ventoras or Viceroys!

Breaking down the many models into several chapters, this is a trip 
down memory lane for any postwar car enthusiast. Comprehensively 
illustrated, the book includes line drawings, black & white plus colour 
period photographs, together with interior detail. All models are 
covered along with sports derivatives, limited editions, vans, estates, 
and coupés. It includes a section on motor sport achievements and 

TV/movie appearances. Contemporary factory advertising slogans 
used is fascinating throughout. Complimenting the historical content, 
technical specifications, key production changes and build figures are 
also detailed.

• Illustrated history of all Vauxhall cars produced between 1945 and 
1995

• Brief history of each specific model with key production changes
• Each model fully described with several annotated illustrations
• Comprehensive technical specification for each model: 

dimensions, weights, engines, performance
• Includes car-derived vans
• Key achievements in motorsport
• TV show and movie appearances described
• Both interior and exterior diagrams and photographs
• Media advertising slogans for each model
• Comprehensive index

PRICE £19.99 UK )  $30 USA * 
FORMAT Paperback SIZE 210mm H x 148mm W

EXTENT 160 pages IMAGES 339 pictures
ISBN 9781787115934 UPC 636847015930

BIC WGCB + KJZ SKU V5593
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father self built a six-wheel Land 
Rover which they drove to the 
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the 1990s. He is married with 
grown up children, and enjoys 
photography, cycling and a new 
hobby: driving his electric cars.

www.veloce.co.uk/store/ 
Vauxhall-Cars-p484948504

The A Pictorial History series is a range of lavishly illustrated, highly detailed 
guides covering auto makers from the 19th and 20th century. Every guide 
includes extensively illustrated full model-by-model comparisons, and features 
model histories, highly detailed descriptions including dimensions, engine 
specifications, colour and trim options – even feature gear-shift gate patterns 
and dashboard layouts in some guides, making for a great visual reference.

Later small cars: Nova, Corsa and Tigra
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1998), LS, GLS, Sport, CDX, summer 1993 
entry GSi 16v (gone by 1996). The Mk1 Corsa 
lasted until 2000, following a face-lift in 1997.

Corsa limited editions included: Swing 

Corsa production line in Spain.

Vauxhall promoted the Corsa as the perfect 
driving school car. Here is a five-door being 

put to such use.

Corsa colourful interior treatment.

(1994), Arizona (1995), Montana (1995), 
Spin (1995), Twist (1995), Breeze (1994-on), 
Premier, (1996), Club (1999), Vegas (1996) 
and Trip (1996-on). Although outside the 
scope of this book, a smart 1.4-litre Corsa 
cabriolet was marketed from 1998, and the 
normally-aspirated 1.7-litre diesel was added 
in 1998. The SXi hatch joined in 1999.

The Corsa SRi 16v.

VAUXHALL CARS 1945-1995 – A Pictorial History
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NOVA BODY TYPES: two-door saloon, four-
door saloon, three-door hatch, five-door 
hatch, van: 1983-1993, some convertibles; 
manufactured at: Spain; number produced: 
446,462
PERFORMANCE: top speed: 89mph 
(146kph); 0-60mph (100kph): 18 sec 
(1.2-litre); average economy: 35-50mpg
PRICE AT LAUNCH: £3635 (1-litre hatch)
MEASUREMENTS: length hatch/saloon: 
11ft 10½in/12ft 9.7in (3.62/3.90m); width: 
5ft½in (1.54m); height: 53½in (1.36m); 
wheelbase: 92.2in (2.34m); weight: 1708-
1983lb (775-900kg); wheels: 13 &14in; 
suspension: independent MacPherson coil 
(front), progressive miniblock coil (rear); 
turning circle: 30.7ft (9.32m); fuel capacity: 
9.2 gallons (42 litres); boot capacity: 7.9ft3 
(hatch)
TECHNICAL: engine types: 993, 1196, 
1297, 1389, 1598cc, four-cyl, petrol, 1488cc 
four-cyl, diesel; gearbox: four-speed & five-
speed manual, front-wheel drive
TRIM: cloth, velour
KEY OPTIONAL EXTRAS: towing equipment, 
metallic paint, fog lamps

Corsa Mk1

The name Corsa had been used previously 
by Opel for its version of the UK’s Nova, 
and just as Opel took the UK Astra name, 
the Vauxhall took the Corsa name for its 
replacement of the Nova, launching the 
new model in February 1993. This was an 
entirely different vehicle. Gone was the 
boxy shape of the Nova, in favour of a more 
rounded line, and two bodyshells were 
employed: the three-door and five-door 
hatchback only. Engine line-up was 1.2, 
1.2E, 1.4, 1.6 16v and the 1.5 diesel in both 
turbo and non-turbo form, as per previous 
Novas. Immediately obvious was the greater 
cabin room compared to its predecessor, 
with big increases in wheelbases and track.

The heavily marketed range was supported 
by its ‘Supermodel’ advertising campaign, 
the early 1.4 Si appeared regularly in adverts 
but was deleted in 2000. Later in 1993, five 
odd ball double-page magazine and billboard 
poster adverts ran using different famous 

Several adverts depicting supermodels 
trashing new Corsas were carefully produced 
by the Vauxhall agency. Here, Linda gleefully 

throws a bucket of green paint at a 1.2i Merit.

Following the supermodel launch (see text), 
the five-door advert makes reference to the 

event in London.

supermodels abusing a Corsa; sledgehammer 
safety cage test, giant industrial claw, concrete 
mix through the sunroof, wrecker’s swing-ball 
on hefty chain and a bucket of lurid green 
paint over a white car. Media marketing was 
certainly changing ...

Corsa model line up by 1995 was Merit 
(later Envoy in 1999), SRi (replaced by SXi in 

Small family cars: Viva HA, HB and HC including Firenza and Magnum
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Seen here in 1989, the HC Sportshatch was available in Bergundy with red style lines. There is 
still an enthusiastic following for these rare models.

A tidy Sportshatch interior, seen in 2022, shows the use of Bold Plaid trim on the door cards and 
seats. (Courtesy Tom Miller, Droop Snoot Group)

Twenty years of Victors, Ventoras and VXs: The F, FB, FC, FD and FEs
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surrounds. The rear doors lost their sculpture-
style feature and the bonnet had a single 
north-south crease, no longer twin (see photo). 
A plusher Victor deluxe was added to the 
range, with individual front seats and featured 
leather seating all round.

Final revisions were made in August 1960, 
with a noticeably deeper rear screen and 
vertical flutes added to the boot-lid. A brand 
new facia and revised five-bar front grille 
completed the look. This later model continued 
for 11 months before the factory summer 
break in July 1961, when production stopped. 
Over 390,000 were manufactured 1957-1961, 
with around two thirds of these exported, 
much to the delight of the postwar export 
drive. Very few survive today often due to early 
corrosion problems encountered.

F-Type media advertising slogans
Pick of the bunch
Salute the Victor
Drive into the motorway age
Everyone drives better in a Vauxhall (Series 2)
Goodness spacious. What a wonderful 
Vauxhall this is (estate)

Vauxhall economy makes this wagon a 
pleasure! (estate)

Own a wonderful world! Own a Vauxhall 
(estate)

Likes road, loves luggage! (estate)

F-TYPE BODY TYPES: four-door saloon, five-
door estate, 1957-1961; manufactured at: 
Luton; number produced: 390,745.
PERFORMANCE: top speed: 75mph 
(120kph); 0-60mph (100kph): 28 seconds; 
average economy: 30mpg.
PRICE AT LAUNCH: £729 (standard), £759 
(Super)
MEASUREMENTS: length: 13ft 11in (4.24m); 
width: 5ft 2¼in (1.58m); height: 4ft 10.25in 
(1.48m); wheelbase: 8ft 2in (2.49m); turning 
circle: 34ft 6in (10.5m); weight: 2700lb 
(1224kg); wheels: 13in; fuel tank capacity: 
7.5 gallons (34 litres); boot capacity: 19ft3.
TECHNICAL: engine types: 1508cc, four-
cyl, petrol; gearbox: three-speed manual & 
‘two-pedal control’; suspension: independent 
wishbone with coil (front), rigid axle, semi-
elliptic (rear); brakes: drum all round.
TRIM: Vynide, leather.
KEY OPTIONAL EXTRAS: radio, heater, fog 
lamps, clock, screen washer.

Phase 2 Victor F saloon and estate for the 
export market.

Phase 2 Victor F dashboard photographed in 
2022. (Courtesy Simon Spikesley)
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The tailgate was a flip-up hinged type, and 
internal boot capacity with the rear seats down 
was 451/2ft3.

By September 1958, the Series 2 
Victor F-Type had arrived. Plainer bumpers 
were fitted, and the Super’s exhaust lost its 
aforementioned novel exit through the chrome 
bumper. These models were also identified 
by the lack of bright-work on the side window 

Twin central bonnet ridges seen on the earlier 
Victor Fs.

The ‘A’ post windscreen reverse rake is really 
evident here on this early dashboard Victor F. 

(Courtesy Simon Spikesley)

The same car 
seen speeding 

towards 
Felixstowe, 
Suffolk, in 

2019.

Press advertising on a phase 2 Victor F estate. 
So many ads up to this time were painted 
images, with photographic representation 

coming in from the early 1960s.

Towards the millennium
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2004-2018 VXR range with a dedicated 
advertising programme; these were the 
boy racers’ transport of the 2000s: Corsa 
VXR, Corsa VXR Arctic Edition, Corsa VXR 

Nürburgring, Meriva VXR, Astra VXR, Astra VXR 
Nürburgring, Monaro VXR, Insignia VXR, Vectra 
VXR, Zafira VXR, VXR8, VXR8 Bathurst and 
VXR220 ... perhaps worthy of another volume!

Interior of the two-seater VX 220.

Vauxhall joined the MPV arena with the Zafira in 1999 after the poor-selling Sintra was dropped 
after just three years.

Appendix 3
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(1018kg); wheels: 13, 15 & 16in; turning 
circle: 34ft/10.36m (SWB), 37ft/11.28m 
(LWB); fuel capacity: 7½ gallons (34 litres); 
internal capacity: 135ft3 (SWB).
TECHNICAL: engine types: 1508/1594cc 
four-cyl (petrol) & 1622/1760cc four-cyl 
(Perkins diesel); gearbox: three- & four-speed 
manual; suspension: double wishbone, coil 
(front), semi-elliptic (rear); brakes: drum.
TRIM: vinyl.
KEY OPTIONAL EXTRAS: automatic gearbox, 
numerous others.

Bedford CF
The CF continued the CA’s trend of using 
Vauxhall saloon car petrol engines and 
gearboxes for light commercial use, and 
after a four-year design period was launched 
in October 1969 to an enthusiastic public 
at the UK Motor Show, becoming available 
for sale in 1970. This was the only Bedford 
van offered with a TK truck twin rear wheel 
axle to take the extra weight, with uprated 
suspension on such models. Again like the 
CA, the engine borrowed cab space, and for 

ease of servicing the rear was accessed by a 
removable cover. Petrols and diesel engines 
were offered, although the diesels were very 
slow! The cab was very airy and modern 
compared to its predecessor, and overall the 
CF was considerably wider and longer than 
the CA.

The CF’s main rivals were the better-selling 
Ford Transit and less popular Commer PB. 
It now had the new facility of front-hinged 

A rather tidy early 1970s Bedford CF ice cream van in Chappel, Essex, summer 2022.
Just visible behind is a Rascal ice cream van.

Major bodywork conversions to the Bedford CF 
were contracted out, such as this example.
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CA BODY TYPES: enclosed van, camper-van, 
minibus, gown van, drop-side/all steel and 
canopy pick-ups, plus several specialist types. 
Production run: 1952-1969; manufactured 
at: Luton; number produced: over 370,000.
PERFORMANCE: top speed: 59mph 
(99kph) (Mk1 1507cc), 65mph (105kph) later 
versions; 0-50mph (84kph): 40 sec; average 
economy: 25-30mpg.
PRICE: £513 (panel van in 1957).
MEASUREMENTS: length: 12ft 10in/2.28m 
(SWB), 13ft 10in/2.59m (LWB); width: 70in/
(1.78m); height: 74¾in/1.9m; wheelbase: 
7ft 6in/8ft 4in (2.29/2.54m); weight: 2245lb 

The early 1960s Bedford CA Utilabrake 
by Martin Walter. Note the later one-piece 

windscreen. Those rear fins were fake fibre-
glass units, and optional.

Photographed at a Volvo classic car meeting in Bridgnorth, 2022, is a 1963 Dormobile 
conversion on the Bedford CA, 1600cc petrol version.

Bedford CA Dormobile driver’s compartment. 
Note at the top-left the sliding door, fitted to 

all CAs except chassis cab variants.
Side body chrome badging seen on two 

different Bedford CA Dormobile conversions.

Early postwar cars: HIX, HIY, J- and L-Types
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The postwar Tens had a 4in longer 
wheelbase and extra side glass in the rear 
door, and later 12/4 models adopted the larger 
1442cc engine. The small Ten was deleted in 
1947 due to a change in the car tax system 
where a flat rate tax was imposed, making 
the use of the very slightly smaller engine less 
attractive.

The H-Type was also available as the 

Bedford HC, a small 5/6cwt delivery van with 
70ft3 internal capacity. From 1938 the van 
was produced based on the H 10/4 saloon. 
Production paused during the war, then 
resumed from 1946, initially with the 1203cc 
engine, then later the 1442cc. Vauxhall was 
proud of its economic running capabilities, 
and had the RAC conduct a strictly controlled 
test trial on busy roads with a diminishing 
load and frequent stops in the busy city rush 
hour, in which it achieved nearly 41mpg. Van 
production stopped at E-Type launch time in 
September 1948, along with the remaining 

Vauxhall Twelve (right) and Fourteen.

1947 press advert inviting customers to a 
Luton dealer open day: shown here 10/12hp 

saloon (top) and 14hp saloon.

Vauxhall 12hp dashboard designation.

The J-Type 12hp. Postwar cars had horizontal 
lines on the front grille rather than the 

previous vertical lines.
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Early postwar cars: HIX, HIY, J 
and L-Types

The immediate prewar scene
The starting point for this book is of 
course 1945, but it is important to briefly 
review Vauxhall products from before the 
Second World War to complete the bigger 
picture. Essentially as war was declared 
in September 1939 there were four main 
models on the production line at Luton: 
the GY/GL Twenty Five and H-Type Ten (both 
announced in 1937), and the I-Type Twelve 
and J-Type Fourteen (both from 1938).

The big 3215cc, six-cylinder, seven-seater 
Twenty Five was not built after the war, this 
being the last Vauxhall to be built with a 
separate chassis. The Ten was a small 1203cc 
four-cylinder car in saloon and coupé form, 
and was lengthened and widened for 1940 
production and identified with a boot-mounted 
spare wheel. The similar Twelve had a larger 
1442cc four-cylinder engine and had a 7in 
longer wheelbase than the Ten. The Fourteen 
was the largest model, with a six-cylinder 
1781cc engine.

1939-1945 war years
By May 1940 it became imperative for 
Vauxhall production to switch to the 38-ton 
Churchill tank (the design-to-build setup took 
less than a year), so passenger car production 
was halted save for a few military staff cars 
and extensive Bedford truck supply for the 
war effort. Thus, 250,000 Bedfords were built 
plus jet engines, 5,000,000 jerrycans, shells, 
decoy camouflage vehicles and venturi tubes 
for rocket launchers. The total tank production 
was 5650 – using nearly a quarter of a million 
tons of metal – and, when the end of the war 
was announced, six prototypes for a successor 
of the Churchill tank were already under test, 
together with a three-quarter-track military 
vehicle based on a captured enemy vehicle. 
Following the end of the Second World War 
in September 1945, production of passenger 
cars was slowly reintroduced in 1946 and a 
total of over 30,000 cars were built throughout 
1947. Certainly consumer money was in short 
supply, coupled with fuel rationing and raw 
materials including metal for the factory.

Ten, Twelve, Fourteen and vans

Whilst only a handful of the original prewar 
I-Type Twelves were produced in 1946, 
production concentrated on an uprated 
HIY Ten in saloon (with no coupé version 
now as this was dropped), the HIX Twelve 
saloon and the 70mph J-Type Fourteen 
model, of which 30,511 were sold postwar. 
Essentially, however, these were prewar cars 
with necessary postwar updates to allow 
production to continue and the design of the 
forthcoming 1948 L-Types to be finalised. 
Due to the continued government export 
drive at the time, a great deal of these cars 
were exported, never to be seen again within 
UK shores, meaning surviving domestic cars 
are almost non-existent.

Vauxhall Ten.

Vauxhall Ten dashboard designation.
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Max Hoffman
Million Dollar Middleman
By Myles Kornblatt

The story of Max Hoffman, who started his career as a racer in Europe, 
but became the catalyst for getting some of the most celebrated 
sports cars into the hands of the American public. His dealer network 
might have been based in North America, but his influence and 
impact were global.

This fascinating story charts the career of Max Hoffman, the US car 
dealer who represented Jaguar, Porsche, Mercedes, Volkswagen, 
Fiat, Lancia, BMW, and many other European car brands during the 
decades following WWII. He pushed for distinguished now-classics 
like the Mercedes 300 SL Gullwing, Porsche Speedster, BMW 507, and 
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider. 

Hoffman built a reputation as an effective middleman, but as the car 
companies he represented became more successful under his watch, 
the less they needed their go-between. When it was inevitably time 
to say goodbye to Maxie, he showed his teeth with everything from 
lawsuits against his suppliers, to threatening executives with a mob 
hit.

However, Hoffman also had a very good reason to be defensive. He 
understood the American market, and he pushed manufacturers 
specifically for cars that would strike a chord and make everybody 
involved richer. Sometimes the hero, sometimes the villain, but more 
often than not, Max Hoffman was the unseen puppet master behind 
some of today’s best classics.

• The story of Max Hoffmann - the car dealer who introduced the 
USA to Jaguar, Mercedes, Volkswagen, Porsche, BMW, and more

• The man who helped shape the futures of major car companies …
• … and ignited a passion for sports cars in the USA
• His house and showroom were designed by Frank Lloyd Wright 
• He persuaded dealers to take unloved Beetles to get popular 

Jaguars
• The master of cunning contracts that paid well without actually 

selling cars
• Max Hoffman: a true automotive puppet master
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often having the orders for XK120s obligatorily married 
to less popular vehicles like the Mark V saloons.6 It was 
a black eye for British products in the important North 
American market. Hoffman’s actions provoked good 
sales, but it did not make Lyons feel any better about his 
choice of a distributor.

The ten-year contract
Hoffman was on a year-to-year contract with Jaguar 
when it was first signed. Sales of the XK120 became 
a major profit center for Hoffman, which meant that 
Jaguar was a key part of his organization. It was his 
most popular product for both sales and distribution. 
Higher volumes on the road and racetrack also created 
the need for more service. This growing popularity and 
responsibility provoked Hoffman’s desire to have a long-
term Jaguar contract.

Hoffman spoke with Lyons in April 1951 to 
specifically request that he be given a ten-year contract 
for his territory. Hoffman explained that he needed some 
security to make investments in building a service and 
parts organization. He didn’t want to sign multi-year 

6  Porter, Philip. Skilleter, Paul. (2011) Sir William Lyons: The Official 
Biography. Haynes Publishing.

The XK120 could certainly draw a crowd. (Courtesy Karl Ludvigsen via the Revs Institute)

 Jaguar C-Type 
advertisement.

ADDITIONAL TALES
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Pinin Farina Jag
While the Jaguar XK is considered to be one of the 
great classic car designs, the Italians tried to improve 
on it. A 1954 Jaguar XK120 SE roadster (chassis 
number S675360) was ordered through Hoffman Motor 
Corporation and rebodied into a coupe by Pinin Farina.

No order records survived for this one-off exotic, 
and so Hoffman’s level of participation in the project is 
unclear. His name may be associated just because the 
car was ordered within the eastern half of the United 
States. Or Hoffman may have been fully involved to 
investigate any demand for a bespoke-built car like the 
first Delahaye he sold in New York.

The car did appear at the Geneva Motor Show in 
1955 and then spent some time in the United States. 
It returned to Europe in 1978. It sat as a project until 
discovered by Classic Motor Cars in England. It gave 
the car a full restoration in time for the 2015 Pebble 
Beach Concours d’Elegance. 

Reoccurring Studebaker
Studebaker had one of the largest impacts on Hoffman of 
any American car company. Part of Jaguar’s introduction 
to Hoffman was rooted in one of its people coming from 
Studebaker. Hoffman specifically used a Studebaker 
connection to get Porsche a contract job in the United 
States. Studebaker dealers also took over Mercedes after 
Hoffman.

European delivery
Hoffman occasionally advertised discounted prices for 
European delivery. It was an incentive program many of 
the import car companies offered Americans. There was a 
discount for picking up a European car within continental 
Europe. The manufactures had fewer logistical expenses 
and passed some savings on to the customer. The 
dealers and distributors often only made a small fee for 
processing the order, but sometimes it would be a sale 
that would not have been made otherwise. There were 
still more associated fees, including tourist airfare and 
shipping a car home. The real idea was that the money 
saved could fund a lavish European vacation driving 
your own car.

BMW 1600ti Spyder
Paul Bracq was working at the French coachbuilder 
Brissonneau & Lotz in the late 1960s. He came up with 
a design for a 1600ti coupe/convertible. “The BMW 
Management was very pleased with the BMW Coupé 
design,” according to Bracq. 

This one had a nice advantage over the Fura-
designed prototype from a few years prior. Bracq had 
penned the Mercedes W113 SL, and the pagoda-style 
hardtop roof was echoed in the new design. So it 
would give these BMWs a nice upper-classic lineage. 
Also, BMW was likely more receptive to an outside 
coachbuilder. 

Classic Motor Cars fully restored the Pinin Farina bodied Jaguar 
XK120. (Courtesy Classic Motor Cars Limited)

8

Hoffman set out to find new cars in the summer of 
1946. The war in Europe had barely been over 

a year, but he was back in his former home continent 
looking for product. He went knocking on the doors 
of most sports cars firms in England, France and 
Italy.

The Europeans would have loved to have taken 
Hoffman’s dollars, but the companies weren’t ready to 
deliver. Jaguar didn’t seem healthy enough yet for export, 
and Hoffman claimed to have paid Alfa Romeo for two 
cars, but nothing ever arrived in New York. He thought 
he’d made a successful deal with coachbuilder Figoni et 
Falaschi when he bought its Delahaye off the stand at the 
Paris Motor Show. Hoffman went home to New York to 
get a special dealership ready, but was later informed that 
the car went home with Prince Aly Khan.

2.2.
NEW YORK AND NEW YORK AND 
A NEW STARTA NEW START

Max 
Hoffman. 

(Courtesy 
Mercedes-
Benz AG)

Hoffman’s Park Avenue showroom. (Courtesy Corporate Archives Porsche AG)
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company moved quickly with its 
engineering, so it was easy to grant 
the request for greater size and 
power. First there was a new 1.3-liter 
motor in the spring of 1951, which 
was further enlarged to 1.5-liters by 
the fall. So, within a year of the first 
meeting, there was nearly 50 per cent 
more displacement than in Hoffman’s 
first car, and it produced 50 per cent 
more horsepower. This was now the 
true sports car Hoffman needed.

The 1.5-liter motor became a new 
benchmark. Karl Ludvigsen wrote in 
Porsche: Excellence Was Expected: 
“In the Mt Equinox, Vermont 
hillclimb on October 28, 1951, Max 
Hoffman was so fast, winning his 
class in a white cabriolet, that he had 
to make a second comparable run 
before Briggs Cunningham would 
believe he had actually gone up the 
hill that quickly.”29

Cunningham’s skepticism may 
have read as contemptuous, but he 
was actually supportive of Porsche 
from the beginning. He had bought 
two of the first three 356 1.1-liter cars 
that Hoffman had imported, and less 
than two months after the Mt Equinox 
demonstration, Cunningham used 
his own 1.5-liter coupe to give the 
Porsche 356 its first significant USA 
victory, a class win at the SCCA’s 
Palm Beach Shores Florida national 
race. By that time, Hoffman had 
also found an even more impressive 
Porsche.

29  Ludvigsen, Karl. (1977). Porsche: 
Excellence Was Expected. Princeton 
Publishing, Inc.

The Porsche stand at the 1950 Paris 
Motor Show. (Courtesy Rodolfo Mailander 
via the Revs Institute)

Opposite: Max Hoffman paraded one of 
his first Porsches at the 1950 Watkins 
Glen races. (Courtesy Frank Shaffer)
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A Hoffman & Huppert-ordered 1937 Delahaye was restored and won Best of Show at Pebble Beach in 2000. 
(Courtesy Tom O'Neal and the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance)

Bob Cropsey’s 1950 Volkswagen that was imported through Hoffman was used to represent him at the Klingberg Vintage Motorcar 
Series Hall of Honor induction in 2021. (Courtesy Bob Cropsey)
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A well-respected dealership in Los Angeles sells a 300 SL. 
(Courtesy Mercedes-Benz AG)

A Mercedes advertisement, with the 190 SL at a low cost never 
likely to be found at a local dealer. 

Mercedes champion driver Paul 
O’Shea became the sports car 

director under Studebaker-Packard. 
He’s seen here with a 190 SL in 
Las Vegas, with a possible tie-

in with his country music career. 
(Courtesy Mercedes-Benz AG)

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT CREATIONS AND A LOVE OF DESIGN
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A Porsche 356 at Max Hoffman’s Rye, New York house for the company’s 70th anniversary. 
(Courtesy Corporate Archives Porsche AG)

The unique design of the house has endured, including Frank Lloyd’s preference for stone driveways and organic materials. 
(Courtesy Corporate Archives Porsche AG)
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A Masterclass in Needle Felting 
Wildlife
Methods and techniques to take 
your needle felting to the next level
By Cindy-Lou Thompson
THE SECRETS OF A WORLD CLASS NEEDLE FELTER REVEALED!

Learn how to create four hyper-realistic wild animals, with step-by-
step instructions and photos from start to finish, written by a world 
class needle felting artist. The book shows a range of armatures, 
coats, textures, shapes, and finishing touches.

Take your needle felting to a whole new level to create a range of 
lifelike wildlife. World class felting master Cindy-Lou Thompson 
of Chicktin Creations will take you through the steps. Covering 
four popular and well-loved wild animals (Hare, Fox, Badger and 
Otter), with illustrated step-by-step instructions, Cindy guides you 
through the process of creating different body shapes, proportions, 
armatures, coats, and blending, as well as realistic finishing touches 
such as eyes, nails, ears and detailing.

Learn how to achieve a professional finish you will be proud of with 
different textured coats; how to blend, clip and add shape, and apply 
a realistic finishing touch with a variety of mediums and methods, 

some of which Cindy has designed and developed herself. 

From the author of the best-selling book A Masterclass in Needle 
Felting Dogs, this follow-up volume will teach you new techniques, 
and inspire you to try exciting creations of your own! 

• Step-by-step instructions showing how to create your own needle 
felted masterpiece

• Includes new techniques from a master of needle felting
• Focusing on four of the most popular British wild animals
• A much-requested second book, with instructions and techniques 

to craft four more amazing creations
• Learn the secrets of needle felting wild animals
• Detailed instructions to create four highly realistic animal models
• Another inspirational book from the author of A Masterclass in 

Needle Felting Dog

The A Masterclass in Needle Felting 
series by expert crafter Cindy-Lou 
Thompson features expert step-by-
step guides for creating hyper-realistic 
needle felted animals, packed with 
tips, techniques and advice.
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GETTING STARTED: 
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
You can have as many or as few tools as 
you like: purist needle felters like to create 
everything with wool, so have very few tools, 
but I think needle felting is an art that is 
open to interpretation.  I have always strived 
to achieve a taxidermic-type finish, which 
demands the use of extra items.  There’s no 
right or wrong way: let your imagination run 
wild! Many of the items listed here can be 
found in a good craft store, if you are lucky 
enough to live near one.

Needles
11
You will need a comprehensive set of 
needles to make the animals in this book. 
My favourites, after many years of felting, are 
WizPick (The Olive Sparrow. Etsy) and Felt 
Alive (www.feltalive.com). HeidiFeathers (www.
heidifeathers.com) also offers a comprehensive 
range. There are already quite a few different 
makes of felting needles, and I am hoping that 
as the art grows in popularity there will be 
more to choose from. You might notice that I 

22

don’t mention which needle to use as I work 
through the chapters, and this is because what 
suits one person might not suit another. The 
very best advice I can give is to regularly try 
different needles from your armoury as you 
work, and make a note of the results. Don’t 
forget to try them out at different angles to 
the wool surface, too, because very different 
results can be achieved with the same needle.

Needle holders and felting brush
22
Needle holders can hold up to 7 needles 
(other holders can hold more, but I haven’t 
had much success with these). The 3-in-a-row 
holder is probably the one I use the most, but 
not for felting! I tend to use it for arranging 
a coat, which it does extremely well. The 
5-needle Prym holder is very useful for felting 
larger areas quickly, and I tend to fill it with 
HeidiFeathers 36 Regular (dark green tipped). 
The other Clover-type, blue, multi-needle 
holder is sprung and shielded, and is perfect 
for felting flat items such as ears on a felting 
brush.

The felting brush is necessary for felting 
14

THE HARE

11
The first animal in the book focuses on the 
initial creation of an armature, and first 
coverage of wool in detail. Subsequent 
chapters will not repeat this information, or 
how to colour the eyes, unless a different 
colour or method is used. Only wire lengths 
and armature plan, eye size and colours used 
will be given. The initial methods used in this 
chapter will be the same for all animals.

Creating this Hare will showcase a sitting 
position, sculpture preparation for long 
fur attachment, long fur blending, long fur 
attachment, and fur texturing and detailing 
once attached. It will also cover other details 
such as furry paws, large, long ears, and 
making realistic cabochon eyes. 

Hares have different length fore and hind 
legs, and these are also very thin. The fore legs 
are much narrower set than the hind legs, and 
the eyes and ears are large in relation to the 
size of the animal. 

The completed Hare weighs 90g (3.17oz). 

YOU WILL NEED
Wool•Core fawn 100g (3.5oz) (World of
 Wool Dark Fawn)•Merino tops fawn 70g (2.5oz) (Adelaide
 Walker Sand)•Merino tops off-white 30g (0.7oz)
 (World of Wool Oyster)•Merino tops red brown 70g (1.05oz)
 (World of Wool Antique)•Merino tops grey 30g (1.05oz) (World
 of Wool Pewter)•Merino tops dark brown 30g (1.05oz)
 (World of Wool Chocolate)

11

Other materials/tools•Wire 2mm, preferably plastic-coated (12
 gauge), 40cm (15.7in), 50cm (19.6in), and
 36cm (14.1in),•Pair of 12mm (0.47in) cabochons
 (flatter type, not high-domed) •Pair of 4mm (0.15in) flat pad earring
 post studs• Digitally printed eyes to cut out
 (see Step 9, photo 30, pages 20-21)•A comprehensive range of felting
 needles, including 3-in-a-row, multi-
 sprung, multi unsprung•Tape measure•Pliers and wire cutters (pointed end type)
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photo 23 which has the wire 
superimposed in red over the 
Hare.

Step 7
24, 2524, 25
Before shaping the legs, ensure your Hare is in 
the final pose you want, sitting unaided. After 
the initial wool covering, add bulk by laying 
lengths of wool onto the legs where required, 
and felting into shape, paying attention to 
leg shaping and structure. The forelegs are 
very narrow when viewed from the front, and 
the lower part of the hind legs are long in 
proportion to the rest of the leg. Be aware of 
the long ridge that runs up the front of each 
leg (actually the radius bone), and the muscle 
on the inside of the legs.

With the hind legs, shape them in the 
position you have made by adding an amount 
of core, enough to run from the tail, over the 
bent part of the leg and down inside the leg. 
Add a basic foot shaping for each leg, with the 
hind feet being larger than the front. Felt to 
a fairly firm touch. Pay attention to the back 
hock joints, too.

Step 8
2626
Take a short length of core, no longer than 

2525

2626

2727

20cm (7.87in), and roll it up to begin the head. 
When felting, be aware of the shape of a Hare’s 
head, making it narrower near the nose and 
wider at the jaws. Add more wool to create 
the shape, but the finished head shouldn’t 
measure longer than 7.5cm (2.9in) from nose 
to back of head. Keep a check of this, because 
as you felt into shape, you will experience 
shrinkage, where the wool contracts because 
of the more intense felting. Simply add more 
wool where needed. 

Step 9
2727
To create the eye sockets, place a 12mm (0.47in) 
cabochon on the side of the head, and add a 
rim of wool around it to form an eyelid. Hare 
eyes are large and set on the side of the head 
to give almost 360 degree vision, and the 
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THE FOX

2626 2727 2828

2929

3030

3131

blend Merino wool to make a realistic Fox coat.
Initially, there are 4 main blends from the 

5 Merino colours of Antique, Marigold, Sand, 
Oyster, and Raven. The Antique is a nice Fox 
colour, but, used entirely on its own, would 
give a very flat-coloured coat. Fox coats come 
in a range of colours, and vary greatly from 
dark red-brown to light red/brown, tinged with 

black or white, so feel free to create your own 
coat colours.

To prevent sudden colour changes as you 
attach the various blends, create a narrow 
(2mm/0.07in) buffer zone, where both 
blends are used in equal measure to form a 
graduation of one colour to the other. This is 
time-consuming but the results are well worth 
the effort. 

Cut tops lengths of approximately 3.5cm 
(1.37in) to make –• Blend 1 = Antique x 2 , Marigold 1• Blend 2 = Antique x 1, Sand x 1• Blend 3= Oyster x 5, Raven x 1• Blend 4 = Antique x 3, Raven x 1• Blend 5 = Blend 1 x 1, Raven x 1• Blend 6 = Blend 1 x 1, Blend 3 x 1

Create a good number of these blends, and 
arrange so that you know which is which. Don’t 
let them run out as you will need to check the 
match as you blend more.
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Step 13
38-4138-41
Using 3 large hats pins per ear, place the ears 
in position and adjust as required: they should 
have a slight curve on the head. When apply 
with their positions, felt into place.

The ears should sit around 16cm (6.29in) 
high, and will reduce to this height as you felt 
them in place around their base. Felt in all the 
unfelted wool at the bottom of each ear. 

Step 14
42-4642-46
Before beginning to attach fur to the Badger, 
prepare some tops and blends. Cut 4cm (1.57in) 
lengths of tops of all colours.

3838

3939

4040

4141

4242
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